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B ILL  CAGEY 
. Ter race-  K i t imat  
Accept Challenge 
Superintendent of Parks and Recreation for 
Teh'ace,  looks fit and smug as he smiles in 
~ cipation of the coming contest  between the 
cities of K i t imat and Terrace  on the one side 
and the city of vernon  on the other. 
Vernon issued a challenge to Kit imat and 
Terrace for the h ighest  number  of citizens to 
turn out to (a) Swim ~'4 mile (16 lengths) 
maximum per person on Wednesday, April 5th. 
(b)  Run (jog) 1 mile maximum per person 
Saturday, April 8 and (c) Cycle 2 miles 
Heavy equipment seen' Thursday morning c ian~ lots Gim's Restaurant that will be ready for opening this Sam- 
behind Gim's restaurant, facing Park Avenue. Preparation mar. 
of the ground is said to be for a new, better and expanded 
'~%?;?~.~%%%~%%*~'~%%%%*~%~%%*~%%'~%%%*;~%%*~%*~*~'~%*;*~*~*~%?*%?~.*.'~'~*:*~'~;~; ;'~*~% * ,.,.*. *,.*=';'~%*, * *.*. *.*.*.'=*;*;*~*;,**** • * .*., .*., . ,  L*~***~;i**%*~*~%%%*~*~'~%*~*~%'/.'~*;%'~*~'~'.*;'.','.'.', 
halian Kidnap, Pr. Rupert child 
• Latest of Many/' i! alive after 30 min. 
British Colmnbia centre but '(CP)Eugene Seisman, 32, 
,are not allowing trappers to d ied  W e~l~day, when he 
take them. was cruslied by  the dump 
• box o f 'a  truck he had 
Paper Project for 
maximum per  person April 9th, Sunday. Co  ~ "  M|n  d~ ~,~,  
~ t ~  M~. 0hey and  Thorn o f  Terrace and LONDON (Reuter)-  The His kidnappers w~e~lcit- VANCOUVER (CP) -- "But ff this would have 1 J~. , -  , x .~o  
~tmm8 puouc ly  accepteti me cnauenge,  anti kidaapph~ of Aldo Moro, ~ extre~._.ists of the(Red Poliee~ believe• that happened in the sum- PU i l s  of Gr  . . . . . . . . .  
were videotaped oing so for re lay over Channel leader of the Ital ian ~ Faction - ~o  hypothermla,  potentially mertime when the water is . P age 7 ~opper  Moumam ,,:teman, 
3.6 ' ' CIMt~anDemoeratieParty, hroatmndtoklllhlmueleea, fatal:,eondition that  is much warmer, it's taillhaly 18ry School s to rmed the offices' of the Daily 
~.~mmr a i r  ~-.uf~.tl~t ,I,~,,,~,I . . . .  ~o+,, ~A+ oo Is the latest In a series of the West German govern- blamed for many n~.r tne  he  would have survived," Herald Wednesday fternoon i  nren~rafion for 
. . . .  .daring abductions, wh ch meat freed;.lt hnprisomed, ..d~sths, may, have .~.ved.the said a police spokesman, the bl ication many c~tizees out to l~iriJClI~Ite in these evonts ,,~,,,, ,,,,~,,,,, w,-,tern , ~ - ~ " "  [ ' ' " ' " " ' " "'' " ~ - -  "' ~ L ..- R~J1 - ~ "  M 1 . 1 ' " ~ of a r ival  nev;spaper. Under  the 
T~he Ter race  swim will take place over a 12 The . victims/~ -have. their demands. SiX w~ ~0minutes. Tu~[ay in frigid Powcil River earlier had earless teacher, Chrmtme Etde, approximately 
bourt ime frame on Wed., April 5that  the local -t3"equmtl~..boyn. pTom~mn~ later..sehle~e.r~s .body ~s  soaWaUra]atPowell River, q:ant hours . 271ively would-be journal is~ managed to d/srupt 
natal. RIMlnlntt a t ' the  Skeena Llltth School " l|qu.res lm~ l~al~su'y . n [oanalamm.on.m.m.e _u2un~o.f I s~. .~- . .  ' . _ __  .. _r,_~!t~ita.flllg.the" ci~ild_ asd~ the front 'office, editorial department, com- 
r - ~ .  ~ .  . . - -o - .  peuucs ann mar captors a ear porxca m-me ~:ranm t'oweu:mver r,,~m~" area d~theooy 'eecad l t ion  • ' " " ~ . . . . . .  " ' " • 
grounds Z-6 p.m,, April 8, andeyc l ingbetweenl  members of extremist city of Mulhome. ltisthroat LeelleCampbellwanulavin,t 'N,,,v ,.,, . .  :~,,PeS~ ~ and back shop. for h't.tle..m0re~en • • . . . .  . . * .  . .. , . . . . _ , :  . ~ . . . .  . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  - . . . .  T u ~  as  ve .~ er lUca l ,  . . . . . ,  ,- .~. . . . . . . . . . . .  , . 
and 4 p.m,, starting andrea "d~g at City Hall on: ~ups  Prepared~t0/use had been cut.~ ~,~.: on  ,a fl0a~'nem?,.hispare~ts .unid,then that there was:;~na~ ann°ur'.A:xewz.~.~.n?tes.=~.m.e.~er~.n~...~ - .~ ~! 
• • • . . . .  , . '~ . '  ~ ," .. ' .  ,~ .  ~ , ~ , l Lsm~ ~ m m  w n ~  ut~ 3 w ~  " a~uuss~' .ms~s '~u~ . .v , ,~ ,  ~ poSa lD IO.  " " '  " ; . . . . . . . . . .  • ; he Knows our Terra~,.~Kitlmat duo Is _ .~, . .~ . .~- .0 . . ,o  , .~... ,  ~.. ,,.~. _ .  . . . . .  • . . . . .  ~,.. . . , , . .  I, . . . . . . .  Furmer pn0costume camera m scm mmct) ann 
unDea~Dte. . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  1 "  " I " q . L ,or rlshina the murder of the A left-wing group called Aircraft.from Comox flew ,Polion said the child had . . . . .  ~, .~..~, -n ,~:  r~ ,, ,,,,~,,,oo,,,~. 
The combined population of Terrace and endive.. . . . .  GRAPO. claimed respon- the boy hare~ ' '  been left on the float with his :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . 
KiUinat is est imated to be equal to or slightly one. of the meaz n.o~.rtous, _ibillty for...kld~...p..l~ Lt., A s polmsman., a.t .van.: eightyear.old_bro~er, Lloyd, , -~ / . .  
o~-,e the challenger -cit,, of Vernon whi,'h is reesm eases was mat oz uen. ,'~mmo vmaeseusa couver~',uerm~/ospluumua " moments after me tamuy • , - -  ' ' -- 1 . . . ;.'/ ; 
~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ -- " - -  - -  - -  ~ : " Hanns-Martin Schleyer, qullis, president of the that at the parents request tied up thelr fishing boat for /~ ' l rd~1~l l~ 'M~l~dr l  ~] r ]~ l~ } 
~i~aK ~,uo~.  . . ' . chief of the ~werful West Supreme Council of Military l~s condition and treatment refueling. .~ ~s ,s ,~, , , .aax~j~s ,  qj~.a~ .m. ~,~ j~ l ,~  .'~ 
~-q:$%~:~.: . ."  ~.'..:::::~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Germn Emwoyera Justice,' and Antonio Maria would not be disclosed. . . 
i . . . .  , ~ : ' Association. de Oriol y UrquiJo, prmddent y 
CHILD DWAPPEAR8 trial begins PROTEST WOLFTRAP ,e  was seized from his of Spain's advisory Council .Policebellevetheboywas 'They ,left him on the 
limousine in Cologne ~last of State, ' unvedbecauseoftheensetof wharf and the next minute SENTENCE . . . .  September afteragunbattie The ,~ardilas had h~pothermla, sub-normal thayeouldnot'flndthelad," 
Jn which his driver and demanded the release of left- body temperature which re- aspokeamansaid. A Terrace man faced a expertwitoess..whatestifled ....... 
- " three police bodyguards wing polltical.'l.)risoners in duces the  brain's need for. Bill Shamming of Powcil charge of attemptnd rape in on  twd kets of scalp hair ~'TERRACE, B.R. (CL) ~ been epecifieally set for were shot dead. : , ,return for their fives; axles.  
Watmough, a wolves. - " - , River, who was working on Pr ince  Rupert county eeurt samples he had examined 
Nomtrom did not catch his boat in the harbor whet in Terrace Thursday. 
t~ 
1"3- -  1 ~ Spokesman for the Nor- Ca  1 " 1 .  
~ . .~ .~.~  upen n s n e r m e n  the child disappeared, G~ald Sims pleaded not It was not stated at the ~weat Trappers' Aasoci. anythlngin his trap. in July of last year. 
atlas, said Wednesday that qui.ckly donned scuba diving 8~ilty to the charge wt, cfl thnewhere the eamplm had 
fish SAd wildlife branch L O S t  A t  S e a  eqmpmant he hsd at hand followed an alleged incident came from. 
authorities .are poisoning Man CrLL~h4[~ and: divnd into the water to on May 22, 1977. :~ 
wolves in this northern PORT ALBERNI,B.R. find the boy" After 15 Crown counsel Dave Graham testified that 
mianteshefoundthechildan Smyth called witnesses to some of the hairs from one 
VICTORIA (CP) -- A 60- Cape ~ St. James at the - The overturned vessel, the surinco of the water, establish Sims' whereabouts sample were similar to these ,~ 
foot herring flshboat that southern tip of the Queen spotted by a searching fish- under one of the woodm on that day, and also called in the other sample. 
went missing Wednesday Charlotte Islands. boat 13 kilometrea northeast floats. Julian~ Ann Graham as an The trial continues. 
south of the Queen Charlotte Search and rescue officials of High Island, off Cape St. -.-.'.:<.:.'.....'.'.'.'.'.=.-.'.'.'.'.. . . . . ... .....-....-.-.-.-.-...-.-.......-.~...-- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ..... 
Tnipper Brian Norstrom bo~rrowed. Islands was found over. identified those wbo were James, Was being towed to .~.~.~..;...;......~.~.;.....~.~.;.................~.~...~.:.....~.;.~.~.......;.................~.~.......~.:.:.:.:~:;:.:.:.:.:.:.:;:.:~:.:.~:.:.:..;:;:.:;:.:;:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.;~.~ 
wen lhled $150 Tuesday for calmer watts while and air turned this morning, but aboard the fishboat am 
a wolflrap. Police said he was dum- there wan no sign of the six Prince Rupert residents, five and sea search continued for ,,, • ping some dirt fill when the 
Watn~ss ld thecour t  safetychainonthedampbox people who were aboard of'tbom from the same theslxpenple. 
decislonw/ilsetapreeedent became entangled. /When when it was last heard from. famfly.'They are: Sam The missing vessel had 
• The Ocean Invader I of ParnellSr., SamParnell Jr., been on route from the 
could allow fish and Selsman leaned acron the' Prince Rupert, B.C.,'hedra- and Earl, Erie and  Dean northern tip of Vancouver 
wildlife officials to deter- truck frame to free the 
mineutthelrowndiscretien chain, the pertlyraised dump dioedWednesdaynlahtthat P rnell, and Larry Brown. Iflandtoflshinggreandsoff 
It was caught in heavy seas All were missing and the Queen Charlottes in 
wheth~ a trap has or has not box fell and crushed him. kndhiRh~indssoutheantof presumed rowned, with two other company 
~.~.~.~.~:e:.:.:.:y.::.~:?:~:.:....:~:~:~;~;;~:.~;;~.:~:~;'~:~:~;;;;;';.;55~::~:~:y$:~:~:~::::::::~:::~:::~:;:;:;:~:~:~:~?:?~:~:~:~:;~ - ~smelinlers ,. when i t  went 
Weather at the time was 
very bad, with high seas and 
cloud scudding only 30 
metres above the surface. 
Searchers have found the 
body of one of ,six man 
aboard a 6o.fcot herring fish- 
boat that went missing 
Wednesday south of the 
Queen Charlotte Islands. 
~e Ocean Invader I of 
Prince Rupert, B.C., was 
found overturned this 
morning. 
Officials did not identify 
the body found 
The Ocean Invader had 
radioed Wednesday night 
that it wag caught .in heavy 
seas and high winds ; 
: southeast of Cape St. James 
at the southern tJp of the 
Queen Charlotte Islands. '
Search and rescue offlclals David Chambray practices hb lay.up shot whilst Robert Cederberg awolts the rebound. 
identified..thoee who were These boys are Irepnrlng for Ibis weekends' minl-haaketball tournament to be held at 
aboard the fishboat as CeledoninSecondsry School, 
PrineeRupertresldents, five :..Clarence Mlehld Elementary School is hosting their fifth annual mini.basketball tour. 
of them from the same anment tonight end tomorrow, at Caledonia school. The boys wifi play against teams from 
family.  They are: Sam all over the region. 
~ - Parnell St., Sam Parnell Jr.. . .Support of this aetlvUy Is urged as tournaments of this kind happen but once a year, and Here are the twelve v~nn s in tile Kitlmat Kidspiel which v ' • wound-up Wednesday. These youngsters are the A, B, and C and Earl, Erie and David never again If they have no support. 
" Parnell, and Larry Brown, . .Wide opm, high ~orkg basketball has been promised by the conch d the Clarence event Winners. For more on the Kluspiel see page 8. ~.~......~.~:...............~...:.~....~.~...........~...~.~.~:.~.~...~...~......~:~:.~.:;:..~:.:c.~.~.: ..;.;.;.. ; 5......5 ...,.,..J ...~.;.:.:*... ...~.~.....~.~........~.........,.......~.. . . . .  . . . .  All were missing and Michld Classics Clyde Inouye. See you there. 
~.~ :'~,%**.~.'~..~;..~,..~.*;.~.~y~.~.. :.~.*:...~. ..* *..~...~..*....~.~*~.~*;.~*~*~%.~.. .. . . . . .  * . ~ ... ..... ~. . ......... ~..*.*.. .... . ....... ~.~..*.*~*..,:.......~.......~...............~.*;.,.:;.*.~x:.~.~.;..%, presamed drowned. ... . . .  .'*:,'.'.' . . . . . . .  ".-.'.'.'o'o. . . . . . . . . .  o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :~;,:,:~:~;,~%,~%.0,~%.,*,%%;~;~;,;.~..,,,..~...~..*,* %*. ~',*.%%;, ~ % % % % ; ~ % % ~ ; ; ~ ; ; ~ : e ~ ~ . ~ . ~ ,  . . .  , , .  
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Hydro .bus union plans more  to be b i l igua l  "Lmmsndbus insss tascne loqU""  ' '~  Fest iva l  • ...,, 
picketing company hurting 9 oTTAWA:(cP) : s~c z.~ Duly sho~g "a 
plandfor this year s celebra-, lack of tact on your pan.., a 
' " tlone on July I and Festival lack of tact toward French- 
VANCOUVER (~) - -The  store in New Westminster. obviously not going to be CAN GO ON STRIKE Canada week will reflect he Canadians," Southam an- 
LAYOFFS AVOIDED shut down over~ght:'., 
William Martin, operation The union is still deciding 
manager for Woodwarda de- whether to picket Hydro 
Kitsk-k~lum Ski Hill Pro Shop Lease 
Amalgamated Transit Union 
was planning escalation of 
its picketing as local 
retailers said Wednesday 
that the transit strike at 
British Columbia Hydro was 
be~nnl~ to hurt them. 
The strike by the 3,500- 
member ATU began Monday 
mornl~ in Vancouver and 
Victoria, causing additional 
coannuters to drive to work, 
Join a car pool, bitch a ride, 
or use bycycies. 
The greatest problems 
with iner~ed automobile 
traffic have been llneaps on 
major access routes into the 
cities and difficulties finding 
park~za ~ces. 
Harry Lowe. manager of 
Army and Navy's downtown 
operation, said Wednesday 
that the strike "is harming 
the dlo~mtown and anyone 
who tells you different is not 
the truth." n 
Lowe said the store would 
take ether measures before 
inying off employees, such 
as temporarily moving 
downtown workers to a new 
pertinent store, also said 
layoffs were being avoided. 
He said the company was 
"doing the. same as anybody 
else when business falls off-- 
you don't brir~ part4imers 
i n . "  
• manager Earl Panqui~ said 
his company is also cutting 
back on part-tlme era- 
ployees' hours. The company 
must "play it day by day", 
.he said, adding that business 
is down substantially 10ut not 
below the top third of 
estimates. 
ATU president AI Ashton 
said Thursday that the unim 
will be f lrnz~ up plans to 
picket Hydro operat/ons in 
the Interior at a mesting 
today. Representatives met 
with the B.C. Federation of 
Labor and other unions 
Wednesday to coordinate 
strategy. 
"We're gradually 
escalating our action," 
Ashton said. "The Interior IS 
dams and construction sites. 
Unresolved Issues in the 
dispute are the union's bid 
for a shorter work week and 
the eompany's desire to 
control spare board 
operations, a union 
Two other Hydro unions-- 
the Office and technical 
Employees Union and the 
International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers Local 
213--are in a position to 
strike but have net done so. 
Members of these unions 
have net crossed ATU picket 
lines. 
Canada Manpower (Canada Barriere, B.C. 
Employment and Im- Must be qualified and well 
migration Services) in experienced. 
Terrace. Unless stated 
otherwise these job op- PULPING OPERATOKS, 30 
portunities exist within vacancies, tarth~rate~.~l 
Terrace township• Ap- per hour, Watson Isling, 
p]ieante should apply in PrinceRupert. 
person to Canada Era- Must have experience, 
ployment Centre, 4830 preferance grade 12. 
Lazelle Ave. Phone 635-7134. 
The Terrace HERALD will MILL MACHINE 
appreciate hearing from any OPERATORS, 20 openings, 
persons obtaining jobs starting rate~.?l  per hour, 
through seeing this notice. Watson Island, PHnce 
Rupert. 
INSTRUCTORS, Open Preferance grade 12. must 
vacancies, ~9.00 (D.O.E.), nave prewous experience. 
Required for instructing 
courses such as "Crafts, PROGRAM MANAGER 
Business Vocational BOOKKEEPER, 1 o1~,  
~ademic,  General, In- $180.00p~ week, InTerface. 
terest, Gardening and Must have bookkeeping 
• experience, requires to de 
SENIOR AR- psyrol] staff SU~US etC. 
CHITECTURAL DRAFT- 
SMAN, I opening, $800~15~0- FALLER8, ~ 9:~ vacancies, 
• month, (D.O.E.) I.W.A. rote ~ up, Out of 
, Must be exporlenced Town. 
assisting in producing arch- Must be fully experienced 
iteetural working . in this trade. 
drawings, assisting in 
writing in general office AUTO MECHANICS, 
various opmings, ;9.00 hr. 
up to ~ (D.0.E.) 
Must be Journey p~sen. 
73 k i l l ed  in 
Sof ian c rash  
SOFIA (Reuter) ;in a 
bulprinn airliner crashed 
soon after talcing off from 
Sofia on Thursday, killing all 
7S people on board. 
the Soviet-built TU-lS4, at 
a rel~ular fl~ht from Sofia to 
Warsaw, plunged to the 
ground in northern Bul~aris 
minutes after leaving Sofia's 
msht control aroa. 
The Buli~'inn news 
agency WrA said 88 
passengers and the crew of 
seven died in the crash, the 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES vo]vingairlinesfirst maJortids1~.aStyear.disasterEuropeanln- 
The following list is 'the "LUMBER GRADER, 
most recent available from T.B.A.. Out of Town, 
work. 
WAITER-WAITRESSES, 
various vacancies, Various 
Airport sources aid most 
of the paesengers were 
Polish or Bulgarian. Un- 
conLlrmed reports am one 
MANAGER BOOKSTORE. 1 
v a caney .  SS . (  
(D.O.E.). 
Must be experienced, 
minimum two years should wages. 
have some buying, ~hould have experience, 
budgeting, planning ex- servin~of.liquor. 
perience." 
SPEECH THERAPIST. 1 
COOKS, Various openings, opening, $1450417~1 per 
~3.~.5-hr. and up. month. 
Speciality cooking. Completion of Grad work 
in speech pathology 
essential. Experience in 
SECRETARY, 1 opening, educational environment. 
• ~,800.00 annually. 
Must have minimum of PUBLISHER'S AJ~ISTA~IT. 
two years experience in I opening. $4.00 (D.O.E.) 
industry related to this Must be fact accurate 
position, typist (80 w.p.m.) some 
booking, reception work, and 
~one. 
HAIRDRESSER, 1 opening, "
salary by commisMon~ MEDICAL SECRETARY, I 
REGISTERED NURSE, 2 vaeaney, $800.00 per month. 
openings. $7.90 per hour. Must have typing ex- 
Required in medical perience, 60 w.p.m. 
• surgical shift work, 8-4, 4-12, Reception Billing ap- 
12-8. pointment etc. 
GRAPPLE LOADER 
SAWFITTER, 1 vacancy, No OPERATOR, 2 openings, 
ticket, $9.60 ½ hr. to $9.80 ½ $100.00 per day (D.O.E.) In 
hr. for cert. Stewart. 
Must .have minimum of Must be capable e~c- 
one years experionce car- perlenced operator with 
bide and land. 19gging experience. 
INDUSTRIAL ELEC. CONSTRUCTION 
TRICIAN. I vacancy, I.W. FOREMAN. 1 opening. N.00 
Rate. per hour. In Stewart. 
Must be certified. Building grade, 
Terraee 
INCOME 
TAX 
 /SERVICE 
~ i 635-2525 
P SONAL AND SMALL BUSINESS 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
"NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY" 
$1 O ":: 
4sos  LAZELL E AVE. 
TERRACE B.C. 
passenger was from a 
Western country. 
B : l~da  r ia  
withheld det in- 
formation about the crash, 
which ocotm'od inthe Vratne 
area about 145 k[lometren 
north of here. 
The airliner was about to 
erou Romanlan air space on 
a scheduled two-hour flight 
when it crashed. 
Airport sources said the 
plane was believed to have 
explOded, but officials 
refused further i formation. 
Bulgarian authorities aid 
a government commimdon 
had been set up and in- 
vestigators were on the 
I~o l le .  
bilingual nature of the 
Southam, special adviser to 
the festival, said today.n 
He said there has been a 
misunderstanding about h~ 
appearance before 
Commons committee 
Tuesday, whennhe gave 
testimony on the festival's 
$4.S-million budget. 
"I did not lay the fmtival's 
plans before the committee, 
because they are not in any 
way completed," Southam 
told The Canadian Press. 
"I was only asked to speak 
about the budget for the 
festival and I made my 
oixoL~ remarks in En~lich, 
whiem is one of the two of- 
ficial languages of this 
country., 
Southern was questioned 
by committee members 
about having his opa~ng 
remarkf printed only in 
Eni0isb and said there had 
net been time to have them 
trmdated and p4nted in 
French as well. n " 
the md of his opining 
remarks, he told the enm- 
miRee he would answer 
questions about he budget in 
EngUsh or French, and did 
80. 
When Marcel Roy (L-- 
Laval) complained that the 
~z~nn~ g and ~mulatedremarks we ein 
whatever 
swered in French "appar- 
ently to his satisfaction." 
When the' 'pin.s for 
Festival Canada are made 
Ublie, Southam added 
y,n"they will of course 
reflect the bilingnal nature 
of the country, and to 
guarantee • that we have 
appointed two co-ordinators, 
Andre Masse in Montreal 
and Muriel Sherrin in 
Toronto;" 
Southam, a former 
diplomat who is fluently 
bilin&~al, insisted on equal 
treatment for the two 
languages during his dght 
years as dirsetor.general of 
the Nalionel Arts Centre, the 
position from which he 
retired last year. Henew 
serves as a $1-a-ynar special 
adviner to the government on
Festival Canada. 
i 
PRODUCTION UP 
BUENOS AIRES (AP) -- 
pArgluentine soybean 
ction climbed to a new 
high of 1.4 million tons 
durins the lm-w season,- 
nnp 101.4 per cent from the 
previous year, says their 
economy ministry. The 
record ~ield has been 
followed bya  41-per-cent 
increase in soybean acreage 
for I~-78 con}pared with 
acreage for 1~75-W. 
The Regional District of Kitimat Stikine 
invites interested parties to bid upon the .. 
lease for a pro shop and ski school con. 
cession on Kitsumkalum Sk! Hi l l ,  iS 
Terrace, B.C. 
The lease will be for a duration of three' 
years commencing May I, 197g. The  i l  
successful applicant will be expected to  II 
provide pro shop and ski school services 
to the specifications of the Regional ~ 
District. 
Anyone interested in this contract may 
obtain further detials and specifications 
from: 
Ski School and Pro Shop Lease 
Kitsumkaium Ski Hill 
Regional District of Kitimat Sflkine 
No.9 • 4644 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
VgG IS6 (telephone 635.7551) 
1 
All applications must be submitted to the- 
above address no later than 4:00 p.m., 
Tuesday, March 28, 1978. 
The highest or any tender may not. 
necessarily be accepted. 
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In The Perspeotive of the Oross: 
by Roy. Dave Martyn 
With all apologies to 
WiIHam Shakesveare, the 
q.mlun we shodd be 
ourselves ehould not be 
ubether mdemtists can clone 
n human being, but rather 
+-y 
tlmy done or onn t they is 
not theque~.  'To done era 
not to dune' - that is the 
question. 
c~,ins b the reprodaetlo,~ 
of a,, Id~tleal individual, 
that is •eeomplinhed by 
.~in8 a sinale set of 
e ~ e s .  In a recently 
book an anther 
maints~ that thin hue been 
clone ud  that there is now 
livlnll a 14 month old boy that 
Js the identical reproduction 
of a ndllionah'e that span- 
scrod the project. 
Now whether thb iS a hoax 
or not is not the issue that 
should concern us. The 
fundamental issue is the 
reason why such a thing is 
desired. 
~ partlcular case the 
reason is given. This man 
could not find a female 
portoer that met his es- 
pectstions, no he decided 
that his son should be like 
him in all respects, hence 
cloning. 
One cannot help but 
wonder about that man.  A 
man that is so alienated from 
others that hehas to resort to 
reproduction without re- 
lationship. Perhaps this 
evmt is simply a symptom of 
our 'other danyln8' 
culture whose ethic is 
'everyone for themselves.' 
There is no love in ulonln~, 
except self-love. 
The quest.on is' asked - 
should we done? In the 
perspective ofthe Cro~, that 
symbel/zes the sufferis8 of 
God for us, that we miiht be 
able to risk loving because 
God loves us ~ the answer is 
no. Jesus said "love one 
another as I have loved 
yo,," This demands that we 
risk ti~ pain, the hurt, and 
the imperfection that comes 
with loving-tbe other. The 
Easter musas~e lxodaims 
that such pain will turn to Joy 
and that the imp~fections 
will be pa'feeted in Christ. 
The Gospel Road 
This in the stow of Jesus 
~ and told by Johnny 
It's no .my tusk to tall the 
st~r~ of C~lat's earthly 
mlnbtry in a ~ n~nntes 
motion picture. The story is 
such a far.reschin~ one-that 
~ ~.l~ers with deep 
• How do you relate the 
r~ of profound ndrades 
on film? How do you show 
the strugglea, the cutting 
pain, the incomprehensible 
love of One who overpowered 
death...by dying...for a[ 
men of all time? 
Maybe you can't tell the 
wiwlestory. But you can tell 
a part of it-the part that 
means the most to you. 
Johnny Cash seems to 
make it all happen 88ain- 
with music, with the nconic 
beauty of the land of Isreal, 
with forceful eberac- 
m, lastions of the men who 
lived the story.in the World 
Wide Pictures release, THE 
GOSPEL ROAD. 
See this film at Zion 
Bap~t Church, this Sunday 
March + 19th at 7:15 p.m. 
I i ReligiouS News Roundup j 
TORONTO (CP) ~-- 
Clerqymen do not think 
memm. of thdr 
conip'eptians are rsdst~ • 
recent survey by Sunday 
SUur indicates. 
The survey was done after 
a study by Frances Henry of 
York University's an- 
thropolosy department said 
Preshytsr .i~ Church, said 
he was serpHsed by the 
stud~'s todays+ bkt had no 
way of disputing the m. 
He said there are about a 
dozen West Indian families 
in his congregation of 500 
and while there is no conflict 
be~ean them and other 
members, "it's difficult to 
• 5 per cent of Toronto get them involved soccnily." 
Baptlsts,nLutherans and 
Presbyterians ore racist to Lutheran eleri~nan Rev. 
some dslcee.nAlmost 8~ ~ W.L. Myra of the Church of 
cent of those who professed the Good Shepherd said his 
no reliiion are racially 
tolerant, the Henry study 
said. 
Only one clergyman, Roy. 
Winston Brown, Jamaican- 
born co-ordinator of the 
United Church'• West Indian 
study s findinss. 
Two other clergymen said 
'they agreed with some of the 
paints made in the study. A 
Lutherannmininter said 
churches ore not. doin8 all 
• they should to ease rndal 
tanxion, n 
Rev. John Gladstone, 
minister of Yorkminster 
Park Baptist Church, said 
that "there's really no need 
to deiced any,his8 and I 
hope I'm not bern8 afro&ant 
when I say that." 
• Rev. H. Don~ias Stewart, 
Loire Breakfas t  
• i Matter of MoralHy 
8Jr, Away from home, this In these turbulent tim and + 
Today we hear much of generation exists in a world, parents should make their 
vaudMbmbyteana@rsand totally foreisn to their homesaref~eandnotndm 
yotlql people, lind in __co  parrots. In the yoang there of indilference. A child Prayers 
it in = "matter of morn]lty" isa total rebellion against all needs to be able to come 
ks which parents need to forms of authority, and this berne from the Irene.roe 
ksvolve themselves. What is unequalled in any other which homhard him •t  
generation. we ore lceldn~ •t is not 
merely the destruction of Cigarette or "Joint" in one 
Woim~', but, as we survey band, a beer in the other,. 
the wreck•&e, we can they intoxicate themselves 
uanredly know that it and then have total freedom 
edilvesas to fulfill theh: desires. 
Are you a es r~ parent? 
Solomm, one of the wisest Then how con this 
human beiNis ever to walk situation be bettered? I 
the ,e~__,",Im fin hill two s+ .ul~t+ .It l~ in  ~ the home. 
osot • wol'ti; in the Book of It tn at name that Jove muse 
PreverWe. "He who spares begin to flow• It is here that 
the rod ~es  Id~ son, but be are example of mutual 
~o  1o~ him ia dil~ont o respect and admiration is 
dLseipline him, diacipllm ..exidbi.ted. It. in vlt~l ~at 
• son while there is be , mere .e a oana oz eve 
~)u~no~ set yo~ heart on h~ betwees husband and wife 
dem~:tin~ Folly is hoand- ILe~=e iLb the foundation 
~p in the heart of a child, but*- o~ut~rlty. If • e~ld_oor 
4lie rod of disdpline drives it - young person can mr#el to 
far frmn him.' 'RSV). the father after morh has 
' There m two major in- said "no and there obtain 
f l~cos  bron~ht o bear on permisulon, how in the world 
l~on;m8 .people today, will that child respect the 
uu •nthodty at home words of hie mother? 
school, and totally relax 
within the walls of his home. 
Yes, parents m respesdble + 
for disciplining their 
children - it is a number one 
prindty for them. It Ja im- 
possible to live as a "family" 
OI'TAWA (CP) - -  MPs and 
diplomats lathered for 
breakfast and prayers today, 
an. annual event deulgned to 
give leaders a ananco to 
reflect on the spb'Banl side of 
~e  life. 
in 3 hours a week. Representatives of about 
And, having disoipllned mmunt~des~inedMPsb~m 
the/r.children, the ~lldron all.pelltionl parties fo~ the 
in turn will discipline their prayer breakfast on 
children. "Train up a child Parliament Hill. 
in the way he should go, and The breakfast was 
and when he Is old he ~ oqpmized by the 
not' deport from it par l iamentary prayer 
(Proverbs ~v6). breakfast 8roup--lt meets 
The hope, then, success, every Wednesday, whenn- 
l~eand.strmath~todsyls~ Porlimnmt is In-ne~Len. 
t~il~fou~d in  the home. ~ ~;'~ Husts for the breakfast were 
~ember  1~me fell;: ..-~C~nmono Speaker James 
because of the breakup of Jerome and Senate Speaker 
family life, from a cancer Banaude Lapointo. 
within its system. Following the breskfut, 
So, you see it's-- all in the MPs William Audrus (I~ 
familyl * Lincoln) and Jack Murta 
and nuclei pressure at Parents should stick (PC-L~)  led a seminar 
tomther beck each other, to "Voice in the Wilderness of dea l~ with the +plfltual 
Ichcol, anda young person is ~.~;-_e,pectandobedience ' th se Modern 'limes" dimensions of leadership. i~  to be swayed by the 
impulse that persistentl} • " 
m the greater force. 
Depundi~ on age and Made, 
a yotmg person spends 
~from S to9boure a ( ~  
day at school, and mint 
~hcob today have 
mmecom ext~-ourHon~ 
eotivittes. This adds even 
mere time away from home 
md parmtal Influence. And 
in our' times schcois have 
now become leas and less a 
p~e~ lemming and more 
more a hot-honse 
dlmats that spawns social 
proms.  
Today, drop can be found 
not only in ~ schools but 
Jtminr ~ schools •s wall - 
sometimes indeed narcotics 
are found in the elementary 
sehmd. Statistics how that 
Province of British Columbia 
PUBUC NOTICE 
REGIONAL DISTRICT 
, . o .  + _ , o ,  REVIEW COMMITTEE people have experimcoted with dro~. Yo.un~ peol~e today m in ~ environment 
nt school that pressures 
then to "try it". 
Parties m not Just bir- 
thday party style anymore.. 
A tYidul party consists ox 
dandy,  booze, drugs and 
-Many tosebers today are 
Uberai, lenient and per. 
missive, and have no in- 
tention of admonishing 
youngl~ople to live dcon- 
con so lenee, who I e 
Uves. And as a result the 
students look to their peers. 
The pr~lmre "Out there" 
away from home is. in- 
eredible~ And once • young 
hse arrived in ~uninr 
even their patriotic 
element hem basically 
vanished. Very few young 
people show any respect for 
e [ r  country anymore 
bse•use it's allan to the trmd 
of rebelll~ that has gripped 
~e young generation in this 
co.mw. School, m 
man.v ,~tses, brings total 
fmxlom; yo,,S people have 
lea home for good by+ this 
Ume, Ideologically, + if 
re.tunis have neglected thei~ 
anus.. Yoan~ pco~e, too, at 
schcol m be~ Iron,san 
in a ~iuldl~a of tempts,ton. 
The world of the student is in 
gear. This Seneca, ion 
I iu ~ hyp~tmsion' that 
Its attunti~ span has grown 
extremely abort, It is ind~ed 
n, IMneratlan, full of ~SUllt .... 
that avoids a moment o f  
allmco like the plague. 
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To Olono or Not to Olone? 
coniregntlon of IOO has four 
: or five fundil~, from Guyana 
and "as far as I can tell, 
they're accepted." 
The Minister of Municipal Affairs has appointed a Committee to review 
the regional district concept. Mr. Philip A. Farmer, Chairman, and the.  
Regional District Review Committee is examining: 
1. The Judsdlctional role of regional districts, Including an 
examination of present and future functions and reepon- 
slbilltles. 
2. The structuraland administrative organization of regional 
districts Including Internal and external boundadee; the 
relationships between regional districts end Provincial, 
muoicipal and the citizens; and Provincial flnenclal sup- 
port policy for the regional dlatricte. 
3. Such other issues germane to the rovlew of the regional 
dlstdct concept as may be appropriate. 
The Committee is holding Public Hearings at central locations thr0ugh- 
out.the Province to hear presentations from organizations and indi- 
viduals. The Schedule for 1978 has been published; copies may b~ 
obtained from the Secretary. 
Organizations or individuals Wishing to appear and present a brief to 
the Committee, and whohave not already done so, should advise the 
Secretary as soon as possible. 
The Committee would also welcome briefs or letters from individuals 
who cannot or do not wish to appear before the Committee at a Public 
Hearing. Individuals attending a Public Hearing and wishing to make 
an oral presentation at that time are also welcome. 
On behalf of the Committee. 
Bdg. Gen; E. D. Danby (Ret i red)  
Executive Secretary 
Regional Dlstdct Review Committee 
Su I te206-515 West lOth Avenue 
KITCHENER, Ont, (CP) 
- -  The World Canferenco f 
and Culture will 
hold a conference at Con- 
vocation Hall, University of 
Toronto n Oct. 27, ~8, and 29, 
the oraanization here an- 
nouneed. 
The organization, with 
members from all faiths, 
works toward internaUonal 
understanding and woHd 
peace. 
TORONTO (CP) - -  David 
Wong, president of the 
Baptist World Alliance, will 
visit Tor~to and Niapra .... 
Falk, Ont, from April 2 to 
Apdl 4. 
Wong, • Hong KenS or- 
ehlteet, wan elected 
president of the international 
Baptist orpncsatton i .1975 
for • five-year tenn. 
UPUNDS .. 
BAPTIST 
OHUROH 
Pastor D.K. Halo + &35-939| 
Corner of Halflwell 
and N. Thomas • 
I0:00 a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
I):0Oa.m Morning Worship 
Service 
P:30 p.m. Sinlllng and Bible 
Study 
~/ecls. 8:00 Home Bible 
Studies 
"You are Welcome at 
LJplands" 
TERRAOE 
• ALLIAHOE 
I]HUROH 
Pastor Roy Taylor 
4923 Agar Ave. 
9:45 Bible School 
lh00 The Fourfold Gospel 
7:1S Let's Question Our 
Faith. 
Solnts will aid if men will call: 
For the blue sky bends over elH 
"Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
. . . . . .  All his saints 
are in thy hand.., every 
one shall receive of thy 
words." 
--Deuteronomy 33:3 
ATTEND .©m 
• THE ,an  
RO .m.  C H U  H 4|30 Straume Ave. Terracll 
Phone 635-2312 
OF Sunday Ma~ses , 
+' .. . . . . . . . . .  -.+ • 8:15 a.m.'. ~ ..,/.: o~,...+ 
10~,),S+~a,~ ,,<+ i,,,,,r~ 
YOUR +m. BAPTIST 7:30 p.m. 
CHURCH 
Cor. Sparks & Ke l th  OHOIOE m,0, ,n  
Pastor Paul Mohninger 
.,.e,...o, THIS • Hom  63,.5309 BRETHREN. 
Sunday School 9:~ a.m / IU I ID I IU  Marne Wo.,,,p ,1:00 , - - . , , . , , - -  " 
+' , SUNDAY +405 Eby Slreet 63S-301S 
Pastor Dwayne aarkman 
OHUROH 
+ OF CHRIST  10:oo a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship 
GOD LUTHERAN ervice 
334; River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. OHUROH 
638-1561 
Roy. R.L. White Cur. SParks St. 
unday School I0:00 a.n~ & Park Ave. ,'rOlls Uiql'lqlll~IM l~mmm=nlo  
Rev. R.L. White Rev. Roll Nosterud ANGLIOAN 
Morning Worship 11:O0 635.5882 
D;m. . 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. Aorning Service 11:OOa.m OHUROH 
Prayer Service Wed, 7:30 Church School 9:45 a.m. 4726 Lazelle Ave. 
p.m. Sunday School, Con- 635.9019 
firmatlon sunday Services: 
Youth and Adult' Classes 9:30 a.m. Informal Service 
, Church School & Adult 
DiScussion 
KNOX 11:00 a.m. Holy Com. ) " -  mu+,or,.+. 
UNITED M,.,.ter+: . Rev. Lance Stephens -635- 
CHU,C, " Rev. Stephen Inoue • 635. 2416 
490T Lazelle Ave. 
Minlsler Re+. ~ " :m'~ S A ~ O N  
Sunday School . 
Senior i2 & up 10:00 a.m. 
Ur}der 1.2 - 11:00 a.m. 
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 
Date: saturday.Sunclay 
March 18.19, 1978 
• , Tlmeo: Saturday - 3:01) 
CHRISTIAN p,m. and 7:30 p,m. Sunday . 8:30 o.m. +. 
Kneedrlll (Prayer) 
REFORMED , .iio a.m.. Holiness 
Meet lag 
OHUROH 3:CO p.m: -. Final Pral, Meeting. ! 
Our Guest Speaker will I~ 
Sparks St. & Lieut..Colonel Heroic 
SfraumeAve. Sharp, the Divisional 
Rev.S.Van Daolen Commander from Vail. 
QOUVef .  
~unday School. Terrace I(: Salvatlo~11st from all acr~l  
a.m. • Pacific Northwest will be 
Sunday School. Remo h OO In attendence at this Gross 
• p.m. Event; Special music etc. 
Vancouver, B.C. VSZ 4A8 Telephone: 872-233,5 11:0o a.m. Worsh!p Servlc, ~ . 
' 5:00 p.m. Worship Servlc! ~ 
/ 
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Danger in / ~ ~  Our country b faced with a preblem that 
seems to be escalating-- the rising cost of health 
.~.. care, Government a all levels and responsible 
The Holy Land 
As this is written (and events in the Middle 
East change so rapidly what is news one minute 
iso]d the next) Israeli Prime Minister Begin had 
declared his retaliatory attack on the 
Palestinians in Lebanon at an end. 
No observer of the Arab-israeli "troubles", in 
his right mind, nonetheless, would consider this 
to mean the world can forget about hat 200 mile 
strip of real estate and can now go back to 
solving the domestic problems of unem- 
ployment, inflation, energy shortage and what- 
have-you, with the feeling that the Arabs and the 
Israelis can now be safely left to sort things out 
for themselves, solets "mind our own business". 
No place on earth has been the center of more 
conflict and history-making than that short strip 
(~aarlTerritory, less than the size of the Queen 
ores -  even before the dawn of recorded 
history. For at least five thousand years that 
district, more than any other, has been the 
maker of news, the centre of wars, culture, 
'treaties, discoveries, inventions, bloodshed, 
raps, pillage and plunder -- as well as 
agriculture, ducation and progress. 
Geographically, it is a vertible microcosm of 
• cur planet. I t  has snow-capped mountains 
soaring into the heavens, frequently above the 
clouds. It has hellish deserts that drop hundreds 
~f feet below sea-leve, with such strange. 
anomalies and the Dead Sea where it is almost 
impossible for one to sink, so buoyant are the 
salt.laden Waters. Yet one quick draught of Dead 
Sea liquid could choke a person to death in 
minutes. The land surrounding its capital of 
Jerusalem swings from some of the most fertile 
in the world, capable of growing oranges and 
ether citruses, to dates, olives and coconuts -- 
and cereals of wheat, oats and barley -- even 
coffee, pomegranates and other exotic fruits and 
~ and grasses. Beneath its rocks and sands earth lie billions in of dollars worth of 
natural treasure; a seemingly inexhaustable 
su~of  fertilizing potash, salts and much 
minerals and metals. 
For hundreds of years hundreds of thousands 
of pale-faced Christian, peace-proclaiming 
crmaders, with the Cross as their symbol 
marched, crawled, ran, rode, swam and sailed-- 
iwe l l  as trod, countless distances to take up the 
sword against he dark skinned, Moslem Turks 
who hadcaptured the Holy City of Jerusalem. 
Yet this was only half a millenium ago -- and 
~. ~,#~t, land:~ol~t  his ory goes back four and 
~d~h~i,~,~e~r~'~ii id is so richly recordedand 
~ Mstw/bedin 'countless artifacts that have been 
dug up. Yet there remain an equal number of 
sites still to be unearthed. 
But the two most important factors of the 
World's present concern over the constant state 
of conflict here have yet to be mentioned. 
One is strategic location of the State of Israel 
which is adjacent st the treasure h'ove of energy 
so desperately needed by our mechanized world 
- -  the magic elixir of OIL. 
The world's major .consumer of oil is the 
United States. Without the huge financial 
becking of the U.S., as wall as military support 
--including amajor supply of military hardware 
and software-- itwould be seemingly impossible 
that Israel could have survived. Th, 
Palestinians -- the avowed enemy and constant 
thorn-in-the-flesh of the Israelis, as all the world 
knows, are hacked by the USSR. In one sense, 
the lsraelis and the Palestinians have become 
the pawns of the tow major world powers -- 
Russia and the U.S. in the chess game which has 
oil as the prize. 
But into the apparent small-scale constant 
warfare has crept a far more serious factor, for 
which there is cause for world alarm. 
Israel is now known to possess the know-how 
and, it is generally also believed, the actual 
hardware, for nuclear warfare. In other words, 
.Israel has the "bomb". Egypt -- a close country 
involved in the Middle-East dispute, also has the 
"bomb". The Palestinians, led by the PLO 
fanatics, -- with backing from the Arab oil-rich 
billionaires-could, without too much difficulty 
buy, borrow or "hi-jack" a nuclear bomb... Well, 
there is hardly any need to continue the dreadful 
scenario this could lead to. 
Science Fiction writers and lovers have for 
many years seen a parallel between the Bible's 
prophesy of an end to the world, with a dreadful 
holocaust inthe general area of the Holy Land-- 
and what could happen there under the following 
circumstances. 
It is known that a tremendous geological fault 
roughly parailes the Suez Canal area adjacent to 
Israel. There the crust is apparently weak. The• 
explosion of one or more nuclear bombs could, 
th!~ say, rupture the earth's crust, releasing the 
biilmns of tons of "Arab" oil, which would be 
vapourized by the intense, incredible 
t of a nuclear explosion. This would set fire to 
adjacent vast seas of oil beneath the surface of 
theEarth and -- Bang. Armagseddon would be 
here! 
I I I . . . .  
Edlk~r's ~e: 
Put~l~llon c~a ,et~ In the Letters To The Edller c~hmqrm Mfl~ls 
mV4~l~dO~nO~ mean thai either the 10ubllgw*s, not the editor or staff 
reMxx~lblll~ for ~ ,  The Letfers oolumns are provided as S 
pul0gk: ~er~m, v~holly ~lhouf dwn~e, to m~ble ~ ~ all ~1~ Of 
I1~, all racial end re l lo lcu, .~m a~l lewis st eclUcatlon 11) exim~ 
I I~r ~ i~rl0~al convlctlom, We gm~ld remind all IMI~ wrltevli I~1! 
FuldlcMl~u ol l i a r  le~er~ Ina~ ne,~#4~al~f do~ m~ llbsolve tt~m from 
le0al scncn If they are libellous, slande¢ot~ or f r~kden~,  end  ~J ld  SSJ~ 
~hem to kee~ their lan0uage ~thln the bour¢ls o~ deceny If fhey wl~d~ fo 
~ ~emla~lM~ed.  The edllor re~er~5 the right to edit f~" 10Url0O~ c~ 
brevity snd good t~te, only and the rloht, to refine ix~Icetlert of 8ny 
kMer lhst, In Ns, oplnlon, 'm'e not fit to print. This right, howev~, will 
only be exer d~l  after careful mnsldm-atlon, anti rely ~th reoret, ~ 
~..~al~peers It~re Is no at fernative. 
# 
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• Oanada's Nistory of Human Rights 
Not an umblomishod ono 
Canadians are quiet to "Canada does not have an perlenced discrimination 
criticinevinlatiousofhuman u blemished record in when you came, have an 
rights abroad but do not human rights," he said, 
stand up to denounce, citing the  treatment of 
"denials of frnadom" at Chinese immigrants and the., 
home, Crest • Kruhlak, internment of Japanese- 
director of federal Canndismduring theSecond 
multiculturallsm programs, World War. 
obligation and responsibility 
to be in the forefront of those 
who stand up and denounce 
• the denials of freedom that 
have occurred all too 
frequently in this coantry. 
Yugoslavia to attend the 
closing sessions of the 
Belgrade Conference called 
to review East-West detente 
and the 1975 Helalnki accords 
on human rights. 
Kruhlak, former director 
citizens are concerned and are seeking ways to 
resolve the situation. 
For more than 50 years the Health League of 
Canada has advoca~d prevention, and, ha.s 
protested the persistent imbalance st emphasis 
on cure receiving far more attention than 
preventive measures. 
It is dear that good health can be maintained 
only at the price of .pm-sonal discipline and large 
scale social effort, whzch needs to include more 
attention to -- and financial support for -- 
eventive medicine.' This calls for health 
ucation at all levels because many of the 
preventive measures are obvious but are 
overlooked. 
With our present lifestyle and freedome of 
choice, we overeat and eat the wrong kinds of 
food. We smoke when we know we shouldn't. 
Many drink to excess. We underexercise. 
Living by the car, we neglect to use seat belts 
and many die by the car . .  
The younger generation has ushered in the 
drug culture with a lifestyle of their own. And 
with today's emphasis on great~ personal 
freedom, venera] disease-- once on me way out 
- -  has soared to the hgihest level of incidence 
since World War II. 
One of the greatest problems is to change the 
attitude of the individual -- to place the 
responsibility for many of our ills on the 
shoulders ofthe individual. Hence the urgent and 
constant need for educaitco, which is a slew 
process because we live in an apathetic society. 
Clearly, too. our moral standards have 
weakened. We have violence, pornography, 
drugs, sexual freedom with increasing 
illegitimacy -- and only a small segment of the 
population seems to care. . . " .. 
There is a great need to stimulate punuc in. 
sorest in all these problems -- in the fact that 
more discipline in all stages of life is needed -- 
and that his applies to health care as well. 
In an address to the Canadian Public Health 
AssoCiation, the Honourable Marc. Lalonde 
stated: "of all the problems we face, motivation 
of Canadians has to be singled out as the crucial 
one which will ultimately decide whether our 
strategy will be a success or failure. It will be 
this factor which determines the rate of volun- 
tary compliance with any program... 
"Public education therefore cannot be over- 
of Alberta's cultural emphasized. Although education alone has had 
caidSaturdsy. . "Now the south Aalan and The success we have abread heritage hran~ said the only limited success in the past, :there are ex- 
In an address to a con- Black communities • are wfllhe very much affected fed eralcabinetsd~isionto citing new approaches to be explored by 
ference of Canadians of suffering physical violence by how we treat people senua mlntster to Belgraoe • • • 
Central and East European because they don't hsppon to here~ . . . . . . . . .  .7..uv...~,h^ ll,.~o . ..~'I'" D~r'°t-- scientists,. .psych°l°glsts, professlonal. 
orlain, he said human rights be  white," Kruhlak said, Knddak spoke in place of si~nlflcance Canada puts on educatiors, ocial workers and all pro fess lona l  
concerns are "much ..... And the treatmentmof Norm Caflk, those accords. • and voluntary workers involved with children. 
broader" than problems i~" nat ivecana~befur ther  Multloultur811sm Minister, Capad~w~h~t~:onl£~,fi~.~',iLb. i_n.,~dhoed thati'.life~g/~efestyle 
theSovietUnionandEa~tern example 6fd~lorance;.~ .: whowsolll. Bothmen were country~ representou, t l' hTdd.Y px"~~e fof~i~studies inthktag~'oupare 
Era'epees counttles; : "You, ~,lio have : '~-  to leave Ottawa Sunday 'for cabinet mnms , ~ very  in lportant. . .  " . . . . .  
"FROM EUROPE-FOR TRADE" will be arduous, but the rewards in Lm- 
Editorial from tho Vanoouver Board of Trade 
One advantsl[o - -  or easy one. The Euro .~_.  regions, that which is right highlighted by the state of 
disadvantage of flying in Community la fa r~ iu~d for member countries and the United States dollar 
Yancouveristhstwesoemto i t  does not fit into any that whlch is appropriate for today. We all continue to 
be at the end of the line~ The recoM~mble here. We are Europe on a continental depend on the dollar, 
flowers that bloom b the more familiar with the nine scale. The Europena regarding it as the ultimate 
• Spring do so, ,in Vancouver, countries making up th~ simply seeks a re.ording of currency, and yet the dollar 
long before they do In the Community than  with its power in te rm of local, 
rest of Canads. Whatuver the conatitutiou and powers. Its national and continental cannot carry ibo burden of 
reason, we see a surge in presleddnet s ressed that It requirements, being the only effective 
visltorsfromtheEastdm'ing' s leusagovernmantthanit  Mr. Jenkins oudined the international medium of 
the last dying gasp of their is an oraanizational in. ;urgent need for economic exchange, however much the 
winter. These visitors come stitutinn, and monetary union, of rsst of tbe world would like it 
and go with alarming l)enpite the North having one currency for all to. 
rapidity, many of them American outlook, and the member countries. He 
felt that such a union could . - _ - bringing messages for the possibly desire, there Is no Mr Jenkins said that in 
community. United States of Europe. The 1 f the ~:uropean uommanity help revover centre o . . . . .  
Their meuages, words of Community there Is better, n ,~ and demands which they n~ave, me sceneries' 
wisdsm, explanations, or to doserlbedasa Uniting of the ~nos't" -governmente, ~: ~gna~l:°~ereeau~e~_.str~. n s 
be blunt, p la in  down-to-eart antes  o f  Europe. Decisions d lv ldua l ly ,  have  lost.  ,~o.  ~.. , .  a.a~.;~(a'u[: 
polltlcklng, a rea f fe redtothe  are  taken at Un'ee levels;  Secondly, ouch a mene~R . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  u 
,,~,,,, ,,,,,,,~a affect *he in- working towards such a media and the ImbUe. We that whichin appropriate for . . . . . . . . .  m - -  l- 
read about their up- local communities or system Whose problems are enemry an t. 
pearanccs and we hear them ~ 
on tdevkinn.andataCkSsomeOn theofhot-lineThey fnd ffth msh WSeven Parking Spaoe needed for * 
survvlve Foti~ringJ~mn. 
Oars oarrying whoolohairs what they have. to  say. . 
Sometimes we are treated to .. 
now and excltbg Ideas, a Many disabled Consumers cho .pL?erstoankthatthesobe. disabled dr ivers ,  please 
welcome Vent at any time. are barred from personal provme¢ contact:SPARCofB.C.,2210 
We have also been k~posed shopping dse to tmsnitable or For further information on , .West 12th Avenue,. Van- 
to considered statements facillties.i Disabled people parking r-e-qu]re.in.ents,"0r couver, B.C. V6K, 2N6. 
which have added to our disembarking from their identification stlckers' f0r Telephone: 736-4367J 
understanding of a situation cars .  need .  especially 
or acondi t ion .  Onuccasion, deelgned, acessaib lepark lng all Bud ossBo-' speakers have made en, spaces in.order to exercise 
planatlea,. Sometimes. they their r ight to shop for goods B Sm n u ,  
have incited us to action, or, and services, 
at the very least, have . It is eesemtlal for mer- y J. R.. DUPUI.S strengthening the sector by 
shaken us from our apathy, chants to make available at .~.~ mmems.~o~or. establishing a ministry of 
Recently, The .Vancouv~ least one accessible parking urJgntenou w~m cartoons small business. 
Board of Trade was pleased space on their property for. by arUst Ben Wicks, a new Much of the credit for 
to organize a meeting at access by disabled shoppers book on small business reawakening interest in 
which the speaker~ who to their premises, comes at a time when mbl-  these entrepreneurs go~s to 
came direct ~'om Brussels, Thisparkingspacosbould entrepreneurs are being John Bulinch ,~realdm~ ~ 
be twelve feet wido_(or on th e recognized for. the vital role the Canadian'Federatio~l ~oi was His Excellency the 
Right Honorable Roy endof a row), hard.surfaced 
Jenkins, Prenldant of the and level, and located as 
Commission of the European dose as ~uib le  to the on- . 
Communitles. What? and  trance-way, and identified 
Why? may be your first tar thA uge of  nhvmleallv 
react ion- IS the European 
Community of any interest 
or Importance to British 
Columbia? 
We would llke to e~plain, 
using some of the words of 
our gueat spexker. Of course, 
they are only extracts and 
are taken from their con- 
stext hety they will giv,3 
some of the sul~tanue of.a 
factual, informative and 
for the use of physlcally 
disabled peNon, If possible, ' 
an accessible route should 
exist from the parkinR area 
to the accessible entrance, so 
that physieally handicapped 
people do not have to pass 
behind parked oars. 
P~vision of non-slip sur- 
faces on walks, ramps and 
floors greatly aeabt those 
withsemi-ambulatoryl 
dLcahilLties. 
challemlinl neacage, The So~'q Planning and 
• Mr. Jenldns wants to bring Review. Council of B.C. 
the  Europona Community. (SPARC) :' urges all mer-. 
closer to uS. Although" chants, Where ~ possible to. 
Canada is its second tradisg .provide accsssible parking 
partner, the task isnot an SliCes and urges dieabled 
Independent Business,' an 
influential lobby that helped 
subsidize Peterson's re- 
search for the book. 
they play in the economy. 
The mini, 197Z-page book, 
Small Business: Building A 
Balanced Economy, by 
economist Rein Peterson, is, , Peterson, nrofeasor and 
of co~J~e,: published by a r • director o f  the small- 
small business,• :Press lousiness nro~ram at York 
Porceplc Ltd. of E rin, ..Ont. Uncversi[y's" faculty of 
It also comes at a ume a . d m i n Is t ra t iv e 
when. small ,  businesses-- arnues that small businesses 
there are about one million- em'Dlov more neonle than 
in ..Canada,- a re  on ~e i~i~e "corporationa. create 
c~.zme. : m;:xact, t'eterson s more inventions and are 
meme is thp need to restore more productive. 
the .bal. ance: between small These are old, proven 
Dig busmesa: . . ,  arguments but they bear 
reterr, onuescrlues a smau repeating . 
business ad one which is While it Won't attract a 
independently owned and popularrcadershin, thebook 
man..ag~ with a maximum misa gap in ~xsemblbg 
s t~tox~. . '  ; . . ' facts and Imbwledge for 
• uttawa.nas tunes note el .annindustry that is not fully 
me Importance . . . .  .01 understood. 
"The magnitude of the task is eflormous, the 
proved health and longevity of Canadians can 
make it worthwhile." • • 
The situation cannot be remedied unless in- 
dividcals, ~,the medical profession, industry 
labour and government undertake jointly to bear 
the responsibility for the human waste and 
economic losses that are as preventable asthey 
are prevalent. 
The Health League of Canada hopes to assist in 
coordinating the full potential of these forces, by 
declaring April 2 to 8 "National Health Week" -- 
with the theme "Lifestyle and Health of 
Canadians, -- sponsored by the Health League of 
Canada. 
"National Health Week" sponsored by the 
Health League of Canada will provide an op- 
portunity to emphasize that health ". 
everybody's business and each Canadian has 
both an individual and a collective stake in the 
conservation fhis health and the Community's 
health. The league asks that you support your 
health department and the voluntary health 
organizations in doing everything l~ ib le  t0 
perfect Canada's hdath . . . . .  ' " ~ 
, Prevention is better than cure! . 
• OBAY  msTony wim,d .  As an ,,plo  he 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS was unequalled, for' he 
travelled over a thIM of 
Africa and his discoveries 
David L iv ingstone,  changed ,eartographers'  
Scottish missionary to and randltlons Of Africa, In 18~ 
explorer of Africa, was born he began hb le t  Journey to 
165yearsag°t°day - IN~A-s Africa, and  in 1871 ~H.M. 
As a missionary, Livingstone' Stanley, sent out to look for 
was a great pioneer who him because he  had bess 
opened the whole of central missing so long,fodnd tim,' 
Africa to the Influences of. They explored togsther until 
Christianity, and he was the 1872 when Stanley reluc, 
means of abolishing the .mntly loft him, and Lip; 
slave trade through accounts lngatona died in 1873, still ez- 
he sent home of horrors he pasting. : i 
, ! 
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Nove:ltv songwriter Big time for Grandaddy DomestleFacls • Most U.S. households -- 65 ' 
• per cent --have a husband' 
has off-centre humor 
"By JOE EDWARDS 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) 
--Singer, songster  and 
satirical comedian Paul 
Craft, who arrived in Nash- 
viLle three years ago ~to 
pursue a c~roer in mksio, is 
pining recognition through 
his unusual songs. 
I n  1976, he wrote Drop 
Kick Me, Jesus (Through .the 
Goalpost of Life), a .country 
musie novelty tune mat was 
recorded by Bobby Bare a,d 
earned Craft a Granuby 
nomination. 
Among his other unusual 
songs are: There Will Be No 
. Eaergy CrABs in the Sky, a 
gospel music•pot-on; Lean 
on Jesus Before He Leans on 
Midnight Flyer, Craft has 
emerged as something of a 
cross between Tom T. Hall, 
Steve Martin and Lenny 
Bruce. 
'!Tom T. Hull and I write 
the same kind of stuff with 
strange titles," Craft said in 
an interview. "But I don't 
really try to write like him. 
"I guess you could say my 
humor is off-centre--a iitUe 
dry.nIt's omething I do to 
make the audience com- 
fortable. I want to make 
them go away saying they've 
seen something." 
His Drop Kick Me, Jesus 
was er[tidzed by some as 
sacrilegious. 
Craft, who moved to Nash- 
vllle from Memphis in 1975, 
has been writing for 13 
years, 
"When I first ,started 
writing, I was so excited 
became I was rhyming and 
so forth. I finally realized 
there's more to it. It's in- 
portant tonkeep the bad stuff 
out. You can write a great 
melody and put in a bad 
thing that ruins it all." 
He has amassed 28 pages 
o f  phrases to use in his 
writing. 
"The soap operas are a 
good place to get songs. I've 
been watching The Secret 
Storm since 1967. The trick is 
By ED BLANCHE 
LONDON (AP) - -  LeTtuce 
Donegan, one of the grand- 
addles of British fulk.rock, 
bad his last big hit 16 years 
ago. But now he's heading 
back for the big time with a 
newly recorded album of his 
old hit~. 
NSt bad for a.guy of 46 who 
bad two heart attacks two 
years ago,•moved to•Lake 
Tahoe, Calif., put his feet up 
and hasn't performed on a 
stage since. 
His new album, his first 
records• years, in taking off. 
Sales already are into six 
figures and climbing, 
especia l ly  in the United 
States. 
Rock Island Line, has been' 
culled from the album as a 
single and is expected to 
influence on British popular 
music. 
JOHN PERFORMS 
Thelineup of backup musi- 
cians on the album sleeve in- 
dude Elton John, Ringo 
Starr, Leo Sayer, JoAn 
Entwhbtle of the Who, Brian 
May of Queen, Irish guitarist 
Rory Gallagher, Mink 
Ralplm of Bad Company, 
Justin Hayward and John 
Lodge of the Moody Blues, 
Ronnie Wood and Gary 
Brnoker. 
The album, Puttin' on the 
Style, named after one of 
Dtmegan's biggest hits, is 
the brainchild of Adam 
Faith, himself a '~Os urvc- 
vor who notehod acreditable 
list of hits before turning to 
acting, producing and 
managing younger talent 
like Sayer. 
"Lonnie really didn't feel 
happy sitting on the perch 
with nowhere to go," Faith 
said. "But he wanted to Set 
back into a studio again." He 
assembled the musicians 
after a bunch of them got 
together at a party in Los 
Angeles and wound up sing- 
ing Donegun's old songs. 
"Adam•called me up one 
day and told me he'd booked 
studio time," Donegan said 
in an interview. "I didn't 
need much persuading. I'd 
nothing else to do and I 
really wanted to get out of 
and wife living together. 
the cabaret hing I'd been That's down from 71 per 
doing. It worked out beyond cent in 1970. More women 
my wildest dreams." are living alone, although 
the increase--30 per cent 
Donegan, who spent 14 --between 1970 and 1975 
years on the cabaret circuit isn't as pronounced as it is 
after his records star- for men. The numher of men 
tednbombing, in many ways living as "primary indi- 
has little in common with viduals" soared 6t per 
today's rockers, cent in the six-year period, 
SLUMBER LODGE 
WEEKEND SPEOIALX 
at  the  
SLUMBER LODGE MOTOR INN 
Prince Rupert 
to get something to trigger make the charts in Britain. =**  ******* .k******************~ (9093rdAve.W.) 
, You, in the same vein, and DENIES CRITICISM something in yot~ Pretty The song was Donegan's 4¢- 
.anewith an obsoen, word in ."But some people tbought' soon you are cight nt.ep..s first big hit 23 years ago ~ ~ ~ ~ Travelling to Prince Rupert for the Weskend? We have a "DEAL" for you! 
theUtle. ' " ltwasfunnx. Iden't f indit  away from the phrase you ve wheu be was a ,itUeknown ~ THEATRE ; 
• Wlthsonpliketheeetogo distasteful and it was not heard, but they got you banjo player in Chris Bar- ~ TwonlghtsforthepriceofOne. Reserve your well appointed .. 
with meretroditioanl tunes meant o be seriom. Itwas going. . ber's jazz band. ~ PASSES ~( .,bedded,lqoeen, ldouble) 
llke Linda Ronatsdt's Heart not meant to be sacrilegious, "You can't rest on what With that and an unbroken .~ room for Friday and Saturday for the 
LlkeaWheslandtheEnglea' tither." . you've done. The guy wRh - run of 21 hits between 1965 ~ : regutaronedayrate. 
" . three songs onnthe, ch.arts and 1961, Donegan became ~ ~ Hidden somewhere  in  the  ~ Two people $30.00 plus fax 
.-~ now is stm looking aneao, n thefather ofnskime music in ads  in the en~rta inment  ~ FourS~,.0Op,us tax I "a r '~111~' l~ar 'h , l [Ta~le~T ar~[F , r~ l l~  ' The fun in life is striving Britain. Sklffle was a mix- ~ Three S35.00 plus tax 
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when M~le Hnggara or rock, usually played on ~ Cable-colourTV 
• m--r e ' ' ~ .1 '  somebody comes up to you acoustic instruments, that ~ phone numbers. ~ Caosetoshopp.ln9 
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By BOB THOMAU Whether it succeedswtth a . ~""~J  from his frlendf in the 4( office, 3212 ~l~ St. 4~ ~ = - - q 
'LOS ANGELES (AP) --  war-weary audience, .The ~,~f - - ,~  studio-most of them rock 
Like tba Vietnam War, the Boys in Company Cwill help " ~ ~  luminaries who have long 
~ t  rush of fiLms about further the career ~ Androw ' ~ m  acknowledged him as  a 
theconflict audits aftermath StoveaL Within fokr short PSR?l£lPfflTIgflP major, nil underestimated, 
ban eroked a flood of oon- years he ban appoared and The Boys th  lead " * ! [  ~ [ ~ u B M ~  I troversy, four feature films and 60 ..w~ and doves .re ~.!en ~e.,  _~...d~. ~** - - *************************  
flyingagain, and cfltiea have me series oregon ~TaU ana .Ix " ~x ~ ' ~  
. - , , . .  o. H. . ,  , Tw r 
Coming He now is playing ~ .; ; 
in Company C. Stlll to rome: in Universal'o four-hour • 4~ 
Dog Soldlerf, Apocalypse film, The Bastard, basednm " ; ~ " 
Now, The Deer liknter, and theflrstofJoimJakea' saga '~  4720 LAKELSE AVE.  PHONE 638-81114( ) I r~k  o O 
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it also resemble the Viet- psrtiyianHollywoodwithhis ,4( . . . . .  ~ I I I~ . J L .n . J L J L JL JL~I~ 
namWar, or at lsast the eae mother, in~ in ~mMLm~ 4( miN,mo . • ; • ' vc--~ 
that television viewers saw. Tenn., with his grand- ~ . . 4( . 
The accomplishment by parents. W~m he anm~ed ~ • in s ' ~ . . . . . . . .  ' ;" ;" 
dirsotorSld-eyFeriekevea eftorhlihscboolMadeation .~ Exit Iho Dragon and hath  Maoh o ,4( W 
more impressive whennyou that he-wanted to act. ~ -~ " ~ , in 
Tealizethathema~theflhn mother tried to discourage ~ MAR.10-26 . ' 4( , ' 
in the Philippines [or about him. ' . . ~ 4( I I  
$1 melliea. And.with leading '~S'l~'e" didn't discourage .~ • mk-- u . .  o . - .  v , - .  "w:_3 " ~ II  
actors who haa never seen me.lthouShtlwouldusethe 4( wnu • i s  owwn ino  w ing  -~ im 
ndHtar~, duty .  . . . . .  ~ lb~pe I bad wea in ~ " " ~ " . ' .~ ; 
uneos men m e.nm~w am- ~schoo l  to study acting in ~ .~ • I[ 
vens, 22, who was t~ yo.tm8 eeHnge. But when I was ~ , ,, .~ I I 
_m.se~_e.m_me w.~...e plays ,.vis,J~Ung my motl~'F.that ,~ ~ MAR.  18o , : ,,. :,: I[ 
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r ' - -  , ~ , LA GONOOLA m • Stevens, he is ode of that;notthewaytedoit, he ~ " ~ ~" o,....oo. I~Z4-ZSZ10r624-3359 ] i  " - -  - - ' "  ; . . . . . .  
Mine r ~- t s a toklme," ~ . . . . . .  -~  U sonmve.aN ., ,,,.. w, .~ ~, s,, 1111 _~r.~ • 
a_.eto~. The expereence .~ '  Komack, producer of .~ I IN .1U n k d " 4 ~ m ~'m " ~" "~ +,r . . ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' 
"l~euoxsm~;om.,,P~Yt;e~ Chino and  the  Man and  o ther  4( . ,  . . . .  . / . i '  . , ..: .~  w ", . ~ _  v - .  . . . .  ~ : ~ g  ~ ~p~ ~ ~ j~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ , 
someth~g he wou t fngg , television serien, advised 4( Ion  L l~n|  Bp my LIfO . 4( I1 "" • " "7111 ~..,.\t~L %,~1111~1 ~/i £'~_~" 
norwmldnlthe toremember, young Stevem to get expert ~ . ~ II _ . . .  _ . - - _  ~ ' n i l  i / ~ ~  ~ ~ ~  
NODRESSlNGROOM8 . drama, coach ing  in "*  MARm19-21 ~ ;: • i IMF I i  I~ I  ~E ~: . :~  alk ~;~.~"~ , 
"Itwurugged,"~tevens Hnllvwoodandetartlooking .~ .~ ll: i - i ~ ~ ~  l i d '  ~,~;~;~p"~ ~ps_  ~,~,~ 
recalled. "l mean there were } ; , ; -~  , N, ,nnmm,,nd, , i lnn I:m, M,,mw 4( m m ~ ' ' ~ ' ~ ' I " ~ " m  IIH "~WA ~ ~nMn/k  "~yl,~-~.. 
. . . . . .  ~v .  J vw l  . • ~ I IUVUI I I I I IV I IHMMI IV I I  I g i  nV ig l~ " " "l( li " - " l i  U J~AIMliV " ~ l I M i n  m • "~MIJl~ll " 
no chau's at me ~ceauon, o Hesnsnta few weekson .~  . .. , . ~ ~ i l  n i I i i i  * ~ IIII ISR~K l i iM Ik  XI~I . :  
stretchwe.worked.ll "ys .~ .IXlt landed a small role in .~ ' ' , " ' " "  - "  : " .. , HUTmL , ..,, . - . . . . . .u  , , , , .  
a row, ana me wee~ were w 1~ampoo and increasingly - 
hems minimum All I could lar~er roles in Adam 12, ~'  For  The Lovo Of BoojI 4( • l i  ~I-I" ~knl i i  i v  ~ ~ ' =u6 , " " " " ' 4{ V . 
.~. at dgl)t was eats )lght Apple s Way and 'other l~r.**-***************************** ,, T I -~  PLACE FOR I[ %tG_ N l i I "   fi/, : 
=mr and try to =eep m or =es, .  * * - • sp  t~.'c~.,/ 
dght hours =fore the next • .. . . . . .  " , ~" . WEDDING RECEPTIONS ' ~; .. ~ . 
day'sworL" ' . ~  , . PR IVATE PARTIES 0 RESTAURANT 
Neither Stevens nor fellow • " • . . " " " " BANQU ETS " ]L  " , 
Shaw. James .~ .  * ' , leads SUm . . . .  . • CAT RING " ' r~.. , . . ,  l~Ichad Lemheck . . .  f ~  ~ . . ..- E • ~ ( :R|~E~F. & CANADIAN FOOD 
an'~"~ralg Wasson had  ; ' I ~ ~~===|"  . . . . . . .  .: DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE il " . . _. . . . 'eL--S, ~-.-..-~ - m J. .. m I ,. " ' ' il 10 a.m. to 1 a.m. Monday - SaNrday mil i tary experience, so '1 I1~ ~ ~ ~ R 'k  - - - - .~  -~ ~, -  " : ~ specmal 
in VancoUver 
. . .Per Persondouble occupancy " .' 
From Jan. I, 1978 to June 1, 1978 ' • • .i ...: 
' ' r ~ ~ days 2 n.~ i tes  " ' '  :' '* ": 
/,: plus  : . ,  : 
• BREAKFAST 2 MORNINGS AND A FULL = " : 
COURSESTEAK D INNER IN HY 'S  AT  THE SANDS ' !' ~ 
• WHO SAYS IT TAKES A LOT OF  MONEY 
TO HAVE A GOOD T IME? 
FOR RESERVATIONS - -  60~682-1831 
By The 
co l lec t  o r  
04 ,51161 Te lex  
1755 DAVIE STREET, VANCOUVER,  
V6G IW5 PHONE (604) 682. 
.TED PRYSTAY MANAGER 
H E C T O R S  . , ,  . . . .  ,o ,o ,.m. s . . .  
'INTERNATIONALCUISlNE lJ au .= =o= =,,, | 
- MeN-SAT. S PM- n PM ~ 1 -nuN[ ;  uou  O l  • l 
. . .  . . . . . .  . 4642 Lazelle West of OFTK | 
Iq lO l le  UUU-U I l I IB  u___ ,~====~- =._.--~=ffi=.ffi,; 
_ _ ~ i iTmRmmlumE~Fi i , , j~ i  
4620 Lake lse  Avonmo - , 
- - - - ~ ~  : :tffiffiffiffi~ffi ~ i )  ml i~Rmim ilmmm 
'-, I ilIlUlIIIilIiINR 
. ' :~ '=R~ABLs~Y j~s ivBE5 'T.~ .l -~  ~ CRANBR_  OaK 4°6.. (1104)Cranb42@42Nr°°k 8,roo, 
• ". . L ~ 0 CREsToN I 
I ~ 1'O CALGAAY --o 
Sound Proof I "~v~)  ~ ' 
CH,~,R.BR O I LED ST, CA/(5. Rooms 
SAUNAS are Included for your pleasura and 
¢ ~ 6  ~ ~ , ,  relsxatlon ln all Sandman lnns. What better way 
to /'ld yourself of travel weariness than a 
peaceful sauna bath, then a dip In the pool, 
T ~ , ~  followed by a well prepared •cal l  In the' 
~.,~.,~-~,~1 rmtaurant, and then • good night's 'steep. 
'" ' FEATURE FRIDAY NITE SHOPPER SPEOIAL 
Char-Broiled Steak $ 2.99 Beef Stroganoff  6~ p.m, -
Including:. BAKED POTATO Buttered ~ood]es  l ira - ,m '  
CHOICE OF SALADS and . Garden Fresh Peas 
DRESSINGS. GARL IC  TOAST. Golden Corn 
King-S ize  S l~k  Dinner.  $ 4.99  Beverage & Dessert 
In 
' Tenderloin S~ak Dinner $ 4,99 • ~ 
- . " l l f t  I nc luded  
l 'steak & Shr~p Combo $ 4.3g IIII • _ssm~_ lU, 
, ' ,umboShrimpDin~S[e,. $ 2: .  ~K ~ ~ ~ £ ~ ~  " a~'S161 ( I  
9 
! CJmpped Beef Dinner " ' $139 :,llll . . . . .  I L Ui 
) TheMikeb'urser " " :  **  $1:3~ ~ ~ 48~8. I1"I. :|0rW,~I 
, =., , .~,.  L. ' IIII ~ TorrNo, 0.0. ill 
Furie.put them through 
tntmsive training. 
Thdr drill masterwau Lee 
Enney, a marine sergeant 
When.. wu/  wouaded in 
Vietnam. He proved so 
eenv i~ that  Furie east 
him u drlll instructor in the 
Furls filmed The Boys in 
Compan~ C ineequence, and 
that ac~omts for the con- 
transition from long; 
baled recruits to shavea 
tnineea and finally to em- 
b l t~ veterans. Stevens 
said that more than half of 
the dialogue was improvised 
by the so~=. 
Jl I • 
,' ~t" ~ llr . 
I b l l~  hmh~ikWd ~ 
It's tlmet0 call your 
Weloomi.Wagon hoste~ 
- ;h : .  " '  
E V E L Y  q ANWEILER 
.. & IM4511 m.  r:,~. 
W~.pv, ,cu.HTT 
On E hgllsh Bay At Stanlel 
! 
f 
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New recreation centre 
spawns sports 
Vancouver; Hon. Sam 
Bawif, Minister of 
Recreation and Con- 
smwatlon officially opened 
the new B.C. Sports and 
Fitness Center in Vancouver 
Tuesday March 7 calling it 
"the beginning of a new era 
in B.C. recreation." 
The centre, located at 1~00 
Hornby Street in Vancouver, 
cove~s 13,000 square feet and 
will provide services for 
provincial amateur sport, 
recreation and fitness 
organizations In British 
Columbia. 
In opening the Ad- 
ministrative Centre, the 
Minister said be wished to 
recognize the central role 
played by Sport B.C. in 
assisting the Ministry .in 
mt=hltRhinu the C~tre. 
"The Contre's services are sports. 
meant to provide ad- 
ministrative support o the 
countless volunteers who are 
the backbone of amateur 
sport in this province," said 
the Minister. 
Besides Sport B.C., the 
new Administrative Cmtre 
also houses the B.C. 
Recreation Association, the 
Outdoor Recreation Council, 
the B.C. Federation ofSchool 
Athletic Organizations, and 
governing bodies for the 
following sports: skiing, 
juvenile and senior soccer, 
lacrosse, swimming, figure 
skating, volleyball, baseball, 
football, bowling, motor 
sport, track and field, diving, 
baskctbalal, shooting sports, 
lawn tonnis, and wheelchair 
The Minister said the 
services available through 
the Centre include 
computerized accounting 
system, print shop, public 
services, meeting space, 
Neal rHenderson of 
Revelstoke, Chairman of 
Sport B.C., said, "The 
establishment o f  the + Ad- 
ministrative Centre and 
other moves by the Minister 
• of Recreation and Con- 
servation +are the most 
travel assistance, assistance important •steps made for 
in marketing and fund sport, recreation and fitness 
raking, and housing, people in this province in 20 
years." • 
The Minister said these ,"ThiscanonlyleedtoB.C. 
services will also be reg~dning her leadership role 
available to more than 100 ,ip sport and recreation in 
non-resi, ,t organizations, this country," concluded 
"~,,hot~ the office space Henderson. 
is modes " said the The new Administrative 
Minister, "the Ad- Centre will also house a 
Government liaison officer, 
ministrative Centre will to provide closer relstion- 
definitely provide services ships between amateur 
equal to those available in organizations and  the 
any province." Government. 
Kitimat kids curl +in Kidspiel 
The Kltlmat Kidaplel 
wound-up Wednesday 
evening after one week of 
early waning curling for 
~unlp~s  ages IO to 14;+,, 
W/anlng the bonapdl was the 
' Kelth Tbdd rink. • ' 
A total of 4O kids gathered 
Um~out  the year to play 
• Jtmior ends of the 
:" ! ,~. 
Kitimat curling dub.  This 
Kidspeil marks the doee of 
another season o'f ~unJor 
curling. 
Indudad.ln~the Todd rink 
were Dory)Cr.aft, Simvm 
Perranlt, An~l Bruce Todd. 
against he ~um6 rink, the The Maitland rink scram-. 
Charnicki rink. bled for the last end but 
In the B event Larry Simpson, Grieves, 
Glover's rink was downedby McKenzie, and Burkey- 
Bryan~alton~=+rlnk.;.t:.Runs Smith rallied fo~ to stay pp 
Batty, J i l l  I~wrmce, +~Lud~ front. ~ + ; 
Lor ie Humphrey aided ~/- Prizes were ~warded the 
Coineldentiy the Todd rink Walton's cause, winners and consolation 
won the Monday night junior •C event Izrousht Andrew team immediately following 
curling bonsneil nlavin= Simpson's rink out on top. the last end of C event. 
Organizer of the bonspoil 
Cyril Portmun said, "The 
Canada's champions reign 
But thon skip Jeff Tomlinson 
of Seattle narrowly missed a
take-out shot and Norway 
scored two points in the final 
end to win the nmtem.' 
Aft~ all I0 countries bad 
played each other, the U.S. 
and Norway were tied in 
fourth place with five wins 
and four losses. In the semi- 
.finals later today, Norvv..ay 
d (.M~) Norway defeated 
the United States today to 
Join Soofland, Sweden and 
reigning champions Canada 
in the semifinals of the world 
junior curling cham- 
plon~ips being played here. 
In a piayoff match to 
deccde the fourth semi.final 
place, the Amerieanf were 
leading 5-4 after nine en~ 
was to meet Canada while 
Scotland faces Fweden, with 
the winners playing for the 
world title Friday. 
In ninth round matches 
Wednesday night, the U.S. 
lost 9-8 to Scotland, Canada 
won its elshth match out of 
nine and France picked up 
its only win in the week-10ng 
tournament. 
Awards given bikers 
Four awards for out- cycle mechanics in the the basis for a national 
standing contributions tc Province of Alberta. motocyde training program 
in the U.~., administered by 
the Motorcycle Safety 
Foundation. 
Munro was siso chalr- 
manthe National Advisory 
Committee on Motorcycle 
Safety and a former Director 
of Instructor Training for the 
Canada Safety .Council's 
courses. 
He has written ~,veral 
articles on motorcycle 
safety. 
motorcycling in Canada 
were announced here today 
by Donald A. James, 
chairman of the Motorcycle 
& Moped Industry Council 
(MMIC). 
"Terry Faust of Van- 
eouver, Raymond Gref of 
Chlcoutlmi, que., •Walter 
Healy of Calgary and Stuart 
Munro of Ottawa, have been 
chosen as recipients of the 
first MMIC Awards," said 
Mr. James. 
Faust, 42,-won the award 
for his work in the fldd of 
motorcycle insuranc. He has 
worked with several in- 
dtmtry organizations toh'lng 
about changes insurance 
rates for motocyclists and 
create a more sympathetic 
outlook by insurers toward 
motorcycle, riders. 
Faust a former Insurance 
agent, operates a motorcycle 
dealership n Vancouver and 
i.~ presldunt of the British 
CAumbinns 
Federation. 
Gref, 40, was honoured for 
Ms efforts in impmvlng the 
relationships 
government and the 
motorcycle industry in 
Quebec. 
President of the Quebec 
Mororeycle Dealers 
Association, Gref runs a 
motorcycle shop in 
Chlcoutimi. He has headed 
the O.blDA for three years 
and he and hla family m 
active in motorcycle sports. 
Healy has been active in 
the motorcycle industry and 
sports for 40 of his 64 years. 
His award was for hie work 
in improving the quality of 
training given motor- 
Munro, 50, an executive ~of 
Transport Canada, together 
with Jim Bancroft,of Ot- 
tawa, were pioneers in 
establishing motorcycle 
safety training courses now 
given in every major centre 
• in Canada, in conjunction 
v,;~;canada Safety Council. 
with the Canada Safety 
Council 
Their standards provided 
trophies didn't arrive on 
time, they'll be awarded 
tomorrow." 
Curl ing 
women 
unbeaten 
-- Alberta, skipped by Cathy 
King of Edmonton, counted 
seven on the fifth end un 
route to a 13.4 victory over 
Cindy Duncan's Yukon rink 
Wednesday and maintained 
its unbeateunreeord at the 
Canadian ~uniornwomen's 
curling championship. 
King. the defending cham- 
pion, has an 8-0 record and 
could clinch this year's title 
with a win over Nova Scoffs 
in today's 10th round. 
British Colmnbia, skiplpeC 
by Sandy MeKenzie o~ 
Chilliwack, is at 6-2 and has 
the only chance of catching 
King. McKenzie must defeat 
Prince Edward Island and 
Nova Scotia today and hope 
for two Alberta losses to 
force a playoff. 
King, who has won most of 
her games this. week by 
counting big ends early in 
the contests, fell behind 34 
afte~ three ends against 
Duncan. She blankednth~ 
fourth end and then took 
advantage ofsome poor shot- 
making by the Yukon four- 
some to count seven in the 
fifth. 
In other eiahth-round 
games, Becky Ross of 
Sudhury led her Ontario rink 
to a "9-4 win over B.C.;I 
Saskatchewan, skipped by I 
CoHen Sielke of Saskatoen, l 
defeated Elsie Cooper'El 
Gander, Nfld., rink 945; Kayi 
Smith of Truro, N.S., edged i 
Demise Lavtane of Meneton, 
N.B.,n8-7 and Sandra 
Saunders' Charlottetown 
rink came from behind to 
dawn Quebec, skipped by 
Diane Ness of Howick, 10.8. 
Munitol0a ilad the bye. n 
In ninth round action, B.C. 
stayed in the race by 
defeating Manitoba 10.7. 
MrKenzie fell behind 7-3 
after six ends, but gained the 
back on the asvonth, stole 
two in the eighth, one In the 
ninth and three mere in the 
tonth, 
In other lpunes, New 
Brunswick needed only right 
ends to down the Yukon 12-3, 
P.E.l. slipped by 
Newfoundland 11-8, Nova 
Scotia dumped Ontario 8.3 
and Quebec won Its first 
game, defeatin~ Sankat- 
ch+ewa~flO-7; All~ertabad the 
bye .  ~ 
Ontario has a 6-3 record, 
Saskatchewan and Nova 
Scotia are' at 5-3, New 
Bnmswick at 4-4, P.E.L 4-6, 
• e Yukon 3-5, Manitoba ~4 
and Newfeundland and 
~ebec 1-7. 
[ I i i  m m m i  i i  m i l  i l m m m l m m i m m  
I 
m A +MEAL FOR TWO to the• sum I 
I 
, of $10,00 has been donated 
I 
m to the HERALD CARRIER 
I 
m OF THE MONTH compliments 
. :  . . . . . . .  
," o/ 
m 
m 
m 
i 
m 
I , BROWNIES FOOD 
I 
l (TERRAi)E) LTD. 
I 
I 4736 Lakelse ass.m= 
t . _ _____ - - - - - - -  _ ___  
david ingram's CEN'TA 
iHVESTMEHT & TAX SHELTER SEMINARS m 
Oanada's friendly Tax-Man 
is Doming+to Kitimat 
David Ingram - Canada's leading tax expert and outstanding financial 
consultant will personally conduct a tax Investment seminar. If you earn 
over $15,000 a year  or  have $5,000 to  Invest - this is for you. 
• Real Estate as on Investment 
• Dividend ta)e credits 
• R .R .S .P . ' s  
• Common law marriage (as related to Income Tax) 
- Holding on to your tax dollars 
• Tax+ Shelters 
mmn m n  mm mmm m mm mm mmm n  u m a i l i n g  l e e  i m 
RBGISTI~TION FORM. CLIP AND M~I / OR SRING INTO OFFICE I 
I TO MOBILE MANAGEMENT GROUP 
P.O. BOX 1~, 310 CENTURY HOUSE I 
CITY CENTRE, K IT I~T,  B.C. I 
m~mrm~ +:  I 
NAME__ . . . . .  _ ___  I 
AOC~SS I 
TeL +,________  
CHE~J  L= ATTACHEO FORI  
(Paya~e to Noblle/~anaoernent C, fot~ Inc.) 
• And How the Tax Deportment reats tax shelters + 
what problems they cause with your returns. 
• Individual financial counselling • also available In  
conlunctlon with seminars. For appolnt~ment, call~ 
Mary MacNelII 632.3736.  
• . + 
SEMINARS: 
Wed., Mar. 22nd 7:30 p.m. at the Canadian Legion Hall, 
Kltlmat 
Thurs,, Mar, 23rd 7:30 p,m, at the l.akelde Hotel, 
Terrace 
S25.00 per person.- $10.00 spouse 
Vida Blue worth 
seven men to  A's 
Oakland A's have traded 
pitcher Vida Blue to San 
Francisco Giants for seven 
players and an undisclosed 
amount of cash, the teams 
announced early today. 
The Giants gave up out- 
fielder Gary  Thomasson; 
pitchers Dave Heaverlo, 
Alan Wirth and John 
Johnson, catcher Gary 
Alexander, minor league 
pitcher Philllp Huffman and 
a player to be named later. 
The deal was con- 
automated /t about 11:55 
' PST Wednesday, *j~tst 
re the end of the Mard~ 
lS interleague trading 
deadline, and anno~ced at . 
an early-morning press 
New York Yankees and on 
Jan. 30 the commissioner 
blocked a move that would 
have sent the left-hander to 
Cincinnati Reds. 
Kuhn disapproved of the 
deals because of the huge 
cash amounts involved. 
Finley would have received 
$1.5 million from the 
Yankees and $1.75 million 
and minor league-player 
Dave Revering from the 
Reds for Blue. 
The commissioner said 
selling a ballplayer for such 
astronomical sums was not 
in the best interests of the 
~u~irBe .  
u P U N C H  N I~I~I  Dk :v  
I~NISFAIL, Alto. (CV) -- 
conferenea. A total of 1,300 invitations to 
Blue, 28, finally leaves this town's 75th anniversary 
Oakland sites' two atteml~S celehrationsAug. 4-6 will be 
by A's owner CbarHe Finley sent out, the chairmannof 
to deal him away.h.im were .the organizing committee 
vdidednby baseball com-+ says. Jim McNeill said in- 
missiener Bowie Kuhn. vitations cover about 2,500 
In IV/6 Kuhn. •stopped persons, although not all are 
Finley from sell~. Blue .to te expected to attend. 
Jaycees 
hockey '78 
In the running for tl~ 
Terrace Daily Heral( 
trophz,12 teams from all 
over B.C will soon bl 
competing in the annual 
Terrace Jayeees hocks] 
tournament, held Mardh 31 
to April 2. 
Teams from Princ~ 
George, Kitimat, K~mlloo S~tt, 
Prince Rupert, ~'ort x 
James, and Cauier, to n ine  
but a few, will play twenty 
hockey games in two and a 
half days. 
Prizes for the winner! 
include $2000 for the winuln8 
team, and $2200 divided uf 
between the runnels-up, aa 
well as the the lleral~ 
trophy. 
Winners last year were the 
Kamloops - Shuswap met'. 
~hants. They ,ire in the 
runnin~ again this year. 
Dave MacDonald • ol 
Terrace urges everyone to 
come out to the tournament 
and catch some of the 
~romised excellant hockey. 
+ ++Last year 
Mazda sales 
nearly 
doubled. 
: / 
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lot tllem aroundl 
Find out Whybefore youbuy, 
Looker our Great Little Carl 
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SKEENA AUTO METAL 
SHOP LTD. 
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Phone 636-667! 
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k . i @ " . . . .  ' '  ' " WIN PR iZ  S Sas atchewan rmktrlumphs E IN OUR ANNUAL 
over  Nova ' Scotia ..victory 
~: Be~ Yuzdepald end his mleaedthreaofhlsfirstfonr nipped Bob ~lddis of To- Newfoundland, the Ter- 
:~askatoon  team-mates hots. Yuzdepski got rents, the Ontario champion, ritorles and Manitoba were 
'~'.~: continued to be both good brilliant piny from third 3-7 In en extra end after imottedat 3.5, with Quebec LORiN  
i; and luel~ Wednesday 'as MarnieMcNivenandsocond whipping Dale Sudom's at l-7, and Nova Scotia 0.6, 
, theyextendedthairunheatm RoyUchman as, aportfrom Newfoundland rink from St. Darrsgh'slast-roekloeato 
• ,".'streak in the  Canadian a third-rod lairs that gave Jchn'sa-5. " Xuzdepski was the second 
I 
..'-;,],mixed curling cha . -B ,C ,  three points,.he kept BobD[]]on,ihe Prince Ed- t ime in the championOtip NTEST 
~,~ p loeah ip . . .  ' ' chances of a comeback to a ward Island skip from Char- Saskatchewan has watched 
w,:;:,: The Sanxatcnewan rink minimum, lottetown who entered the an opposltlon skip miss a last 
• ,,:~.~ boosted its mark to eight VICTORY WITHIN REACH day alone irlmecond place, shot that could reverse the 
,,~ ~:~wlns and no leases u they Ytmlepaki, 39, a barbering bowed twice~--.' losing 7-I on a result. 
escaped with a 7-6 triumph instructor, moved within one L jp'eat shot by Alberta skip "The weight looked por- 
~.ovor winlms Nova Scotiain victory of at least a tie fo r  Gerry Wilson of Edmonton feet,". Ykzdepaki said. "The 
~mtha ~ n  and followed the championship. He faces at night after a lastr~k miss rock cut right across at the 
[~ with an outstanding display quebec's hapless Karl cost him a 7-6 decision to top of the bouse. 
I';~ at' .p]ght,to dump British Murovte rink of Montreal Wcddis, '. " "I thought he was on the 
~ , , . c o ~  6.s. . todayin the n~th round and' in' other seventh-round broom but maybe it (rock) ILE S 
[ Nova Scotia skip AI the New Brunswickrink sk- games, Smith whipped picked up something. It was 
,i'-+~: Darragh of Dartmouth let cpped by Rich Belyca of Murovie 7-2, and Alberta a dose shave for It." 
|.~uikatchewanoffthehookin Saint John at night.Friday dawned Ralph Wilson's rink Belyen was good with his 
~i,uneXtraead, coming up liaht his rinkplays against Roy fromDaalhin, Man.,6.5. At last rock in both games. 
| withade.ev~totheelght-foot Giles and the Northwest night, Manct0ba .tripped After popping flve, biggest 
]~ ~/ddlm~-Ytmiepaki with Territories representatives Newf0undlendg-6,.andGilus end so far, on the fifth end, 
l;~.i the v,'Uz~ql point after Nova from Yellowknife. hand~l* Murovte his second the colorfki New Brunswick 
y~Scotla blew an early 4-0 lead. Bclyea and Northern, On- 7-2 loss of the day. skip had to hit for a .fdnffle 
~, :n .  • • " tsrio's Roy Lond rink of THREE DEADLOCKED : .  against three Territorie~ 
Drydm won two games each Dillon:'dropped into a .tie stones with his last rock. At ' ' 
L,.~katchewam~ took a 4.0 lead to tie for second spot. Bulyea with ~Jberta ' and Br i t l~  night, he went through aport 
a f to r two~anB.C ,  addp downed Giles 9-5 and Columbia with five wirm ann for a takeo~that gave him 
Barry Smith of Kelowna Darragh 7-4, while Ltmd three losses. Ontario, two on the last end. ; - 
Toronto big-time Blue Jays land 
twin relief for the mound 
Toronto Blue Jays are decision to New York Mats, season at the Triple A level 16 more thannDoug Ault or 
bui/ng they aremore suc- .the club's front office was and has a .341average in 54 RenFairly, who tied for RBl 
cmMui with thelx wbueling busy trading two young gamea in the maJor league-- leadership with the Jays. i 
and dealing lnnthe back relief plt~mers who did not 13 with Philadelphia Phillius In 1976, Carry had a .310, 
rooms Wednesday than they flipa'e in their immediate in 1976 and 41 last year with average and knocked in 03 
were on the fldd. plans in exchange for a the Cardinals. runs. He has a major-league 
WI~ the Blue Jays were proves run-producor and an WON ALl-STAR BERTH average of ,,305 and has 
droppl~ a 13-inning,. 3-3 outfielder with spoednand However, his speed and averaged 60RBIs. 
impressive miner league dedensive skill are his He became expendable 
win a berth on the American Willie Horton- from' Texas 
top-in. 
Wit 
trading daadUne of 3 a.m, 
EST today, the Blue Jays 
first announced the 
acquisition of outfielder Rick 
Bosutti from St. Louts Car- 
dinak in exchaage for pit- 
char Tom Bruno and an 
undisoioned amount of cash. Chicago B lackHawks 
tried to pbs, wide open 
hockey against Montreal 
Caeadieaa Wednesday night 
And then early Wednesday 
night, they  landed 
dsslipmted hitter Rico Carry, 
Association all.star team in 
1976. He also set an Eastern 
League record in 1975 while * 
at Reading when he stole 47 
bases. 
Catty, a 37-year-old 
veteran of 13 major league 
seasons, was the fifth player 
chusm by Toronto in the 
Nov~nber, 1976, expansion 
draft--plucked from the 
Rangers lut month. • 
Meanwhile, inn- ..... 
wednesday's - exhibition 
game against the Mats at St. 
Petersburg, Marshall Brant, 
pinch-hitting for winning 
pitcher Kevin Kobul, hit a 
homer off Dave Wallace•to 
give New York the win. 
BLUES CALL UP 
with predictable rmults. The who was on the Toronto Cleveland roster. A month WINGER 
National Hockey League roster for Just a month in later;h~,was sat  bank to the ST. LOUIS (AP) -- St. 
chmnplmm stomped all over 1976, sending pitcher Dmnin Indians for  catcher Rick Louis Blu~ have called, up 
them for a 6-3 win. DeBarr to Cleveland Indians Cerone and outfielder John wing~ Ken Richardsonh-om 
"There was no way in return. Loweasteln. the/r Salt Lake City farm 
Cldcego was going to beat us , "Buasettl covers a lot of "Rico has hit everywhere team in the Central League. 
tonight because we wer e ground and gives us some he's played and w~ile ha's .The!~/atio.nalHockeyLeagus 
really mentally ~ to flexibility with our .gutfldd, not a Icog-term part of 0~L 1311-u_e  ssm d Richardson Will 
goont~dbuattham, said wld]#Ricolsaprsvqkltijt4~ ,il nki~, he fills a shor t~'~ce. .~t~.an.BUJ ,  Falr... 
MontrealgealioKm.. _D~am.., ~,wh~ .~JM_ ~ . - ' . kupp~i~ a~ need, said Bavasi. ]~, ,n . ,~ ,~ i  ~.~:~k.~k  
"Theyeameatushardin..the ~ipow~er,":~,Jaya :~lPl~sM~M~artyhlt .380in 127gameS~ uscles m a game. last ' 
opening minutes ano may Peter Bavasl sald of the two withthelndiansinstseason, aturday withMinnesoto 
made a couple o f  key deals, primarily as a designated North Stars and will be 
mistakes and we put on so Boecttl, 34, hit .319 in two hitter, and droge i 0 ras-- sidelined at least wo games. 
much pressure that they ' 
quickly fell behind." 1 
• ]Black Hawks veteran Stan 
Idikito, who finished the 
bumetoam scoring with his 
Mgth career goal, suggested 
eemeof his team-matex were 
•mat  .~r ly .prqmred for the 
"But then each guy has to 
look in the mirror at himself 
and analyse himself and 
make • an accounting,". 
Mikita added. "You cannot 
lay wide-open hockey 
t Montreal nd expect 
to win." 
BEAT CAPS 
In other' I~FIL gmnes, 
Toronto Maple. Leafs beat 
Washington Capitals 5.3, 
Vancouver Canuclm 
defeated Pittsburgh Pen- 
IPdus 74, Atlanta Flames 
beat St. Louis Blues 6-3, 
Cleveland Barons lied 
Colorado ..Rockiss 2~3 and 
New~.York ~ Rangers tied 
Canndiaan' seventh, in their 
last eight ~toSta nd 51# 
~ius  t Just nine loasea this 
samson.  
They. were led by .Dong 
Jarvk's two goals ann an 
8eakt and GUY Lafleur's ~th 
goal und an assist, which 
ga~ae him 116 total points. 
td Lafieur: "This is the 
only team I had not scored a
goal against and C think I put 
,forth a little.extra effort.' 
) 
Alter a chlppy game at 
Weehingion, Capitals coach 
Tom McVce.eaid his team 
followed their game plan but 
mistakes allowed the Leafs 
three manswered goals in 
The goals they scored 
were Just awful errors and 
awful mistakes on our part," 
said McVie, 
MALONEY •FITS IN 
The Leafs were pleased by 
the performance olthdr new 
team member, Dan 
Maloney, enquired this week 
~,Det ro i t  Red Wlp~s,, - 
"~ ~ ,~ve"a Jut" ~of 
5alence]',t o ! o ~_t]~fle~ ':, ,~ids 
an aggruselve player, and 
plays the body @~L" 
y ,  
At  Vanenuver, centre 
l)~ek Sanderson' continued . 
hie comeback from a year- 
long absence by scoring hie 
first goal for Pittsburgh ~• 
Penguins and setting up ' .. 
unotherbyRlck Kshon, nbut . "~i.. i: ~- •, . . . .  
the/Can~cks;won tho~pme, :."..•': . . . • '  . -..~ /. ~ •". '  " .... ~! ,  
i~kl ~;'by.'Rick 'Blight's~ o " i . . .  'L. ~ :' " " '  "' ,. 
.British Cb!umbia haS a, flaVour i 
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to all youngsters 
s, except children 
of employees of 
:r. Children may 
• enter each week, but can only 
"win one prize. Contest ends 
midnightl MIIROH 22, 19"/8 
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Italy's ex-president kidnapped from 
near home in Rome 
ROME (AP) Former pro- 
mior Aide More, considered 
Italy's most-influenti~ 
politician, was kidnapped 
today by gunmen who killed 
his driver and three mem- 
hers of his protective 
esoort,npolice reported 
Another bod~uard was se- 
rioualy wounded and in a 
coma, they said. 
A telephone call to ANSA, 
the Italian news agency, said 
the kidnappers were from 
the Red Brigades, Italy's 
most-feared urban-guerrilla 
~roup....Fiftoen of its lenders 
are on trial in Turin, and the 
organization has vowed to 
force cancellation of the trial 
by terrorist attacks. 
TWo hours inter police re- 
ported a low-flying 
helicopter sighted a car 
speeding down a country 
road on the outskirts of 
Rome. Five persons ap- 
peared to be in it, and one of 
them was b~ng held on the 
floor. 
Police converged on the 
area. Meanwhile, a 
widespread manhunt with 
helicopters and dogs was 
under way, and roadblocks 
were set up in and aroand the 
Italian capital. 
The police, dmyiug imtial 
reports that More was 
woandedinakidsapattempt former pr~mier's chauffeur 
that failed, said the 61-ycar- and a b~mrd riding with 
old political leader was him. All the windows in the 
driven off in a white Fiat 128. car were shattered. 
CALI~ FOR FIRMNESS 
President Giovanni Leone 
called the abduction "a chap 
longs to the state" and said: 
"The state must ~ive the 
flrmeet reply with every 
measure. We must adopt 
every necessary measure to 
counter this situation." 
The kidnapped man has 
been premier of Italy five 
times and now is presidmt of 
the Christian Democrnts, 
Italy's largest party and its 
dominant political force 
since the Second World War. 
He was considered a lexding 
candidate for the presidency 
of Italy when the post 
becomes vacant next 
December. 
The kidnapping o~urred 
at 9:15 a.m. as Moro was 
baisg driven to the 
parliament bufldin~ for a 
speech by Premier Giulio 
Andreotti unveiling the 
program o fhis new Christian 
Denoeratlc government. 
Witnesses said about four 
Then the ~ m  tursed 
their fire on a police esenrt 
car, ~ two policemm 
and severely ualy wounding 
a third, the witnesses ankl.n 
LEADEI~" MEET 
Andrentti . met with 
Communist leader Enrico 
Berlingser, whose party in 
supportl~ his government, 
and other leading politicians 
in an emergmcy smsion at 
the parliament building. 
Telephone calls to ANSA 
and newspapers, ~
to come from 
Brigades, said: "We have 
carried an attack to the 
heart of the state. More is 
Just the start." 
The callers said More wan 
a hostage but made no 
demands. It was assumed, 
however, that a demand 
would come soon for can- 
celfation of the Turfs trial. 
Two previous attempts o try 
the guerrilla leaders there 
have failed because of 
terrorist attacks that killed 
men blocked Mom's car in four persons and intimidated 
the Trionfale section of prospective Jurors or 
Rome, near the Hilton Hotel, defence lawyers. The 
thin opened fire with sub- campaign to disrupt the 
ma~ine-gsns and killed the ~rrmt  trial began with the 
k~ of a Turin policeman lancholy-f0o~dng manuglva 
last week. to wearing double-bressta 
Morowes~rabbednearhis suits, Morn is given to 
home. His wife, one of the lengthy epceches ,hat seem 
first to arrive, broke into to lull his audiences .to deep. 
tears on learning of those He consistently avoldl 
who hadobam killed, publicity . and' h is .  wife 
"The men who ~mrded Eleanora seldom aplmu's-at 
my husband were all good public functions, They have 
men," she said, sobbing, four children-- Fida, Anna, 
STRIKE CALLED A~nese and Giovanni. ~ 
Ital/an labor unions called DISCOUNT THE CALL .. 
a geserai strike until mid. The news agency said it 
received a later cal l  for night to protest the kid- anotber exti-emiotgroup, the napping. 
Giuaeppe Saragat, former Armed Proletarisn Groups, 
Italian p realdant and leader claiming responsibility and 
of the D~no~atic Socialist threatening Mom's life. But 
party, anidnMoro's kid. paHcedisooantedthiscalL/~ 
unl~iO~"is the most errible "We are at war," mclare~ 
qpisnde which .has taken Italy'schlefproseeutor, Gin-
place in Italy since the post- vaunl de Mattes. 
war l~isd."  The attack shocked 
"More is in the hands of political leaders throughout 
orimlmds who are trying to Western Europo. Commm 
destroy our democratic Market chief Roy Jm~ins, 
state. Thin is not a guerrilla ecboin~ the commmts of 
(act) but a true act of war." others, said it would take 
More and his last cabinet "the resolute solidarity of all 
t ' ~  in 1976 after the demeeraticdforees in  Eu 
Socialiut party withdrew key rope" to fight such in. 
l~rlismuntm'y support. The. ,,rnatioanl terrorism. 
Socialists said the More The kidnapped man has 
government ignored their been premier of Italy five 
ideas for solving Italy's times and now is presidest of 
economic ills and was the Christian Democrats, 
prejudiced against the Italy's largest party and its 
Communist party, dominant politisal fore~ 
• A mild-mannered, me. since the Second World War. 
Israel continues assault on Palestine 
TEL AVIV (AP) -- Ifrantl 
planes swooped into 
southern Lebanon again 
today aiming to knock out 
Palcatisinn artillery firing 
on Christian villagns in 
Israel's new security strip. 
The jet fighters roared 
across Csrsei's northern 
border as the ~lm'flis shells 
crashed around roads 
leading to MarJayoan and 
Klein, Lebanese com- 
munities held by Israel Jdst 
beyond the border. 
The Paleetinisns aid the 
planes were striking hilltop 
positions from which the 
guerrillas were l~srasoing 
the Israeli nvaders, and that 
one plane was shot down and 
fell on the Israeli side of the 
border. 
Ifraeli troops were digging 
into positions across 
southern Lshanoa, and the 
~et |  ~ov~mnent s~dd they 
~v~I'~t~y e~'e"m"tll 1~" gets 
guarantees the guerrillas 
will be ~ ' red  from the zone. 
Inside Israel. far from the 
fighting, ~p~!~e warned 
citizens b '~e 0it'the alert for 
a terrorbt attack to avenge 
Israel's expulsion of the 
Palcatinians from a strip of 
land 10 kilometras deep and 
100 kilometres aloug the 
border from the Mediterra- 
nean to the Syrian border 
below Mount Hermon. 
At least seven gsm'Hla 
strongholds ware reported 
taken, but the Palestim 
I~beration Organizatio~ 
(PLO) denied Israel'~ 
clainmthat lthad established 
a security belt along the 
frontier. 
"They have ceptm'ed some 
positions from Naqoura east, 
' but there is no link betwem 
them, and they have not 
penetrated eep into the 
north," PLO fpokesman 
Mnhmoud Labady told 
reporters in Beirut. 'WON'T 
BE PICNIC' 
"We are still able from our 
hill positions to mount forays 
and uneak to theborder arm. 
It won't be a picnic for 
them.,, 
Other sources in Beirut 
said the ~uerrliles wore still 
fighting hit-and-run battles 
with Israeli infantry and 
tank units in the Arkoub 
region of southeast Lebanon, 
once the major staging area 
for raids into Israel. 
The Paiestinian command 
in Beirut estimated that the 
invasion force totalled 25,000 
c~l '  but. Israel said its 
ties totaUed rely 11 
Idlled and 57 wounded in the 
operation that b~an shortly 
after midnight Tuesday 
night and routed most of the 
Paicetininsa in 18 bouts. 
Israeli military sources 
estimated that at least 100 
guerrillas were killed n the 
first 24 hours, but Labady 
said the total was "not 
nearly so high." n 
Sources in Lebanon put the 
civilian casualty toll at more 
than 100 from the Israeli air 
and land strikes,ninduding 
at least 35 in the southern 
part of Tyro, 15 in 
Paiestielan refugee camps 
and shantytowns on the out- 
skirts of Beirut and 10 mere 
in Damour, 16 Idlomotrca 
south of Beirut. 
TOWN ATTACKED 
Prime Minister 
Messohem Begin announced 
that the Israeli operation 
was completed Wednesday 
afternoon, but guerrilla 
sources in Beirut claimed 
fughtin~ continued well ~to 
Wednesday ncght, with 
Israeli planes il lumisat~ 
the ba~efidds with flares. 
An observar in the south 
Lebanese port of Tyro, 10 
~llometrea north of the 
kraeli oceupatlan zone, ania arrived, and many of those 
[arecll planes flew over at left surrmdared without a 
midnight Wednesday nf~ht fight. 
mdmade a rocket attack on 
',he market town of "What we want is simple 
Nabatleh, a Paleatinian security to make sure ourn. 
pnsltlon ~ about five citizens live and work 
Idlometres from the eastern peace," the prime minister 
end of the Israeli forward said. "We do hope there will 
line. be an arrangement so that 
AnnIsraeli reporter who southern Lebanon and. 
accompanied the invaders nLebanon will not be a base 
mid most of the Painstiniaua for such intolerable attacks 
lied before the Israelis against Israel."' 
~'  J/"i 
Vietnam flares up 
• Hostages still hosted 
-- Autborltien appoar to have fain Michel Lavallee re- Meanwhile, a spokemnan 
made some headway turned by police holicept~ for the Algerian emnassy 
Wednesday in prolbnged from their third trip to inn0ttawa said it is bigbly 
negotiations with three Montreal in fourndnys, unlikely that the North 
hostags.takers during their Earlier negotiating was African country would take 
first face-to-face meetings carried out by telephone, the three hcataget~m's. 
since the ineid~t began GlilesPepel, newsdirsctor ~,,0urpollcyisncttoaeeept 
eight days ago at the for French-language ramo 
provincial prison here. station CKVL, where commen erimiuak," said Hocine Mel~ar, the em- 
Thedrama quietly became mediator Pokier works, said heasy'sseeend secretary. He 
the longest hostage-taking of the trio met with efficiais of saidthe embassy has not 
its kind in Canada on the external affairs 
Wednesday. A similar in- department and Qnebec been approached" to grant 
eid~t at the poultuntisry in Justice department, visas to the convicts. 
NewWeetministar, B.C., last "N~otintloua are going 
month ended a few bouts well and there is ~od how ~Spckesmen for Egypt, I~ebanon a d Syria also said 
short of seven days. for reaching an ag,,r~.m.t hey ware not sppreached 
• Ne~otistor-lawyor Robert without violence, sale 
LaHayeand reporter Claude Pepol. He said be got the for visas. 
Pokier talked to convicted • information from Pokier. -At the same thne, a 
double murderer Edgar Unconfirmed reports, say published report inMootr~l 
the three hostage-takers are 
demandiug safe passage to a said external affairn 
Middle East countrybut that deuartment officials he~ 
external affairs officials re~cted the convicts' de- 
have refused the request, mand to leave the country. 
Rouesd, the ringleader in 
thehcatage-taking, from a 
sheltered entrance of the 
lp'ey-etcae prison. .. : 
In the first contaet~ the 
mediators tood a few feet 
from the doorway landing to 
the basement oInthe Wban 
where Rouasel and two other 
convicts are holdi0g six 
prison employees hostages. 
LaHaye and Poiriar~ were 
accompanied by a ~uebae 
provincial police officer. 
After 15 minutes, the 
l naga~tiators returned to their 
quarters on the first 
floor of the four-storey. 
prison. 
But 30 munutca lat~, a 
provincial police officer 
appeared at the same 
doorway and remained for 
about 10 minutes. 
MET IN BASEMENT 
A report said LaHaye and 
Pokier apparmily met with 
all three hontags-takers-- 
Rounsel, Ludm Jacques and 
Roland Simard--in their 
basement garrison while the 
provincial police officer was 
standing outside the 
sheltered oorway. 
But this could not be con- 
firmed. Reporters were only 
able to obs~ve the activity 
from a bleak away. 
The face-to4ace 
negotiations began only an 
hour after LaHaye, Pokier 
and pmvmulai police cap- 
Human resouroos 
minister nurses jobs 
Two men, who ware f ired other workers by salm~ 
three days after starting unestinns about wages and_ 
work at a Surrey, B.C. discussing the rights o 3f 
nursery owned by Human 
Resources Minister Bill 
Vander Zalm, filed a sub- 
mission to the British 
Columbia Labor Reiations 
Board Wednesday elsimlnS 
unfair labor practices under 
the provincial labor code. 
Andrew Haiper and Tony 
Puddicombe are asking the 
board to direct Art Knapp's 
GardennFhop to reinstate 
them and compmsate hem 
workers. 
"He aeemed both of us of 
trying to hassle a part4ime 
cleaner by tdlkS ha" about 
her right to have a coffee 
break," they said in their 
submission to the board. "Re 
claimed this constituted 
barms-nent by us of other 
workers." 
Although the two mun said 
they were actually fired for 
sitting on a table in the 
lunchroom, they believe the for loss of wages, n 
Halp~ and Puddimmbe real reason was forsuqdelm 
were hired last Thar~fay of promotIN[ U'ade 
after pressure from the unionism. 
Downtown Esatalde A third worker, Ira 
Residents Aan sc ia t i c  Zbarski, hirod u s rmult of 
(DERA) but lost their S3.50- the DERA pmmotioa, has 
anhom" Jobs on Monday. been given a $1-an-hour 
They said assistant wage increase and now is 
manager Jos Van Hage workisg ianthe nursery at 
accused them of inciting nearby Port Kelbt 
The new 
book. 
t" . , .  
Vietnam charged today that 
Cambodian infantry units 
have penetrated the border 
close to the southwestern 
coastal town of Ha Tim. n 
A Voice of Vietnam 
broadcast called the attackf 
a major escalation in the 
continuing border war 
between the two Communist 
neighbors and dmmnded the 
troops withdraw or face 
s~ioua consoquences, 
The broadcast said many 
Cambodian infantry units 
drove into Vietnam on 
Tuesday and two battaiionf 
occupied the Xa Xia and 
Kylo areas six kliometros 
northwest of Ha Tien. The 
Cambodians committed 
"barbarous crimes" aguinft 
the civilian population, the 
broadcast report said. 
Casualty fcgurns and the 
size of the invading force 
were net given. 
Refugees fleeing to 
Thailand say Ha Tim has 
been the scene of sporadic 
fl~4in8 for about a year. At 
various times, the town has 
been evacuated because of 
Cambodian rocket attacks, 
they said. 
In an earlier broadcast, 
Vietnam said its forces killed 
almost 500 Cambodian 
~e~ s in the week encUug 10 in five south- 
western border provinces, n 
Meanwhile, the Yugoslav 
news ugmex Tan Jug 
reported from the Cam. 
bodinn capital of Pimom 
Penh that Cambodian 
leaders ay they are readx to 
negotiate a solution to the 
border conflict. 
The Yugoslav report 
quoted "responsible quar- 
ters"nss saying that 
agreement by the gov- 
ernmcot and the Communist 
Party of Vietnam to respect 
the indepmdance, 
sovereignty, and territorial 
Integrity of Cambodia will 
improve relations. 
MEOS FLEEING n 
In anotherndevdopmeut, 
11mi officials say MSO hill 
¢lbesmco from Laca have 
been fleeing to Thailand in 
recent weeks and thousands 
~om may be on the way. 
A numb~ of them inter- 
viewed in the Mekong River 
border ares near Phon Phi 
say they fled their mountain 
strongholds north of Vim- 
tinua, the Laotian capital, 
under increased pressure 
from combined Laotian and 
Vietnamese ground troops 
and air strikes. 
A military spokesman in 
Bangkok said more than 100 
Mece, including guerrilla 
soldiers, escaped into the 
border province of Noah 
Khai this week and 
surrendered to Thai 
authorities. Most of the 
recent refugees have come 
from the Phu ROa area on the 
southweetem edge of the 
Plain of Jars. 
Ngia Kaoyang, a captain 
in the Mac resistance and 
leader of a group of 41 who 
recently fled to Thailand, 
said a fierce battle in mid. 
February isnthe Phu Bin 
area caused heavy Meo 
casualties and scattered the 
tribesmen. 
Sotmces estimate that be- 
twesn 1,000 1o 3,000 Mac's 
may be within a few days 
walk of the Thai frontier 
waiting for opportunities to 
sneak past patrols. 
If you're an employer whether of one 
worker or a thousand you're probably 
affected by the new "Industrial Health and 
Safety Regulations". It is your responsibility 
tO ensurethat these regulations, as they 
affect your busin 
understood and 
both manageme 
employees. 
IF YOU DON'i 
HAVE IT, 
PLEASE GET 
Many of the regulations have been 
significantly changed from previous . . . . . .  ••  
years, so it is vital that you obtain and 
read the new regulations as soon as 
possible. Remember, under Regulation 
iployer shall keep a " 
these regulations 
di!y available at 
:h place of employ- 
for reference 
employees.". 
of the new book 
3btained at .... 
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Twelve years and stil l  go ing strong 
Pa i fl Mu i ' Fes ti vM C C 8C 
by Judy Vandergucht 
The Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival is 12 years 
old and is bigger than ever. I 
thought : i t  would he in- 
teresting to  compare the 
Festival 12 years ago and 
now and with this in mind I 
decided to check with the 
first president, Ginnie 
Lowrle. "I gt~es Murylin 
Davies and myself were 
instrmnental in  starting the 
whole thing. We were music 
teachers and felt the need for 
a music competition. We 
contacted the Provincial 
officials and formed an 
executive." 
The original executive 
performed many duties with 
the president, also the 
program chairman and the 
syllabus chairman, also. the 
publicity chairman. 
"Actually I wasn't he first 
president.. Helen Gilmour 
was but she had to leave 
town in October so I took 
over theft." 
There were 311 entries in 
the first music festival and 
participants came from 
Prince Rupert and Kitimat. 
In those dayn,.the major 
award was called the 
Columbia Cellulose Ward in 
the amount of $100. Maureen 
Maeareako ofPrince Rupert 
was the first winner. 
• The first year was deemed 
a success and this has 
carried through until the 
presest day. 
In comparison, this year 
the total number of entries is 
Smlthers." 
In eonjanction with the 
music festival, several 
worksholz will be offered. 
Dr. Leona Paterson will 
conduct a workshop on 
speech arts at Cassle Hail, 
Saturday, April 29 at 10am, 
Mr, T. Jones will conduct a 
workshop on sight reading 
for band students at the 
Skeeus Gym on April 28. 
Teachers interested in 
starting a school choir will 
have a chance to get a few 
tips from Mrs. Roberta 
Stephen- at the Clarence 
Mlchlel Gym, April 28 at 3:30 
p.m. 
Late last year, Joan 
Spencer and Bonnie Shaw 
put on singing and speech 
workshops for the primary 
teachers and this was 
beneficial for the teachers to 
plan their music festival 
activities and get their as- 
tries in early. "I Wish the 
Intermediate t achers would 
request workshops for this - 
fall, We have a number of 
p ro fess iona l  peop l  
available to conduct 
workshops, using in-service 
The Festival will com- 
mence April 20 with the 
Dance entries, and will 
continue right through until 
Saturday with the final 
concert. On Saturday 
morning, the adjudleatord 
selection of competitors. 
from Instrumental, Speech, 
Piano and Voice will per- 
form for the coveted Knights 
Hagen Jaek ie  de  Jong ,  
I • BONNIE BERGHAUSER is also an accomplished Bonnie Ber~auser was, During the same year she 
our Knight of Columbus also won a Silver Medal for pianist. Bonnie's charm.and I 
award winner in 1974. We the highest marks in B.C. for personality will help her to I 
t~mt her to Courtenay Youth Grade 8 Royal Conservatow make the most of her talent I
Music Camp where she of Toronto examination, in the years to come. ' I 
studied under Dr. Ha. She enjoys her singing and I 
How the committee works; 
L~., The executive of five. of Columbus Award. The 
has increased to 25. , winner will he announced at 
Approximately half of a l l  the end of the Saturday night 
the entries arrlveon the final conert. The adjudicators at
day states Murilyn Kerr, this time, will also select he 
seezetary-treasurer of the competitors who will par- 
Music • Fest ival .  The tieipate in the provincial 
Syllabus is available in music festival. Mrs. Kerr 
October but everyone waits indicated that the number of 
until the last minute, participants and observers i
"I turned back only one decreed by the available 
entry this year. Last year funds. 
there were approximately "The cost of sending the 
thirty late entries. We have participants i  covered by 
only ten days to complete the the B.C. Cultural Fund. 
final schedule." However the mesie festival 
Mrs. Kerr indicated that pays for the observers, We 
The members,of the 1978 PATRONS COMMII"rEE epeech" arts training is there was good participation were able to send six last 
Pacific Northwest Music Thls committee incharged required. The syllabus co. f rom Prince Rupert and year." 
Futlval would llke. to take with ~, acquiring , n~ded erdlustor is' responsible for. Kitimat again this year. A large.number of trophi~ 
thisopportunity to wolmme J|~_~ncial support: fi'0m ub l ing  the' ml~ctlons,. "We have received an entry and awards are given out 
~ ' to  ~_y~?~ J~"~/a~Tons  of.; the -festival, ~r~.~; : .~,  :0 f=awa~ and from Bells Bcila for the flrst each year. Ruth P0nsette 
• t ime." ~t~tivitien'A't~dto'exi)l~'~ I/ fiau~ ' tfi'dt~qdUaik. Th~ other materlids. TM .......... was th'e winner of the 
workings of its many • festival attempts to be self- P I " "  " . . . .  , ,  • ~ . .  0 fall the entries, Mrs. Knights of Columbus award: 
committees. " " upporting. Government . , . . . .~.~ - Kerr nsld over throe handrod last year. 
MusIc festivals rely on o~.,to Arot Council ~o- , ,  - - " '=~ were piano, two hundred "We have so many 
~ '~ ' ~ ' " "  The co-ordinatinn and speech, )80 Band and in, talented chlldrenin Terrace volunteer help. The corn- and advertising revenues . - . . . . . . . . . .  . 
petitions :.you hear today help but without the funds winning or me Final Night strummtel and  72 vocal- it's anhume they can't al l  
. . . . . . .  Concert is the duty of this choral. "This year we have win.. There is Kathy and the othurs you may hear contrmuten y patrons me 
~enttvaJ coma not ream tm _ _ - . . adancecateogryfortheflrst Patershuk. vocal, and throughout the week are the . . . . . . . .  " committee Much of the 
result of many hours of goal. worx  mvotves aovaneeo thne and we have received l~mi~e Kenney and Pam 
work.  Participants and PROGRAM COMMITrEE l~m~ and Imowl _e~Ige of entries from Rupert and Shaw in Speech; Carolyn 
teachers have epmt ions For each festival -a emer committee work. The 
hum preparing and music program must be printed, day of the concert requires 
many hours of :hard work. festival membershavespeat The program tells corn- They are the people who 
long hours organizing. ~fl '~rs and spectators the 
Volunteers are always times and places of corn-, must be prepal'ed for the unexpected.: naeded~ The Pacific Nor- petitions and. lists com' . , , '/" 
thwast Music Festival 1= petitora'namus. In addition, MEMBEI~HIP , COM- 
fortunate in having a core of the program includes flats of m E  " 
interested, active and awards available, festival It is the respGhsiblllt X of 
enmpotent volunteers who rules, a l i s t .o f  festival, the eenunittne to  collect 
stay with the organization patrons, information about " memb~ship fees, enmplle 
from yenr to year. Howevur, adj~dleators and any ed- an  .up-to-date lint of 
unfortunately each year • ~ members, and .plan ae- 
some members are lost and required. Allmembers of the tivities to  encourage new 
others must be found to take festival . collect ad -  membership. ' 
their planes ff the festival is yer.t!sements..from local m~a,mua~.  . SOCIAL COMMrrl'EE values are considered in 
to continue. If, as you read Imsmeas twnm - -  also worn ,~ , ' ;~r ;g  . . . .  This commlttea provides: adjudication. Became we 
about the festival com- Fdtimat and Prince Rupert ""_*~".~'Y" - the refreshments at the  trmtthelrJedgemmtasweil 
• . . . .~ . .~ , .  tt.,~ .ha, .,,.. - - to  cover the cost of 'tire fluuse of the to- . . . .  • . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ..,re.o, . . . . . . .  , ~,,.,,.. adJudieators'eoffes breaks as their ~t ice  Festival 
wouldllke to contribute your printing the program. The ~.:~_"T~"~.~:_,"~:,_"~.~ during Festival WeeL They Committee memhers are not 
time and effort o next year's chairman of the prngram .u~m~s ~m.vm ~,~a. .n~ also help to plan the expected to or required to 
• ,,-,.--.,*"'"°~ v----,,'~ . . . .  -,," . . . .  -,,,*'* committee isresn,~-albl,,,_ . ..~r co.ordinator must flnd, and . reception, a long  with make any decisions in ad- 
• • train adjudicators and hesitate to call President collecting and aesemblying . . . . .  membersofBetaSi~maPbl indication procedures and 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ted material that pmttorm secretar ies  tavern mmop at ~-~ or au me pr.m - ~r.o ,a .  ,I,,, ..h..o,.o~ (Beta Mu), which in held for the adjudicators' remarks 
, .~, . . ,~,~- . . -~, . . -  - r r : ' - - -  - -  - - -  ,..v~..--. ,o,,nn,..,,,,,o,,h t.o,, ,,.,n~,,, adjudicators and  festival are considered final. 
Msr t~ Kerr at 635-8768, Typlstaandproofresdersure ~. - "~ '~ ' . ,~ ' . .T ' . . '~ . ' . .~ ; .  workers. This is the only I~st year. four students 
~,.,~.vW~'~'~ ~,vn,..~.....o,~ h. ih , t ' ln ,  --;'t mhsed._. - - -  ~'-',,~---,~r~'~'~ev assistants. = . . . , . . ,u . , . .= .=.o=, :~,  reward for the long hours of were sent to compete in the 
, a ors and arrange ad- and musical ability is not ADJUDICATORS FILES pa~. .  , . . . .  work and i s  much ap- Provincial Festival in 
~.°.~,,,~=.~,~ . . .  , /,,-~,,.."~ ;_~.._._..__ro~rr~r~.~ ]umcators ~ransportatten. preelated by a l l .  Many Victoria. This year's 
• -~,..e~u""~ . . . .  ...-.h°ta .._,-,,~" Msterlals for the files usod The• coordinator must also: aa to  i- d s u J e provincial finals will be in 
ensure that any unfomeen second Tuesday of the manth by the a~udicatom, andtheir ,~ . . . .  ..o.,~,~ ,,,,_ ,,,, ~. favourably about the Vernon on June L 2 and 3. 
except in July, Aug-st and secretarms ourmg com- y"T"~" : .  ~. .."T" " "  .".~ hospitality offered during Students who are recom- 
. . . . . . . . .  ltinna . . . . .  " -  collected certere wtm me smoom ueeemDar, most comnuttees W~ mu,~ ue running of the festival the festival. ' minded by adjudicators to
. ' NOMINATIONS attend the provincial finals m active in some way and system 
throughout the year but as assembled by  th i s  corn- SOCIAL COMMITTEE Perhaps the hardestJob of as observers go courtesy of 
the festival week draws mlttoe. This Is done so that Thls committee .pmvldes' all: this committee submits the B.C. Cultural Fund. 
near, morehours ofwork are materials needed, such as  the refreshments at the • a slate of officers at the May. When funds are available, 
asua.l.ly required, The dailes adjudleatlon sheets, seals, adjudicators, coffee breaks .meeting. Voting takes place Pacific Northwest Music 
listed for each committee musl¢, etc. will he ahellable during Festival Week. They in June. • . . Festival. underwrites their 
m not complete, enly the and_ so that' the ad.Judi~tors also ' help to plan the RULES COMMrlTEE . travel costs. Last year six 
b lg i~ts  can be touched..andtheirseereta~..esWillnot reception, along with- This committee sets the students were sent as ob- 
EXECUTIVECOM- nave to concern memseives menhorsof BetaSigum Phi rules that . cover par. servers. 
MITTEE with clerical details. This (BetuMu),'whlchlsheidfor ticilmtion in the festival. This year, for the tint 
It is the duty of this committee' i s  extremely ad jud icators  co ram,  Many people wonder about time, we are holding corn- 
committee to co-ordinate important :to the smooth favourably about the some of the rules; many are petitions in the field of 
and to provide the over-all running of a festival but it k h0spltality offered during standard for festivals Dance. 
plan for the activities of the ,not so t/me.conSuming as  the festival. • throughout Canada.. You Contrlbutlbns to this  
festival. 'The secretary- some of the others, ' . . . .  NOMINATIONS may have noticed the Rules festival both by individuals 
treasurer, who does all the: PUBLICly. COM- " Pexha "o the hardest 4ob  Committee requests eilmne and organizations, are so 
clerical and accounting MITTEE. . • f " of all. ~'is co,~mittee s~b- during pe~ormances,, These numerous that any attempt 
work, . . . . . .  Is nlven a small.. This eommittesm oten , .  . . . . . . . . . .  a, ,~,,o,'-'.C~,o,,r,,fll~s at the . rules, are set for the' to name them would result ln 
. honorarium and is the only commit t,. of one. The. May meeting VotI-o takes protection of participants, an omission. That this 
, 'paid" member of the responsibilities mcmae ,aoc e InJane'. -.o Parmrmers have waeUsed festival is in its thirteenth 
festival, monthly reports submitted v-- . many hours and are usually year is a testimony to the 
AWARDS COMMITTEE to newnpapo~s and radio and FESTIVAL COORDINATOR • under some tension; Flash support we have received. 
Th is  committee must, television stations , in the  .The duties of  the~coor, bulbs, talking and Other We thank each and every 
assess the 'need for and areacovereavymel~lvi~!, dmator :are  most hect ic  no isy  distractious often contributor and look forward 
• obtainawarda, l t ls  also the Any, other pu c..ty during Festival W~k.. T~ interfere with the iper- to a eontinned successful 
reuponsiblllity of this reqmre.m.ent.s, are .a)s0 co0.rdina~r m.mt Imcl aria m rmance. It is hoped these relationship with past,  
• committee to collect all hancuou ey tins commtttee, tram, anjumcatorr ann rmea will help equalke the present and future sup- 
permanent roph|es from SYLLABUS COMMITPEE p Ja t to rm. ,  seereta. r le ,  perform, ante climatefer al l  portei's. ~ ' 
previous recipients, They . _ . . .  arrange, tn.e ....l).nystcat participants, YOU, the ' . 
ieethatallarckept' i -good Tlt~c.ommltteeeonmtsot m~.uu.esm..enmnau, coltsct spectator, ~arethm part of 
repair, are polished and ~e a .syJm. ires co-o .rd~ator,. a. anu .a,sir,puts necessary  this committee. , . ~. ' . : 
engraved with the winner's sele.c.,ons_commtttee .an a pap.ers .aria arrange, ad- ADJUDICATORS " 
name. During the final night typists; :me seteet!ons ~meaxors~ trunsportauon. These : are the 
concert th|s e0mmittee committee,isrsePCmmm.e .for 'x~ne ooo.r~ator mt~t. also pro foeslonuls hired by the 
disl~yS the trophies and sett ing :classes ar ia  !o~;,,m. pure ~at  any umo~.e.en fes.tivul.i Their expertise is 
awarda: and  ensures that :: se~eeting set pieces m man.y cir~umsmn~ aGe s ,noti.m- vamedby the members of all 
awardaare presented to the  cias~s.~ This committee m terror e with the. smooth Festival Committees, We 
correct:r~lp/ents," . . . .  one wnere mumeal, usnce or rusmng ot me msuval, also realize some Subjective 
Laurie Schuss and Melissa 
Davies in Piano catefory, 
Just to name a few." 
Five facilities will be used 
for the competitions -- REM 
Lee Theatre, Caledonia 
Lecure Theatre, E,T, 
Kenney Gumnaslum, 
Clarence Michiel and Cassie 
Hall Gynasiums, There will 
be a large number of ac- 
tivities at each facility, 
"We need plenty of help. 
The adjudicators need 
secretaries and the doors 
and platforms have to be 
manned, We call our helpers 
'Friends of the Festival' and 
I wouldlike to thank thmn all 
at this time for the 
tr~nendous job they do. 
Anyone who can spare some 
time in the week of the 
Festival, please contact Gigs 
Power at 635-3833. We will 
probably need around .75 
persons." 
• The public are invited to 
participate in the activities. 
All sessions are free with 
exception of the Final 
Concert. The expenses ofthe 
Festival are cov~ed by the 
entrance fees, cultural 
grants, and patron 
donations. 
"One of the major ex- 
penses i  the cost of bringing 
in the adjudicators. 
We spend around $5,000 on 
travel and general expenses 
for the seven adjudicators. 
Then there is the cost of 
sending down the observers 
for the Provincials. By the 
way, the Provincials will be 
held here in 1630. I am really 
excited about that." 
A large number of people 
a re  i 'esponsible for the 
operation of te festival. 
Thirteen committees handle 
the advertising for the 
Syllabus, publicity for the 
Festival. co-ordinating the 
final night ~oncert and 
reception. Muriel Neale 
chairs the Awards Com- 
mittee with an enormous 
workload keeping track of 
the Wogramme --  also a 
tremendous task. Joyce 
Burg, ms has. been lining up 
advertisers for~6 program.  
",Itwould be very hard to 
single out any one person for 
recognition. There are over 
twenty executive memheres 
who, together with the core 
of volunteers, keep the 
festival running smoothly." 
The Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival will be held 
from April 20 to April 29. Do 
plan to attend and support 
the children of this, com- 
munity as they strive~ for 
exesllenee. 
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STEFFAN WEGNER 
Pianist Steffan Wegner of year. He left Kitimat i~ 
{itimat, winner of the 1976 September 1977 to continue 
Knights of Columbus his music studies at- the 
Scholarship, also University of British 
wevievionsly won the award Columbia. .. 
1972. The Pacific Northwest 
Steffan had been a con- Music Festival watches his 
sistent award wi.u~r ,at th~ progress with interest and 
Music Festivalfrom the age affection, wishing him 
of 7, continuing through to further success in his future 
high school graduation mdeavours. 
' I 
President Lavern Hislop 
Vice-President Olga Power 
Corresponding Secretary 
and Treasurer Marilyn Kerr 
Recording Secretary Donna Green 
COMMITYEES 
Adjudicators' Files Rose Strumecki 
Advertising Joyce Bergsma 
Tony de Medeires 
Dan Sklapsky 
. , Joyce Knight 
: . . . .  Ed SChuss 
Awards Muriei Neale 
JoanSturn 
Helen Watson 
Jane Dick,on 
- O lga  Power 
' . Sandy Dann 
Stuart MeCa l lum 
B0nn ieShaw 
Xl Beta Mu 
Jean Froose 
RoseThomas  
• Giany Lowrie' 
Florine Gillis 
" ~ Sybil Benzer 
Pearl Soutar 
• ~ Joan Qasst 
Gloria O'Brlen. 
Publicity Lois McDaniel 
Socia!~conv~or : Sandy Dunn 
Syllal~s ~:~:~-~:',~J,~,-~i !::~!~7:!i!.i' :::-~ !i-~Ma/,i lynKerr 
, • : . ,/". . Joan Spencer 
Festival Secretaries' 
Co-ordinators 
Final Night Co-ordinators 
Final Night Reception 
Historian 
Membership 
Nominations 
Patrons 
Program 
' • SELECTIONS 
Accord ion  : 
Band and Instrumental 
Dance 
Piano 
SpenchAm 
Vocal 
ADJUDICATORS 
Accordion 
Band and Instrumental 
Dance 
Piano 
• . .  ," 
Speech Arts 
Vocal and Strings ' 
EdSchuss 
Jim Ryan, 
Barbara Nmm 
Stuart McCallum 
Bonnie Shaw 
Joan Spencer 
Marlene Shiur 
Tudor Jones 
SooneeLee 
Helen Silvester 
• Alexandra Munn.  
Lcona Paterson 
Roberm Steph~ 
RUTH POUSETTE 
Pianist Ruth Pousette, a Robin Wood at Victoria At present Ruth is workinl 
grade 12 student 'at Conservatory. In previous towards her A.R.C.T., am 
Caledonia Senior Secondary summers, she has studied plans in the fail to enter 
School, was the 1977 Knights imder Mr. Edward Lincoln University in anticipation of
of Columbus• Scholarship at the 'Okanagen Summer a career in music. 
Winner, • . . School of the Arts and with ' ~ 
• During July of 1977 Ruth Dr. Dale Reubart a t  the At this time may we wis~ 
mad this scholarship totake University of British Ruth continued success ir 
music lessons from Mr.  Columb!a~ the coming years, 
T 
/ '  
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TOP SPRING CLEANING LISTS wdh window ashing to let the sun shine in and give indoor plants plenty of light, the 
natural food. According to America's master gardener Jeny Baker. winter dirt and game that accumulates on windows 
actually inlerferes with direct sun rays, causing leaves to turn yellow and brown. To avoid plant malnourishment. Baker 
recommends Ben Ami cleamng cake. America's good friend since 1886 that continues to clean today's windows with• 
out scratching or streaking, t 
Cooperative 
Gardening is 
Growing Big! 
If you're interested in  
serious gardening, but don't 
have the space, consider this 
alternative: community gar- 
dening! Many city-dwellers 
are joining this cooperative 
movement "back to the 
land.'" 
llard work and caring are 
two important essentials for 
creating and keeping acom- 
munity garden. Abandoned 
land, cluttered with trash 
and debris is cleared,, and 
replaced with fruit and 
vegetable plants. 
Apartment dwellers, and 
those with limited space 
welcome the opportunity to 
nurture a small plot of land 
that is otherwise left unused. 
Many cities offer vacant 
lots at little or no charge to 
anyone intending to culti. 
rate food-producing ar- 
dens. 
Community associations 
have formed to counteract 
the red tape involved in 
clearing the land for public 
use. Horticultural societies 
take a particularly active 
part in both securing com- 
munity land and advising 
would-be gardeners in plant 
care. 
ilmZlzZllZZelllllmlZlmmlmlll|llllZZlll|ZlmlllmlmallZZaZllllllellZ|ll~ 
i 
i 1.9 ACRES • KLEANZA DRIVE modern three bedroom 
• home with basement, single fireplace, lV= baths, at- 
III tractive livlngroom with sliding glass to covered patio, 
kitchen with adjoining dining area. Carport. GOOD. 
• VALUE. AT $44,500. , , 
• I~A ACRES AT GOSSEN CREEK with cle=nrwell con- 
•structed two bedroom home on concrete rlngwall. Ex- 
• l IB  • I~ l  le l~ lR I  I I~ l le lg  • i 
2001 CRAMER STREET 1200 sq' ft. modern residence, full • 
basement, 3 bedrooms on main floor & 2 in bosement. • 
White brick fireplace, affractlve Ilvlngroom and kitchen • 
has nook. Rec room and two bathrooms. Landscaped & • 
~ear Rotary Park, an Ideal family IDeation. ONLY • • • 
$49,500. • 
95 PERCENT FINANCING available to rlghl;party on • 
cellent drilled well plus •extra dug well.. Corpeted 
bedrooms and Ilvlngroom. Separate storage building at 
rear of property. A good buy for S25,000. 
• 524,800- THREE BEDROOM home, rlngwall foundation, 
• situated on nice large property Do Dogwood Avenue which 
three bedroom modern home situated at 4628 Gould. • 
Insulated for electric heat. Wall to wall In Ilvlngroom.. • 
Asking S27,500. • :~ 
" i 
REVENUE PROPERTY - CLARK DRIVE two houses on • 
80x200 lot. Three and two bedrooms respectively. In nice • 
condition, electric heat. Garage on property. Owner Is • 
 nue Realty Ltd. 635-4971 
IEliUE, TERRACE, B.I). V86 lV§ 
Greenhouse Gardening: 
Try It, You'll Like It! 
~,,~ ,Today, more and more 
.garden,ng enthusiasts arc 
~add~fi~'g~enflbu.~:e~ t0lh/:i~ 
"growing domains," believ- 
ing they provide a stable 
climate for plants by main- 
taining a control lable 
amount of light, providing 
proper humidity, tcmper- 
alurc, and limiting exposure 
to disease and insects. For 
many; the ,convcnieq~ a 
greenhouse affords is equal 
to the relaxation of putter- 
ing with plant.5 and the far- 
ming of a home-grown 
harvest. 
In choosing the size of a 
greenhouse, home gardeners 
should keep in mind thetype 
and size of the desired 
foliage and required upkeep. 
structure and omission of 
on6 wall. 
['rccstan'ding green- 
houses, which are separate 
from other buildings, are the 
most expensive as they must 
be formed from a newly. 
created, four-walled struc- 
ture. These models provide 
slightly more space than 
their tri-part descendants, 
and foliage housed in them 
grows straighter and faster 
duc to increased light. 
Greenhouses arrive in 
paris or assembled sections. 
Many model s are.designed 
for do-ibyoursdf installa- 
tion, but ambitious gar- 
deners may want to build 
from scratch using scrap 
wood, glass, and plastic. All 
installations require dec: 
City dwellers, and others trical, plumbing, and heat- 
with limited space, might ing work. [f Ihe foundation 
consider a small, inexpen- 
sive window greenhouse, isofbrick orstone, masonry 
These are installed inside or work is necessary. A heater, 
outside a window flame and 
hang over the window like 
an air conditioner. 
Those desiring more 
space may prefer a larger, 
Iri-wallcd greenhouse. Three 
walls arc connected loan ex- 
isting structure, usually the 
rear of a home or a garage. 
This model affords gar- 
deners considerable savings 
"owing to the existing pre- 
vent i lator ,  and p lant  
benches add increasedvalue 
to ground-level green- 
houses. 
Itcaling is the largest 
greenhouse operating cost. 
Those attached to a heated 
building save 20% fuel cost 
over freestanding models. 
(;cneral savings in heating 
bills is accomplished by 
stretching a layer of plastic 
over the entire greenhouse 
C Iem me 
GREENHOUSES allow gardeners to enjoy their hobby around the calendar 
are availahre inmany types of models. 
w 
MIND THE DRAPES 
If your rooms arc heated 
by hot air registers or elec. 
tric baseboard heaters, do 
not permit hem to be block. 
ed by drapes, warns the Bet. 
ter Healing.Cooling Coun. 
¢il. 
CHANGE CAKE'S 
FLAVOR 
Change a white or yellow 
cake's.flavor by adding a 
tablespoon of grated orange 
rind to the batter and 
froeting with orange idng. 
interior, omitting only vcn- 
tilator Openings':~';t %:: ;~ ~.:~:.~: 
Additional fuel ~osts *c'an 
he minimized by choosing 
plants requiring low mini- 
mum nighttime temper- 
atures of. approximately 50 
degrees. Plants requiring 
higher temperatures should 
be placed near the green- 
house heater and heating 
cables. 
In addition tO food sav- 
ings, many community gar-. 
deners enjoy increased so- 
ciability and new friend- 
ships by working their 
shar~ gardening plot. In 
many cases, organized clubs 
:have formed. Contact your 
:local Recreation and Parks 
department for information 
regarding community gar- 
dening in your area. 
Gardening Hint: 
Wind plastic tape around 
the handles of your garden- 
ing tools to prevent splin- 
ters. 
close to school. Asking 
$26,500. 
A rural h~me tucked away. 
in a private location in the 
Uplonds.I acreof land with 
storage sheds for boats, 
snowmobiles or camper. 
Comfortable living room, 4 
bedrooms in toter and a 
large kitchen. See it on 
Renlscope or call Frank 
I This wook we would llke to fenture tho startor or Young I ~Skidm°re at 635"5691" 
| famlly home where a down peyment of less than $2,000 | l l k ~ _  
J ean provide you with conferrable economical iving. I I 
I GRAHAM AVE. J ,s. SPARKS I 
lr 
Spacious fami ly home 
tastefully, decorated and in 
excellent condition. 
Formal dining room plus 
informal eating area. 
Attract ive living plus 
family room with bar. 
Games room. Three 
bedrooms. Ensuite 
bathroom. Landscaped 
and many other fine 
features. Call F rank 
Skidmore at 635.5691 or see 
it on Realscope in our of. 
rice. 
with possibility of 3rd 
bedroom. Asking $28,500. 
• GREIG AVENUE 
3 bedroom with full 
basement. Large lot and 
low taxes. Askln~ $36,000. 
MOLITOR 
2 bedroom up and 1 down, 
Iorge lot, nice interior 
decorating. Asking $39,000. 
style with fireplace and 
garage. $32,000 MLS 
HALLIWELL 
::Jl i  
-:~. bedroom with fireplace 
o~U garage-workshop. 
Nice lot. Askln~l $38,000. 
DAVIS , , 
full basement, Close to 
town. Asking $39,500. 
L q q 
L ' 
RE ;II)ENTIAL 
RURAL 
,~ust ,.the ,pJa~..., for, t~i~e 
"gard~',~ftowt/i'l/i~l£ " W~,  
shrubs. Huge 4 bedroom 
home with family kitchen 
and a large dining room. 
Part basement. Garage 
insulated and finished.. 
Phone Hol'st Godiinski and 
find out how easy it is to 
buy this place. 635.5397. 
Looking to move up to a 
' 'l~rger'home? This may be 
,'~lodktWl~"foH",: ~ Should:'you 
~wJsh fhi;oo bedrooms, two 
fireplaces, completely 
finished basement and a 
quiet location, this is it. 
Asking $63,500 and will 
' consider smaller home or 
property in trade. Come in 
and view the properly on 
Realscope or call me and 
I'll arrange a viewing time 
for you. Ke!ly D. Squires 
635-7616. 
Inexpensive but nice. This 
home is In: immaculate 
condition with 2 bedrooms 
on the main floor and 2 in 
the basement. Wall to wall 
carpeting, natural gas 
heat. There is attached 
carport and nicGly land. 
scapod yard. Call me to 
view this home which is 
priced at $47,500. Horst 
Godllnski 635.5397. 
Attractive 3 bedroom, ful l  
basement house, located in 
popular area close to 
• school. Wall to wail car.  
Feted plus acorn firplace in 
living room. A warm and 
friendly home, asking 
SSS,000. For viewing, call 
Christel Godlinski 635.5397. 
I 
We have several small 
• acreages for sale. CloS~ to 
town on pavement. Hydro . 
available. Asking 512,800. 
Call Horst Godllnski 63~. 
'Well kept 3 bedroom home. 
kitchen features Bay. 
window and built in oven. 
Full basement with1 extra 
bedroom. Located south of 
town.• Asking $41,500. Call 
Horst Godllnski for up. 
polntment to view. 635. 
5397. 
A well built good home on 2 
acres of land in the Gossen 
Creek Subdivision. Double 
garage, root cellar and 
animal shelter, listed at 
$47,500. Ca l l .  Christel 
Gedlinskl 6,35.5397. 
3 bedroom home.full 
daylight basement, closu ~o 
schools, paved road. 
Phone Christel Godlinski 
635.5397. 
5397. 
On two acres o f  land, th~s:~ 
two bedroom home onl 
Kalum Lake Drive Could be" 
for you. Asking. $25~500.' 
'Call Kelly D. Squires for 
mare information. 
Revenue su i te  in  the! 
basement, Self contained! 
two bedroom with kitchen 
living area. Main floor has 
four bedrooms with kitchen 
dining area. On a corner 
lot with two driveways. 
Asking S47,500. Cally Kelly 
D.Squii'es 635.7616 and lets 
talk revenuel . . . .  
i 
Acreage lots, partially 
cleared. Some have view 
of Kalum Valley close to 
town. Phone Frank 
Skidmere for information 
to view. 635.56fL 
Modular home i- 
in excellent condition, 
1248 sq. ft., 4 bedrooms 
ensuite plumbing, .wall to 
wal ! carpeting. Th is  is 
exceptional well kept 
property!n the Qqeensway 
~ area. Priced to sell. Call 
Horst Godllnskl 635.5397. 
TWO building lots in prime 
location. Magnificent view 
of Terrace and Skoona. 
Val ley, Bestl0cation to 
build your dream home. 
Call Horst Godllnski at 635. 
5397. ,. 
,Good starter t residence. 
Why pay rent when you can 
buy a 12'x46' mobile home 
With appliances and  
established on one.third 
acrelot. Full price 513,500. 
Call Frank. Skidm0r e for 
further details. 
,d I~  
LCd~Itl f O|.:t~ b le" ~ t h'~,,~ 1 
bedroom home :~:. WithJ 
l ivingroom. Feature; 
large family-type kitchen 
with built-in even and 
counter top range. 
Established fruit trees. 
shrubs and bushes on large 
landscaped lot. Asking 
$42,500. Call Christel 
Godlinski for viewing 635..J 
5397. I 
I ' - ' F i  ~ ~,,1'~ I !u l  ~g  
Located on Grahal ~11 
Avenue lust three blocks 
from schools and on a 
larger lot. Three 
bedrooms, fourth in 
basement, two full bathsl 
and a sundeck off the 
dining area. Askln 
546,500. Carl Kelly D. 
squirers 635-7616. 
Located on Leer Avenue 
and witltln blocks of 
everythingl Asking 
351,500, the vendor wishes 
to ~ell now. •Call today and 
lets have a look at your 
housing needs. Kelly D. 
squires 635.7616. 
Five residential lots for 
Sale in New Hazelton. 
Corner property close to 
centre of town, one block 
off highway. Served with 
sewer and water. Asking 
51,000 pel. lot. Contact P. 
Skidmore 635.5691. 
Well kept 12'x68' Safoway 
trailer on beautiful treed 
80'x120' lot. Newly"re: 
decorated with wall to wall 
in living room and master 
bedroom. Features a 
heated porch, big sundeck,! 
double driveway and nice 
landscaping. Asking 
521,000 including fridge 
stove and curtains. Cal l  
Christel Godlinski 635.5397. 
3 bedroom bungalo w 
located on Goulet. This one 
is d~flerent, features a cozy 
Franklin fbeplece ~j  
beautiful rosewood wal 
living room. Asking S29,S| 
including fridge and stove. 
Call Christel Godlinski for 
appointment o view 635. 
I 
14, BUSINESS' 
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f 
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right to classify ads under 
epproprlete headings and to 
set rides therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any adverflsement 
and to retain any answers 
dlrected to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, anclto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement end 
box r~tel. 
Box replies on ;'Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within iO days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers ere requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to evold loss. 
All claims of errors in 
edverflseme~lts must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 clays after the firm 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ed. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the ad. 
verNsement as pub,shed 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad. 
verftser for only one In. 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
apace occupied by the in. 
corred or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
Ilebll!ty to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
verflslng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or placeof origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 end 65 
years, unless the condition is 
~:Justlfled bY a, bona fide 
~requlremeQt, fo r jhe ,  work 
91 . ~:_. 
MARINE 
Publ ished at Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, af- 
lernoons 
PUBL ISHER 
,Don Crornack 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
Effective October I ,  
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carr ie r  ruth 3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Mai l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Mai l  year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20,00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of Amerlca I 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Th0rnhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The regular monthly 
meeting of the Skeena 
Progressive Conservative 
Women's Club will be held on 
Wednesday, March 22, at 
1:00 p.m. in the Tei'race 
Llffle Theatre Building, 3625 
Kalum Street. 
For further Information, 
Call 635.67M. 
Y.B.C. Bowling Is holding a 
Rummage and Bake Sale on 
Marchleth1978 at the Elks 
Hall on Sparks St. from 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 
The Terrace Art Association 
le sponsoring a life.drawing 
Workshop by Richard Yates 
of Port,Simpson, on .March 
31, April 1 and 2 In the 
Tel;raceLIbrary Arts Room. 
To register before March 24, 
write 4711 Tuck Ave., or 
phone 635-2964. Limit of 15 
persons. 
q 
IN MEMORIUM 
B.C.O.A.P;O. - Annual Rail 
Bazaar. November lath 
1970. Arena Banquet Room. 
~keane District Girl Guides 
CLASS IF IED RATES would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
LOCAL ONLY: Company In the Thornhlll 
20 words or less 52.00 per area. Girls between the ages 
;nserflon, over 20 words S of 14 and 18 who are In- 
cents per word. terested please call 635.3061 
3 or more Consecutive in- or 638.1269 (ctf) 
sertlons S1"50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or neh 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
COI~RECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
Sl.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents par agate line. 
Minimum charge 55.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL. POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT. AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per celumn Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basts only. 
DEADL INE 
WeigM Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hell, 41;01 Lazelle Avenue. 
You are invited to par- 
flcipate in these'Lenten 
noonday addresses to be 
held at St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church, 4726 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace. 
Time: 12:15 p.m. 
Bring your own sand- 
wlches...coffee and tea 
will be served. 
Wednesday March 22nd: 
Ray. Lance Sfephons "A 
Christian Perspective" A 
Summation. 
Come and bring your 
friends bring a co. 
worker, participate in 
These discussions on 
family life. 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of SS.00 on eli 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
.submlfled wlthln one month. 
,$S ,0O~r](  .~. iJC~ Ion ,, d l  .ipr;gljl;, rfOr 
wedding and-or ~,ng~i;;menf 
plctures. News of weddlnge 
(wrlte-ups) recelved one 
month or more after event 
SI0.00 charge, wlth or 
without picture. Subject to 
¢ondeneMien. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cords of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
FLEA MARKET 
Saturday April 8 th - -  10 
'a.m..3 .p.m. Skeene Secon. 
dory School gym . 
Garage Sale, Crafts, Bake 
Sale, Bazaar, White 
Elephant Individuals and 
Groups Welcomel 
Entry forms eva,able at 
CFTK or Slght and Sound. 
For. further Information 
phone 635-9277 or 635.7959. 
Sponsored by the Klnefte 
Club of Terrace 
Anyone who has not yet 
purchased tickets for the 
May performance of the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet 
coming to the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre may obtain them by 
writing to the Terrace and 
District Arti Council, Box 35, 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 4A2. 
HEALTH CARE FOR 
SENIORS A St.,John Am. 
bulance Course You are 
never too old to lesrnl For 
more Information, please 
phbne Mrs. Carol Harrison, 
635.5842: 
Thrift Shop.S1 bag sale. All 
clothes ,you can get in 
Grocery Bag for 51.00 Thrift 
shop on Lazelle ~Ave. Sat 
March 18, 11:00.4:30 p.m. 
Bring a friend and spare 
bags appreciated. 
The Terrace Art 
Association Is sponsoring an 
exhibition of 71 paintings 
some for sale, by local and 
regional artists In the. 
Terrace Library Arts Room, 
until April 5. 
Entry forms are now 
available for those who wish 
to enter their arts, crafts and 
hobbles in the Terrace 
Annual Arts and Crafts Show 
on April 22 end 23: They can 
be picked up at Toce Craft, 
Wlnferland, and Northern 
Crafts, or by writing BOx 02; 
Terrace. 
THEHOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
Greenware, air brushing 
available - custom firing. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
' 435.5076 
(ctf) 
PATs KNITS 
Knitting Machine Sales 
Lessons- Patterns. Ac- 
cessories 
Coned Yarn 39c oz. 630-1409 
(ctf4mo-18n) 
GOLOEN RULE 
Odd Jobs for the Jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) 
The Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary monthly meeting 
is on Monday, March 20 at You have to put forth 
0:15 p.m. In the Hospital greater efforts to reach a 
BoardRoom. New members high level of success. 
welcome. For more in. Financial security and 
formation phone 635.7796. freedom. I know the plan 
that I would like to share 
with those of you who are 
The Three Rivers Workshop willing to put' forth greater 
Is having an Easter Sale of efforts. 
Garage Sale Saturday 
March 18th, at 3534 Hughes 
St. from 9:00 a.m..2:00 p.m. 
Selling. 26' rlverbeat with 
trailer, VW van seats, sports 
equipment and househol¢ 
furnishings. 
handicrafts and toys on 
Thursday, March 23rd, at 
their new location, 5010 Agar 
Avenue. Free coffee will be 
served. Open from 9 a.m. to. 
3 p.m. 
Tickets are still available for 
all 3 performances of the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet May 
5th and 6fh at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre In Terrace. 
Tickets cost $g,O0 
Reduced Price of $4 for 
children for Saturday 
Matinee Performance only. 
:WrlhJ, enclosing a cheque for 
tickets, !o: the Terrace and 
District Arts Council, Box ~, 
Terrace, B.C. For more 
Information phone 635.2101. 
management people need 
only apply to: 
R. Moss 
33794 Mayfair Ave. 
Abbotsford, B.C. 
Before March 30. 
(c3.7,8,13) 
Basement Sale - -  March 18 
and 19. 10 a.m..4 p.m. 
Kleanza Drive. 10 miles east 
of Terrace. Watch for sign on 
Kleenza Drive, color T.V., 
bottle and coin collection, 
drapes and numerous other 
articles. Free Coffee. Phone 
635.5744 for more In- 
formation. 
(I)2.13) 
Yamaha NS670 speakers - 
excellent condition and 
sound, $420, 23 channel CB - 
Realistic and RC-24C plus 
roof antenna S120 and 
refrigerator, works well $75 
635;5290 after 6 (p3-15) 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
• Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
2rid and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1:~ 
- 4:00 p.m. 
• Adult Clinics - Mon. Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00 .to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.O. Clinic - 3:00 p.m. every 
Mon. & Thurs. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? De, you con- 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control your angry fesllngs 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is te help you 
become the loving con. 
Mructive parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 638.8302. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeane Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635.2847 or 635.3023. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital '  
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
• clothing,, any household 
items,' toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 6~5.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Ayenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m..and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
You. (nc) 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635.7558 
OR 
63,5.7728 
(off) 
In Memorlum -- GARE, 
JACK. 
In loving memory of a dear 
husband and father, Jack 
Gore, who passed away 
March la, 1970. 
In Silence, we remember. 
Betty, Judy and Don 
(P1.13) 
EXCELLENT GIFTI This 
ring has 8 diamonds in a 
circle with garnet center. 
Very delicate. Value Is 
$225.00, will sell for $100. Call 
Patty at 635.7973. 
(1=2-13) 
FOR SALE: 14' beat with 9 
h.p. Johnson motor and 
trailer. $350 firm. Phone 
Sincere sales and 630-1571 (p5-15) 
GENERAL :office worker 
wanted.  Exper ience  
nessecary salary to  be 
negotiated. Send resume 
care of, 
Box 1173 
Herald. 
1977 XL 70 Honda. With 22 
miles. Brand new. Phone 
635-7585. 
(P3-14) 
DID YOU KNOW. 
Queensway Trading 
3215 Kalum St. 
638-1613 
Have A New Shipment o 
• Bar type - pub mirrors 
• Pachlnko. Japanese pin- 
ball games 
• California grape tray wall 
hangings 
- Used hand gum 
. Furniture. Appliances 
• Much more , 
Come in and 
Browse 
-WE BUY 
ANYTHING 
OF VALUE 
TRADE-SELL. .  
- NEW- USED- 
)pen 6days aweek 9:30.6 
tl! 9 on.Frldoys 
"Terrace's most unique 
second hand store" 
ONE utlllfi/trailer. $250.00 or 
best offer. Phone 635-3112. 
(P.13) 
FOR SALE: 1.0" Sutton 
Table saw c.w Stand. After 4 
p.m. call 635-7023. 
(PS.13) 
1970"RUPP ski.doG, 640 cc, 
Vanguard Slide In 0' Canopy, 
Aquarium and Equipment, 
• Family Tent --  Sleeps 4, roll- 
a.way cot with mattress. 
Phone 635.6935 after 6. 
(I°5.13) 
For Sale; one: Electrolux 
vacuum cleaner with power' 
nozzle and one Electrolux 
without power nozzle. Please 
Phone 635.6672. 
(P3.14) 
LOOKING FOR FUR- 
NITUREt 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FREDeS FUR- 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635.3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
FOR SALE: Swedish design 
dining room suite -- 
Excellent condition. $450.00. 
Phone 635.6601. 
(PS-16) 
I 
K EYSTON E COU RT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 - 4603/Scott. 
One, two and thre( 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schooht" and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
snd patrol. 
Full time manager in 
residence. 
635-5224 
(ctf) 
I 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en- 
trance and patio.To view 
Apt. No.8 on Scott Ave. east" 
of Kalum or phone 635.4841. 
(ctf) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4933 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-705,6 
New 1, 2 and -3 bedroorr 
suites fo r  rent. Frldge 
stove, drapes, carpet, re( 
area, sauna and pool table 
with security interphon¢ 
and elevator. Absolutely 
o pets• (ctf) 
I • 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
housekeeping units, can. 
trolly located'. Full) 
furnished. Reasonabl( 
rates by day or week. Non- 
Jrlnkers only. Phone 635. 
5611. (ctf) 
Clinton Man' -r 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Security 
enferph0ne. Sauna. 
635-9422 
638.1032 
3 bedroom townhouse apts. I
with full basements. I 
No. 118.4529 Straume. | 
(df) , I 
FOR SALE: By owner, 3 
bedroom duplex dwelling. 
Full basement, oak floor, 
double lot, landscaped, good 
location. Low taxes. Phone 
635.3463 after six p.m. 
(CM&F) 
FOR SALE: New 3 bedroom 
house out of town with big 
basement. Situated on more 
than 2 acres of land. For 
Information phone 635.3108 
(pl,4,13,16) 
Housewives 
Pensioners! 
EARN 
EXTRA 
$MONEY$ 
Deliver 
Our 
Newspaper 
Phone Dawn 635-6357 
Must sell: a clean 3 bedroom 
home. Cement foundation, 
w.w carpeting, fireplace, 
attached garage on a fenced 
lot 05x200. Asking $33,000. 
View at 2552 renner or phone 
635-5172. 
(C10-19) 
2 bedroom house on 4527 
Scott. Wall to wall carpets, 
natural gas heat. Priced for 
quick sale as owner movlng. 
Asking 527,000 phone 635.3377 
(p6-13) 
MaoMillan Bloedel 
Industrys Ud. 
Requires fallers with coastal failing experience. Full 
bunk house facilities, 6 day week, equipment supplied. 
Phone 557-4212. 
Do It Now 
Alurninum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 ,h,,,, . I , .  3.76 
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49. HOMES :- 
, FOR SALE 
FOR SALE: 4 bedroom 
home with fintshed 
basement fireplace, large 
lot, close to schools. Phone 
635-2601. 
(C20.M16) 
Moving to Bulkley Valley? 3 
bedroom house In Telkwa. I 
year old, low taxes. Full 
basement. W-w carpet. 
Phone 846-5228. 
(PS-16) 
FOR SALE: ,1 bedroom 
home. Qulet street on bench. 
2 fireplaces, carport. Large 
fenced beckyard. Phone 635- 
9340 after 5 p.m. (c6.8) 
68' LEGA L . Owner transferred. Must 
Sell. 
Exceptional family home, 
close to schools and shop. 
ping. Sunken living Room, 
with fireplace, sliding glass 
doors, to covered patio; 
formal dining room with 
fireplace =are two of the 
features of this outstanding 
home. Large kitchen with 
built-in china cabinet in 
eating area, mud room, ,t 
bedrooms, 2 baths, rec- 
room, workroom, and ample 
storage areas. Complete this 
home. Large lot has fruit 
trees, garden area and 
greenhouse. 48,10 Walsh. Low 
60's. Interested parties only 
please call 635-3175 after 5 
p.m. 
(CTF) 
Wanted to Rent: ! or 2 
bedroom house or trailer. In 
town or close to town. phone 
635.4991, between 8.4:30 p.m.  
(C5.13) 
Wanted to Rent: 3 bedroom 
house. Close to town. Phone 
635.3682 or 638.8141. Ask of 
Rene. 
(C5.15) 
WANTEDTO RENT: I or 2 
bedroom house or trailer In 
town. Phone 635-9752. (p3- 
13) 
FOR SALE: 9V4 acres V4 
mile north of town. Spring 
creek, on properly. Power 
aval~l~le. Read s,tarte~ 
Phon~;(after 6).'63~ii'094 ~i:ff 
t&f )  
RETmRING? 
Adult.oriented, factory. 
bu i l t  hous ing  
developments '~ on 
Vancouver I s land-  
Lower Mainland and 
, 0kanagan Valley. Into. 
BoX 4002, Stn. A, VIc. 
t orl.a, B.C:; or Box 882, 
Summerland, B.C. 
CTF.M31 
PRIME LOT ... Thornhlll 
District. Well and septic 
system $10,000 Call Ed 
Carder -956.4110 or write 
Box 820, Port McNelII, B.C. 
VON 2RO (pS.may t2F) 
For Sale, 1974 Cbev plck'up, 
heavy duty. With e 454 
motor,. Phone 635.3058 can 
also be viewed at 513~ Agar. 
(C5-13) 
69 Meteor Rldeau 500, 2 door, 
302 motor, new battery, front 
brakes and back shocks. 
• Phone 635.2750 after $ p.m. 
"(P5.13) 
for sale: 1971 Mercodes Benz 
250. 4 door, 30,000, miles. 
$6,000 firm. Phone 635.3575. 
(C$.13) 
FOR SALE: 1962 Chev. 
single axle dump truck. 
$800.00 
1967 Scamper 17' travel 
trailer. Sleeps six --  Asking 
$1,700.00 Phone 635-3939. 
(C5.13) 
"1970 Ford Ranger, new 
shocks and brakes, priced at 
$800 phone 63S-6988 (c1.13) 
FOR SALE 1968 Beaumont 
station wagon. P.S., P.B., 
$700 and 1969 ~/~ ton G.M.C., 
307 motor $800 phone 635. 
2751. (p3-15) 
FOR SALE: 77 Aspin wagon 
less than 4,000 miles, still 6 
month warrant. For more 
informatiofl call 635-2934 (p4. 
16) 
58, MOBILE 
HOMES 
• / ,  
ATCO STRUCTURES 
Atco structures Prince 
George has parts & material 
available at year end 
clearance prices. 50 percent 
off for all industrial trailers 
and mobile homes, Salaryed 
• service man available on 
request, for Installations and 
repairs, please call Don 
Borgy at 562.6231. (c5-15) 
Wish to have your furniture 
refinished by an expert? 
Want a good job for a good 
price? If so call me, Wayne 
of Wayne's Wood Working 
and Refinishing after 4 
phone 635-6722 (c30.m18) 
FOR SALE: 12x68' 3 
bedroom trailer, laundry 
room, fridge, stove, fully 
furnished. With 3 ioey 
shacks, phone 635-3020 after 
4 p.m.  (p2-8&13) 
FOR SALE: 12x46 two 
bedroom mobile home. 
Located on fully serviced lot 
in Thornhill. Asking $13500. 
Financlng available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.7117 (ctf) 
1968 Genrah 12'x56' trailer, 
with joey shack. Un. 
furnished, set up and skirted 
in park in Terrace. $6,000. 
O.B.O. before March 24.78. 
See at space No. 17-5016 Park 
Ave. or phone 635.6174 days. 
(P.7,10,11,12,14,15,16,17) 
For sale: 12x55 3 bedroom 
mobile home. . Needs 
locating, frldg_e and stove. 
Phone 63S.5970. 
(C5.16) 
TRAILER FOR SALE: 1968 
Travelalre 14' sleeps five. 
Asking $1,450. phone 847-3702 
Smlthors (p10-14) 14 Otherwise if eaten 
_ __ , called 
FOR REN+: Near new 3 15 Irritate 5t Parrot 
bedroom trailer. 12x68. All 16 Wealthy one 55 Check for 
appliances Included. Also (colloq.) 
, has fireplace. Situated on 18Starting 
private lot, only 2 blocks point 
from school. Phone 63S.T/06 19 Donkey 
(p1.13} sounds 
20 Urges 
Fully furnished 3 bedroom 23Country 
12x64 mobile home. Large festival 
landscaped lot 84x210. Will 23 Astaire or 
&llen 
rent the lot, Rent free for 1 27 Pointed too] 
year If trailer Is bought ~Pixie 
separately. For more In- 31Over 
formation 638.1507. (c5.17) 34 Screen star 
Novarro 
64.  ~ Craves 
L 0 A N S 37 Happiness 
" . 38 Tailless 
m 
Lyle Roe, 
late of. Terrace, British 
Columbia 
TAKE NOTICE that an 
action has been commenced 
against you in the Prince 
George Registry In the 
Supreme Court of British 
Columbia, Number 797-77, by 
Laurentlde Finandal Cor. 
potation Ltd.,' in which the 
Plaintiff's claim Is for the 
sum of $2,102.22, being the 
balance owing on a 
Promissory Note dated the 
• 25th day of May, 1976. 
And it has bean ordered 
that service of the Writ of 
Summons In the said action 
on you be effected by this 
advertisement. If you desire 
to defend the said actioo you 
must within seven (7) days 
of the publication of this 
advertisement, not Including 
the day of such publication, 
enter an Appearance at the 
Prince George Registry. In 
default of such Appearance 
Judgment may be entered 
against you. 
Dated the 14 day of March, 
A.D. 1978. 
lan C. Melklem 
Plaint i f f 's  Solicitor 
.c1-13) 
70.  L IVESTOCK : 
Crossword By Eugene Stx//~r 
ACRO~S 41 Woven DOWN 
1 Abbr. on 45 V.P. under J Non-clergy 
a map Coolidge• 2 Jibe 
4 Poke abruptly 47 G.I. 3 By the 
7 Conveyance service org. same --: 
for Cleopatra 48 Creeping likewise 
12 Past plant 4 Door part 
13 Group of 52 Small lump 5 Without 
M.D.'s 53 Uneven. as ethics 
or i i 
!or 
IN"  
;)dr. , ~eY.' 
land 
:ring 
and ~ ~  
our 
_ ~ L~ ' c~p~o~R'M ~U~! ;~ 
Livestock. Milk goats 
meat goats. Also pigs 
sale. Phone 635-2898. 
(P1.13) 
~ s  to 
announce that "TAN TI " 
sire of halter and p~r. 
formance winners will st
at stud for the 1978 Breodl  
season. Phone 635.6403 
inquire about 
breeding tees. 
(C20-M17) 
HELP WANTED: Earn !. 
$200.00 monthly part-time; " ._ ~ 
$1,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com. 
pany, C-O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van. , :..:~, :: 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R.  3, =_ ~ .................... ./,.~ : "  
(cff)Kaml°°ps' B,C. V2C 5K1. C A T F I S H  byeo ao/  ~ ~ , y l ~ ~ ,  
PORTUNIT IEsBU S I  ES  S OP-__ 1 ~/"~'l=''lld~¢Vlr'~l~tt== ' J (~H E~IT"  ~ ' ~ ~ , - [ . , ~ _ . . ~ l ~ , ~ r ]  t.i. 
Dealerships. Roadrunner H A~- -~"~"~,~-_~, ,~- - :~"~ } " I~ I IE 'EALL ' , /h I IND]  . . . . . . . .  ., 
Horse Trailers. Supplement ~.~Hl~/1,0,~I~!~) " 
present business or personal ~: ,~ 
Income. Capital required 
$6,000 -- $12,000. Telephone 
271.3989. Trailer Western 
Distributors, 12060, No. 2 
Read, Richmond, B.C. V7E 
2Gt. ? 
(4-13) 
HELP WANTED -- 
Required - -  Journeyman 
plumber experienced in all, . ' " .  
mechanlc, lheatingphases OfinstalatlonPlUmbingtrade. i  AIsoandthe I~ J. jL..JL~ ~l~f~lp~ I [ j~L  ) m ~ ' ~ ' ~ i  " J [ '~ ,~ 'H: ---";&' - --- --S _ _ .  . . . . . . .  ' 
require Journeyman sh . t  ~ SH.au p SHOP 
' metal person. Also 4th year 
apprentice In sheet metal Have Your Skates 
and plumbing trade. Apply . ", 
A.J. ,Samuel Plumbing and . ':~'- 
Heating. Phone (403) 823- T i l l . :  WIZAi l I )  ( ')F ID  by  Brant  parker  , , r id  Jo lknn .y  har t  '~  " ; '  
2025 days or (403) 823.4198, ~ ~.  • ! 
823-4051, or 823-2619 1.1L'Y.;'¢ iF Y~JO'-=.bd. -~'× .V~L:~L.~ ~ ' " V f " ' ' 
T .~ '  ~.l.~r~ ~u=; .  , , ,~-  ~ . ' z '  . ~ ~"  - -~  ' T~ ~ Hl~ r - ,~. , .  ~ • :" 
,,-,,, r l ,, : .  
m : - , 
mJiiL ,,. c ,  d 
11 Worm ~"~" - 
Have--for : I ~ ' ~ I ~  ~ . . . .  :-..:: I/;,'r -.~. J .7: -:'""'i' ~-" ....... ' i' 
 eseued - - - . - - -  : 
23 Unravels " 
TERRAOE . . . . .  ,~' ,, ~ : o ~ . :  :' :~i~: 2S WWII battle • ~ ~'~'.." :; ,-. t:;~,': t.... *•~ . :~"  u-.:.~.,.REEISTER ,-~ . "~ ~ ~'-"' .,o;.,', - . . '  .. • ~ ,,,: ..,o,,,,,,,, 
area 
261~ir " '" * :FOB YOUR SNl i l I | - '  • . . . .  " :, 
Non-Prohibi- LEAGUES 10W!  i tionist i ALLEYS• ~ " " . : : ' t . . . . . .  
30 For ' - .. • 
B.C. ~ Jd==w~m 
I O., ' .... 
FOUR plex for sale by 
owner. Centrally located In 
Terrace, fu l l  year round 
occupancy, excellent In- 
vestment potuntlal. Phone 
635.9471 for further In. 
formation. 
(CTF 10-18) 
Stuff Envelopes $25.00 per 
100 (possible). Information 
send Self Addressed 
Stamped Envelope to J&G 
General Agencies Ltd., Box 
590, Peachland, B.C. VOH 
1)(0. (p20-1} 
FOR SALE: 1977 Dodge ~/4 
ton 4x4. Automatic, P.S., 
P.B., 8000 miles. Like new 
and a 1973 Dodge z/= ton, 
automatic, P.S., P.B., 30,000 
miles. 635.3845 (p5.15) 
1978 GLC Mazde,  1,200 miles 
with warranty. AM.FM 8 
track radio. Asking $3,800.00 
Phone 635-3286 after 6:00 
p.m. 
(P4.13) 
1973 Ford Ranger 4x4. Flat 
Deck with tape deck. 52,000 
miles. Phone635.4798 or view 
at ~ Sunset Drive.. 
(P10.21) 
FOR SALE: 1974 Ford 
Ranchero, Excellent con 
dltlm. Can be seen at 2263 
Hemlock Dr. Thornhlll. 
Asking I;2900 firm. Phone 
638.3443, 
(P3.16). 
"A hog in armor riS :till a 
hog." Thomas Fuller 
/ 
MORTGAGE LOANS: 
MORTGAGE MONEY. Any 
amount (25 years amor. 
tlzatlon). 1st mortgage from 
t0 percent, 2nd mortgage 
from 12~/~ percent. 
Residential, Commercial, 
Bullclings. J.D. Pbllllps 
Capital Corporation, 10673 
King George Hlgbway, 
Surrey, B.C. V3T2X6. Phone 
588-0411 or evenings 585.1603. 
(ctf. T) 
GENERAL 
CARPENTRY 
NO JOBTO BIG 
OR SMALL 
ADDITIONS, SIDING 
R E NOVAT ION S 
CEMENT WORK, 
PAINTING 
Phone after 6: 
635.4094 
I 
"1 
MOVING??? 
CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
ONE-WAY TRUCK RATES 
THROUGHOUT WESTERN 
CANADA. 
CALL TOLL FREE 
112.e0o.~3.34/e 
BUDGETRENT A TRucK 
Don't Buy New 
Buy Used 
We have a good ~teok of car 
and truck parts. Free 
teleatype, parts, location 
service, covering all of B.C. 
S.K.B. Auto Salvage Ltd., 
635.2333 day or night Ken 
(c10.14) 
Wig do tree pruning. Fruit 
trees a spin:laity. Call 635. 
7685 after 5:30. 
(P6;13) 
/ ,, 
amphibian 
39 New Guinea 
seaport 
I 2 5 
12 
18" 
20 
~, •~-  ?:ii" 
35 
.,:...:. r:L L ~.X. 
,18 4.9 ~;t) 51 
55 
WALTYME 
6 Cor£u~on- 
away place 
7 Biscayne, 
et al. 
a meal 8 White linen 31 Perform 
56 Skin robe 3~ Sound of 
blemishes 8 Narrow inlet disapproval 
57 Work unit l0 Keep from• 33 Eggs 
58 I,ike a fox talking 36 Side-dish 
Avg. solution time: 23 rain. 37 Taunter 
40 Aroused 
AP TAJI~.Jl N I NA kicks ' 
IMmlA I I~ I I IA IG IA IT~ 43 Customary 
15IAIDLDJE|NBI_DjEIMIE~ 4~ Elegant 
(slang I
45 Colors 
• 46 •nd of 
party 
49 Mouths. 
58 Partner 
of neither 
3-2 51 Conn. or 
Answer to' yesterday's puzzle. N.J. time 
:;"~' ¢ :5 ~) "~7/..,~ "/ 9 9 II • i '~ 1o 
;:f~/ 15 ,.'x~" 14 
~-,:,~, ~.,. ,, 16 I1 
45 46 ~47 
CRYPTOqUW 3-2 
JHGNYHAJ IATC LE 'MI -  
DOONESBURY 
' r~ 7ELL htS,, P/.//~DDY, 
olI~U I HI /~AMa~CA~. 
.~II~IUllII " , \ 
:lffll l ft : 
" "  ~ ~ ii ~ 
7"1"115 1.9 ROLAND HEDLE.Y. TOD/IY 
AMSASSADO~ I~UYEN VAN PH~F.D 
NA~ IN57ALLED A5 7~ NfJ# VI6INA. 
.7tVEI~ NITH TItE 7~t t  QU~ONS.. 
• MR. PARED, NO. .T. WAS 
~VE YOU SE~I NOT "SEIv'r 
TO 5"76~'0 .54 t /E~ 7O 
• YET~ ' DANCE, 
a! ~"  
I 
I A~OU~. ~e 
I ~ .u~ss ma~l~ 
h ~.-:.~,,,-., YOU/N" YOU 
IIIBIUIIUF au~ ~u 
I'lUIIIf IH I  JA~e ' ,/'ANe 
I I~11111 II-]1' r~vm., rONOA~ 
/ / / i "  
d 
' ~OYOd I JUJ;T6OTtlERE,. 
tOVOW MtFJ~ Z HAVeNY HAD 
YOU'LL B~ 7"IM~ TO LOOK. T 
LIVIN~ Y~T, tE.4R 7/.t~  ' 
~IR ? 51D£ 15 HIC£.. 
by Garry  T rudeau • 
~,  z .  
A ~r~-"  
5~$/Z:R- .:/fR/A~,t t:' 
C-O/TF.N,, . :!'!.~. {::!. 
' " '  h ;~k: . .  
/~vAsooT~ .~ L . 
~lt .  ~ Nil~. ". : " '" ': ": " r  
YOU SE ~=T - UM..NO,. ." 
711,/6 A NEW ~/~/~ " :,: 
• ~/Tr  ' ~ 1:::,,~ 
'~ " l ~ ] l  ~ '  ~ 
IGCGS JGHIOHWGS N IOSGCI  
• Yesterday's CrypteqUIp--LOVELY VIOLET DAWNS WIDEN • 
INTO VIVID DAYS. • , 
% 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  J 
L . 
! ] l  I I  
.(~ 19/8 King Features Syndic=to," Ine. 
Today's Cryptoqulp due: O equals U ~ ~!5/s/NOEED AN I . WELL, ,45 YOU IcjV~, ,'4R. OUR FEELI~5 EXACTZ~ .., 
Marsh  , ,  
| VIETNAMTOSEND • | J 51[;E.5OURU.N. MIJ~.5/ON I I STATF_~/.~'Tt14~= . z j  , .~ .~.  ~. .~ .~,v ]m.  
I A~C~U.~'n" ,  / I  ~,sToo/,.~.~l I I  YOU~E~ARM~_.~ I I  ~ ~ , ~ '  
'" I: 50QUIC~LY/  ]',,. l I" ANT FOR I r  TO P~- . . I I WELC, d4~TnmD If l~- '~ :1 I "~ .mulls/ .. 
• ;. : MAltY VACANT : ' .~0UAf/RY/ J= i..'~ , ..... 
PIPING PLOVfR-  This trim litlle shorebird is ~ : . \  . . : .  : / ill. \ 
found on open stretches of gravel or, sand border.- ; [ • . . ; ,~  ; ' . :~ , ~ . : .. 
ing lakes and marshes. It blends remarkably with 
such surroundings, with white underparts, and :, . ,i . , ;: ' , ~ [i!i!. ~ ~ . ' r : " 
neadPale sandond IheC°l°redcheeks.UpperTheParts' including top of J ', ' .  , ;~"~,,, " '  '.,.=. ~ , . . . . . .  ..... r,. ':; ..=...,; ~ ~  J~, i ~ i i J i . J ~ . , ~ ,  ' . ':" '.' .... ~ ' , '  _~.=.  
, , .   ll'lJ . . . .  I1,11 : ,, ,,., ,, , .... . .  . . . .  
and a narrow black band extends around the neck |f'~ " "  " ~ ' ~ i /  / I " "  ~"~"~.1  I"~" : " ~ ~ 1  I~  :'~"_' 
and across the upper breast (where it is consider- =-' - ~"~"',  z . . . . . .  ' :  I • " " ; ' -"~'-"~r~,.'~l J<~,~.~"¢ '~.~. ' ;~ ,  
............%....:.....:...:.:.:.:.:.:.;.....:.:.'.. : :: :::::::: : ::::::::::: .;.;.;................o...-.................. . . . . . . . . . . .  , , _ 
. . . .  ' " " . . . .  " ................ .~.~...~.~%~.~.;~:~:.:*.~.~:~.~:~:~:~.~:~%~.~:~:~%:~:~-..:~:.F~:.:!:..~°;~%%.~;:.%.°..%%~.~..~°.~:~.*~.~. 
Wl ~.i i.~ F~4 LLIE WAS CHEAP youngprospeetnamedWillle " . . . .  .... " ........... " ......... ":""~'~";';'~";';'~'~':' " .
ably wider). Four pale buff-colored eggs are  
thickly speckled with dark brown and are almost 
invisible in the Crude hol/ow that serves as a nest 
among a Cluster of stones and pebble.~, i  ~ . 
• , • • , • 
NEW YORKN(AP). --. Mays, The report of the strongarm,,herunswelland . "A l i t t l so fwhatyouf~.  
Newo York Glante paid olz Giant scout .who watched he "has good baseball i11- ; does you good. ''i : ,  
Mays said: "He is a major- stlnct, •Above all, he 18 eager 
~,00o1950tOforBirminghamthe contractBar°fof a leaeue or~oeet, He has a to learn." . ' Maria Lloyd ) ~ '.r 
J 
! 
I 
!/Your hid•dual 
": . . . .  :" ~FranceSDrake 
:" " ~/FOR SATURDAY, MARCH 18. 19'/8 
wl~ti.:kind..:0f day will SCORPIO m 
~mo~r~ ¥~0 !~, :o= what I~ .  24 to Nov. ") 'q','~k" 
the st~rs:sa~:r~d me forecast, Fine Mars influences! Be m 
g ive~or~"~i~h Sign; the lookout for good leads, 
projects, with substantial 
ARIES background. Business Interests 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 23i e ~  especially favored. 
Extra care needed in SAGrrrARIUS )~. )  
financial matters, but do your (No~'. 23 to Dec. 21) 
own thinking about them. Unusual tact needed here -- 
Advice Ire• others could lead in family, social:and business- 
you off on false t ra i l s . .  ' circles. Don't "rock the boat" 
or stir up dissemion-- only too 
TAURUS }-4~-",~' easily done now, if you are not 
(Apr;.21 to May'21) ~'~-q~ alerL 
steJiar ~ectsindicate some CAPRICORN l~t_'-~ 
indecisiveness~ Counter by (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vd ~ l t  
urging .youl'..salf .into poaRive Alertness, reading between 
action. Haste eac~ situation as the lines, will keep you on the 
it arL~, evaluate ach.anita beam. Be'consistent in all en- 
own merits. ~" "'  deavo~ Some new advantages 
~E~n -~'~,~""t~ ~=~.  
(May ~ to June 21) ~ AQUARIUS : ~  
Fine Mercury influenees! (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Invent,: improviae,:balld anew A good day for conaultotious 
where it will help.you t0 take 8 • with influential persons, ex- 
fo rward  ~ .  I Yotr, incentiVe, perta in aH lines. But only 
and ingenuity should be kenn.~ consuiL Sign nothing yet. More 
. details will h~ve to be 
CANC .ER 
(June 22 to .~Tuly23) O ~  stralghtesed OUL 
"PIscEs X~ 
In dealings with -others, be (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
sure to note their eactions. The You will wind up "in the red" 
rtght word at the right time on day's balance sheet if you do 
could be a big factor In putting not think and function com- 
over your ideas. 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
Do not take a position for or 
against any issue until~eure of
your ground. Analyze 81mmor- 
ous-sounc~ propositiOnS: they 
could be misleading in details. 
viB o 
(Aug. 24 to SepL 23) 
Routine activiUes may run 
without many hitches, yet Item 
may be certain' lnterrupt[ous In 
new ventures; Don't be 
dismayed. With careful study, 
you can cope. 
LIBRA , :. ,~ ~ 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 
A good duy for irying out a 
new Idea or method. You have 
the ability to turn ibe ordinary 
into the interesting, Improve the 
mediocre with a novel twist. 
Use it! 
petenUy right from the start. By 
directing energies martly, 
however, you can achieve 
much. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
intellectually Inclined, positive 
What kind 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars ay, read the forecast 
given for your birth Sign. 
ARIES ,.or. ,, .r. 20, 
Do not let lha unfamiliar keep 
you from accepting it on that 
basis alone. 
carefully cheek for flaws and 
find none, invite the ianovaUon. 
TAURUS ~ "  
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Your artistry and creativity 
stimulated. A time to "dre~ 
up" old ideas and methods and 
make them more attractive. 
GEMINI 
(May 22 to June 21) Mr 
Fine influences! You should 
be able to burdle almost any 
obstacle now, but curb ten- 
dendes toward emotionalism 
aM lmpqlstvenese. 
CANC~ O~::~ 
(June 22 to July 23) 
DO not become fnistrated 
over possible delays or 
disappointments. 
watch the "little things" wldch 
could cause unnecessary 
~rlction i  close circles, 
LEO 
( J . ly 24 to Aug. 23) J~r~ 
You can expect a pleasant 
day, with associates full of good 
will and congeniality. Day 
~.pe.c. lally favors conunuuity 
ana~s, cultural interests and 
soc[ui functions. 
VmGO nptA  
(Aug. 24 to SepL 23) 
Alsplendld period in which to 
renew affectionate ies through 
mutual interests and pleasures. 
Your domestic affairs 
e~ecially favored. 
LIBRA 
~S~pt. 24 to oct. 23) .n -~ 
~78 U~l~ml h~ S~l~c~e 
r~ me, neat. 
Unless careful, you could 
become inextricably involved in 
a most undesirable ltuaUon. 
Don't play games with 
another's emotions-- no matter 
how stimulating it may seem at 
I 
FOR SUNDAY, MARCH 19, 19'i8 
of day will • SCORPIO 
,oct. ~, ~ Nov. ~) , ,v~r  
A bit of friendly advice could 
mushroom Into a profitable 
move. Don't hesitate to grab the 
chance when you get it. 
SAGrrrARIUS ,,~ JI,dl. 
(Nov..= ~ Dec. n) re"  
pmassnt surprise due. You 
Where you finally receive assurance that 
your ideas are sound and will be 
carried out -- bringing a 
tremendous Increase in your 
prestige. 
CAPRICORN ' l ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
Get all promises in writing. 
Otherswill respect you, if fair 
but firm. A slight disap- 
pointment could eventually 
redound to your benefit, so... 
paUencei 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Caution will be your ally now. 
Be wary -- and a shrewd ob- 
server. A so-called friend may 
be trying some unsavory 
maneuvers. Watch and wait -- 
and you will emerge victorious. 
And DO (Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 
A good time to take the 
initiative in business matters, to 
express independence of 
thought and action. You are 
sometimes too hesitant for your 
own good. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
endowed with' a keenly 
analytical mind and a lovable 
nattire; are a pldloecpher at 
heart - adaptable to almost 
any environment i  wMch you 
find yourself. You are a born 
teacher and love intellectual 
pursuits; are also Inventive and 
metlcuious about details. You 
make excellent scientists, 
entertainers, tatesmen and 
seamen; are a true 
humanitarian d could be the 
pillar of your community. 
Birthdate of: Wm. Janelngs 
Bryan, "silver-tougued orator," 
U.S. statesnan; Ursula An- 
dress, film star; Wyatt Earp, 
lawman. 
in action and highly 
imaginative. You handle most 
things cleverly, have fine the stars My, read the forecast 
businena cumm and, if drawn i ivm for your birth Sign. 
to ~ arts - asperity writh~ 
and muslc-- are truly creative ~ . . .  _~ 
and original. Your renour- (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
cefuineas, eompetenee In A new approach may be 
emergencies and pluck in needed in asme areas, In order 
overcoming obstacles are to con@ with un~zneet~d 
o , t~. :  .~al~.¥ carb: ~=Uo~t~y.un-~'~;~;le. 
l es ro iwna[omeraunnKotyour  MIra•slaW• I nd~mf lvn  ,~=n Iv4nn 
efforts, hypersensitivity, m" 'm- '~"  . . . . . . . . . .  a 
ov~indulKeace In pleasurea. TAUR--'---~---'- L ,~.  
Blrtlldatoof: GrovorClevehmd, tam- 31 to Ms" 21' Od~" 
~2nd --" 24 . . . . . . . . . .  " ' "  : , i l~ m I1re~, U.S.A.; Tlet and ~ ~mutd lye_In 
.- .- 
3/z 
"A-m I yo~ sum he told you to stick e barometer  in 
mY mouth'/"-.. 
...,,:_¢,~..: -,., ,.,,;,.,:.;,_.';:,...,-,-..,., *,,..*,~.:**.¢,.*,:;_%*' • *. ,.,.,... , ,;,.,-,.,.,...,.,;.;,:,;.:.;~;,;,;. 
FOR MONDAY, MARCH 2O, 1~8 
What kind of day will SCORPIO ,,. ,~,. 
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 toNer. 22) 
Organize your im~p'mn so as 
to eliminate time-wasting 
confusion. A good activity day 
for those bern unde~ tide Sign. 
(Nov. 23to Dec. ~l) 
When you believe In anything, 
is contagious, so make sure you 
are correct. A day In whkh year 
influence will be strongly felt. 
CAPRICORN ~,,et--~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. m) v'd t~f  
Good Saturn Inll,ences. In- 
tellectual and c~eaUve.p.~_.~ta 
overeptlmate your net-up, 
however. All pine won't come 
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Friday, March 11, 6 to midnight 
m B¢1~ 
(NBCI (cec) __  (CTV) 9 KCTS (PBS) 
• N_.ew. I . X wed FIIntstonso Star Trek ,He, to~ 
;~  o~rne FIIntston. Star Trek ~ogerl 
"30 News Mary Tyler The--Gong Show Electric 
145 News Moore The Gong Sbow ~,ompany 
.00 News Hourglass ..... Hews Hour Big Blue 
News Hourglass Hews Hour *~arhle 
News Hourglass News Hour :)var Easy 
145 News Hourglass News Hour Dear Easy 
i 
Tonight Family Petticoat Lehrer 
Hollywood Family Julle CrnokeWo 
145 Squares Family . Julia ~ardan 
8 i~  Quark Tony Randall Oonny and Washington 
Quark Show Marie Week 
CPO Sharkey On Our Own Denny and Wail Street 
145 CPO Shar.key On Our Own Marie Week 
! , . . . r , . . . .  
Files Tommy Hunter Files ~ 
I ~ :~ Cent Tomm~ Hunter The Rockford Mastarpleea 
Cent Ten, my" Hunt~ Flies Theatre 
l j ~  • Special .~  Rich Man, quincy Blrtl~lay 
:,~ Special Poor Man quincy Party 
IU  : 30 Special Rich Man, Quincy Birthday :45 Special Poor Msn quincy Party 
News The National CTV News Party 
• Tonight Night Final News Hour Foal "DI~" Cava4f 
1 45 Show 90 Minutes News Hour • Final Show 
. ~ i 0 0  TonlghtShow Live The Late Warld War 1 
IZ :  Tonlghtshow 90 Minutes Show I World War 1 Tonight Show Live "Bart LaRua's: 
145 Tonight Show 90 MInute~ The Ark of Noah'" 
Saturday, i l amh 181 10 sam, t0 5 psm. 9 K :o . 
B ,  
• GI~MWI 
(1~ 22to June 21) 
Mercury not too bell~ul now. 
Be circumspect tn wr t~s ,  
careful in signing papers, e lm 
if lraveling. Accuracy esso~ 
tluil 
(June 22 to July ml 
Make an e~ra effort to get 
tldnp off in a better start for a 
m u c h ~  work week. 
And dea't overlook ANY new 
.~ty ,  no matter how 
at once. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Some dubious chemes may 
be sa~eeted. Be alert - -  and 
reject promptly.. Also, avoid 
unconventional behavior, ex. 
Stereos'in word or deed. 
(Feb. 2O to Mar. 201 
One of'those mixed periods 
which can bring both the 
everyday and the unusual. Seek 
expect advice and opimoes to 
cope with the latter. 
LEO 
( J~y ,  to ,~.  ~) 064~r~ You ~R~ TODAY are a 
With yeur perso~dRy end Pisces-Aries cuspel (one born 
permasive~ss, you.eso be an at the chan~e of Sl~es) and, an 
e~. -e  Influmce in areas such, are endowed with great 
where ~tumbllug,,blocha have versatility, inventiveness and 
bean rah~l. Your spirit of an outgoing personality. You 
enterprise atimuleled, are Industrious, Idealistic in 
VIRGO your ambitions, ympathetic o 
(Aug. 24 to SepL =) nv '~ the underfflvileKed and ex. 
Study PrOl~Umm and the tremaly capable In emorgen. 
pnople'behlnd them. Neither e ias .  You have excellent 
mheagreemmts too quickly businesaabilRyandaKreatlove 
nordullyuntilyoulosechances, of beauty, so that if you do n0t 
Use that good Jud~mant of chcose one of the arts as a, 
yours. , career, you will probably 
LIBRA ~ choose one-- probably music or 
(SUPL 24 b) Oct. 23) - - -~  literature -- as an avoeaUun. 
Pull up the rdno rather than Birthdato of' Charles W. EUot, 
rush ahead beltor.skeltor. You author, educator; Henrtk Ibsen, 
• :15 
:30  
i i :~  
i :00  
:15 
:30 
l I i .:45 
12]  
I :00 
:30 
l / '  ":45. 
Basketball 
Champs 
Cen't 
COn't 
In Pursuit of 
Llberty 
Can't'. 
Can't 
Cons. Survival 
Kit , 
French 
Chef 
Curling Champs 
Curling Champs 
Curling Chomps 
Curling 'Cham0s 
Peanuts 
and 
Popcorn. 
Con't 
Big 
Valley ,. 
Big 
Valley 
Beyond 
Reason 
NFB 
FIIm.~ 
McGowan and Co. 
McGowan and Co, 
Journal 
International 
Georg e 
George 
• " Kidstuff 
• Ki~tuff  
Kidstut; 
KldStuff 
Red 
V~sh-" 
Show 
BIz 
Rower 
spot  
NC AA Basketball 
NCAA Basketball 
NCAA Basektball 
NCAA Basektball 
• Baggy P#nts 
.&Nitwits 
Space 
Sentlneels 
• NCAA 
Championship 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't , ' 
Cons Furvlal 
Kit:  . " 
French 
Chef 
.00 Curling. Champs TheWar Cent Great  Ex -  
15 Curling Camps Years Cent .pectatlom . 
:30 Curiihg-- ~ha~nps Cent Cent Great' 
:45 Curling Champs Cent " Cant ,;xpoctatlons 
:00 Cent . All Star Wrestling Salurday Great 
,d r  : 15 Cent ' All Star Wrastllng Movie ExMetatlani ...... 
_1 :30  Cent • ~ l  Star Wrestling "To  All my 
V : 45 Cat  All Star Wrestling F r I • n d s ,I n Expectations 
I :00 Cent ' Wide World ': " Shorts" Great 
• i l  :lS Cent - of Sport . Cent i . Expectations 
i l i l  :~"  Coat " WideWorld -.~,~__t ., coushmu 
i :qo  Cent r i ~ S ~  r ~ r  ~ v s ~ V  " 
illlllililllllllllllilllilllilllllllllliillllllllllil~ 
~vF_ 
I l l  • • IT'S HARD TO CALL- ~b~d get into trouble if you use playwright; Ozsie Nelson and o 
RF la I I  ": . . . . .  N'CP" "t to...  Heed yes C l er, TV • 
I l l i l l  . .r~mv~lzv ' t , J -7 z ~Uve ~rge~ . • B.F. Sk~ner~ psychologY. 
• . .  . m't easy m get tlu'oughto ....(.. ..... ............,.. ........ ....... ........ i I' .. ii 
~'m~ . . . . . .  ~At, B ~borUi's W ~ O ~  to ~;~;~:~;~';~:~;~;~;%%~'~:~';Y~:;';~;:~:~:~'~:~;% " • ' ' ' i  : 
TO~'YO (OF) --  Cases of c'T,m"%ran'"~es J-'--oe- Bank"s COOPS CELEBRATE . . . . . .  • • m - • , m cemuraung its 50th year • • orimea involving narcotics ark I ' • ': • • . chief rugistration d , sad  SA~KATOON (CP) - -  Co- D D. Thomas, spokesman, 
and stimulant drugs soared "not ene • • • 
I s~tv~mp' t .  thah loh ,mt l~ l  thorea l~.  . ughpeopl Ol~'.atlveRetailin~System, said the or~anizatlon has • 
. '~"#,.v~"yT."~%~.-"..;~ answerl~.... ~ . . . .n~. .y  consmUng of Federated Co- grown from a group o f  • • i 
omcu im~ ~lrty llr~m, warn nhOilea "1"10 IMIKICali~ tO ~ nnl~,ntlu~ l . td  nnd ~rw~ ~tt-.msll.~ 1 .1 . ~  ,~ ^ .~. 
,18. ' •~/~1 " ".i more~, theh ;13,000. arrests areeantinu as it , -. : maa,, , , . ,~;n~+,,.m~..h. .r~istry . . . .  ~. ,  . tham.n, e0.co-operativco in the of Canadas largest mer- • * m":::" 
aaysJa~;'e'l~atl~el'"P"~l'~ Cleam soo V,anmea a (my. western nell of the co. untry , chandielng systems, • d l _n  Im a m _ '  = • ~•  ; '  
• w • :  ..... 
Ui, rlners - All Sizes. _1,33__ of ~. - ' ,wee  confiscated, _ _ ~ : • • I ~ I P k 
~ ~ .cant from ~1 NkT_ . . _ . _  B__~ _ ; . _  ._ _ _ 9_  I m . * , • - : .  :mm 
mune)periodayear ~ore .  I I I I~ ,~V I~11,~!111~, ,~.~ .~1 , - - - - - - -  . . . . .  -" Air Fi lters. ALA 32 - 3.44 | 
l~,Wm~NC'~, Xan, (AP) ! ' .~k~.-.. i.~,~,~.,,~ .*~.  . . . .  - I • • • " ••  
- . , .  ' " |  ALA 33 2.27 | UrdvorsRy of Kansas' new i 0 '1"  rv_~ r~ . . . . . . . . . .  i _ _  HelewForesman Spencer - 2, ALA 38 
Musel~ of  t say  ~at  ~ # d " l " ' ' r . " " " f J 
herd t~ find.~be mumum's  taRA.. , . . .  ,as,,......0,0 : ALA 36 " 237 ALA 41," 2.97 : 
older krtworks are •closed . -. • , * • 
in special duat-tliht dkplay. . . . .  DS BODY SHOP.  d35.9410 L ALA 37  227  ALA 42  2 ,97  : easel,; and a ioL~kLieamo ~ .: " , " m 
air-filta'in~ ayeS• sis0 has I re re  TERRACE OIL  BURNER SERVICES ; 635-4227 nlllnlnnOlllllllillllllillmllllllllllllllmiillillMl,~ . beennlnstal led to further 
• 635-3081' emu~ theaboence of dust, 
,BUNN~BEEN AROUND 
CHICAGO (AP) - -  Today 
the F, aster ::Bunny in prae- 
tically!tektm ;for granted as 
the East•'  symbol, but in 
ancient .tides the hare 
eymbol i~!b~, .and ,  new 
life ~ and ~: i~lhe'i culturea / 
~ld~ea. | t  ~ '~ a symbol.', ! 
of the nioon/Later, the bare 
may .have l~comea symbol: 
ol Faster, because the moon *.,, 
determines the date of 
Easter , : .  , " " ,  ,~ ': ~ ' ' 
BOOK NOOK 
L•  • - I .  isLed , o . ,  .u ,  , . . .  
Here/ ,.'. , . - ,  wo, s.o, 
' ' '  ' ~ . !- ALL-WEST GLASS - 638-1166 r # " 
. F ree .  for ONE month courtesy,of THE 
' DALLY  HERALD ': '~, . : • /  " ; * " : ~ ", ~' 1): 
~ ,  l i s ted ~r Y ' c r inse /CMI  635-6357 
i I 
GORDON and ANDERSON 
LTD. i 
LINK ;:;':'° s,,.,,... ,o 
t 
• ~%. .  
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"Blue Collar" movie  on " 
assemb]Yov., o., ]ine grind LINK'' ,o,,o, 
He has the look of an in the dehumanizing for writing Taxi Driver , .  Thunder. and 
age choirboy, yet in five grind of an auto assembly study of a would-be assassin, The Grand Rapids, Mich., 
years Paul Schrader has line. Midway, the three played by Robert DeNlro. native now is directing his 
pined a rspstatien as a workers--Rid|ard Pryor, Schrader'aflrstfilmwanThe script of Hardcore for ANDERSON 
creator of corrosive studies Harvey Keltel and Yaphet Yakuza, about Japanese Columbia Pictures. George HARDWARE STORES 
of haman depravity. Ketto-dlscover the folly of gangsterism. He alsowrote a C. Scott portrays a religious 
HIS latest is Blue Collar, trying to combat their psychological .thriller, 0b- Midwesterner who descends 0_~1 Iw . i~  ~lmm~J " I '7  
which ~ as a funny- corrupt union, session, and a story of Vict- into the world of porno films 
bitter movie about workers Schrader,32, isbest known nam veterans, Rolling to find his wayward 
. . . . . . . . . . .  daughter, n 
( [ le t  R o u l e t t e  11.ot  Hardooresprang roman T,V GU:IDE. ~ ~) ~) incident of a missing teen- age girl Schrader ha  heard plane reading about in high school. Blue Collar also had its begin- 
nings in his Michigan past. 
KNEW ABOUT PLANTS 
"My friends' fathers All listings subject to change without notice. 
Everybody makes a cornfield sees human industry to enact and enfcrce worked in the Fisher bob- 
mistakes. That's a trulm, 
usually applied to harmles~ 
incidents. But it becomes a
fearful statement when •
applied to air travel. 
Fred McClement's book, 
Jet Roulette, shows why the 
public cannot be indifferent 
to mistakes made in the air 
travel industry, n
McClemmt accuses both 
the industry and gnvern- 
mints of foot-dragging over 
safety measures. He says 
most airp)rts in the world 
have inadequate protection 
for aircraft and that the 
planes themselves are death 
traps. 
McCiement gives detailed 
a~counts of crashes aromd 
the world. Although the book 
becomes repetitive as crash 
follows crash, the author 
maintains a high level of 
tmsion by frequent use of the 
actual words of flight and 
ground crews in the 
moments before disaster. 
The style is dear, spare 
and free from over- 
dramatization. The events it 
chronicles need no em- 
beiliubment. 
SUCKED THROUGH 
WINDOW 
Passengers five miles 
above the [[round struggle in 
vain to prevent a fellow 
passenger from being 
sucked out of the plane 
through a broken window. 
Hundreds of men, women 
and children burn to death in 
bodies rain from the sky 
after a midair collision. 
Most such catastrophes 
are the result of human care- 
lessness. MeClement ap- 
peals for a public campaign 
to force governmenta and 
much stricter safety 
measures. 
In thz meantime, for those 
who must fly, McClemmt 
gives valuable advice en 
what to do in the event of an 
aircraft emergency. 
Nobody lost at 
awards banquet 
3GANCOUVER (CP) --  The 
British Columbia branch of 
the Association of Canadian 
Television and Radio Artista 
(ACTRA) honored provin- 
cial nominees to the 
assoc ia t ion 's  nat iona l  
awards competition Menday 
with a dinner party at which 
none of the competitora lost. 
Under the awards ystem, 
award-winners are 
• nominated by region, but 
elected in a national haHot. 
The awards show will be 
broadcast by CBC on 
Saturday. 
Jack Webster, twice nomi- 
nated for best B.C. radio 
public affairs broadcaster, 
shared the applause with 
Ann Petrie, host of CBC 
seconds when two planes 
collide on a fog&y runway. Gordon Sinclair award, 
A woman walking through • given annually for outspoken 
opinions and integrity in 
broadcasting. 
LaPierre has also been 
nominated onbaYio the 
assodaflon's region 
for the same award for his 
work there on CBC radio's 
Ottawa program, the Wat- 
son-LaPinrre report. 
Nominated in less- 
crowded categories are Bill 
Rulter, Maria Gropper, Bill 
Buck and Norm Grohman of 
CBC's Dr. Bandolo's Pan- 
demonium Medicine Show. 
The group is vying for the 
best radio variety show. 
Peter Ralston of BCTV is 
nominated for best 
children's TV program for 
his Pete's Place production. 
Anthony Holland of Van- 
Vancouver's afternoon AM couver was nonminated, f~r 
radio show, who is nomi- best television acting Per- 
usted for the same award, formanceforhts portrayal of 
Also at the dinner was Shylock in Merchant of 
Lauriar LaPlurre, host of Venice, as was Ian Traeey, 
CKVU TV's Vancouver the young lead character in 
show. Webster and LaPierre Dreamspeaker. The two 
both nominated for the shows have both been nomi- 
nated for best television 
show of the year. 
splant so I knew about 
assembly lines." The idea 
fomthe movie began with a 
suggestion from another 
young serenn writer, Sydney 
Glass, wbose father had been 
on a Detroit assembly line. 
Using Glaas's source 
material, Schrader wrote the 
script with his brother," 
Leonard. 
Paul Schrader had decided 
he wanted to direct. His 
reasoning: "I hadn't been a 
writer. Iwan a s~een writer. 
A sorem writer is only half a 
film-maker. I wanted to be in 
charge." 
But bow to make the 
break? He decided to "make 
my alliance with the talent," 
and he submitted the Blue 
Collar script o Pryor, Keitei 
and Kutto. All were en- 
thusiastic. Next he in- 
m'ested the Norman Lear- 
Bud Yorkin company, TAT 
Communications, in par. 
tinily financing the project. 
Schrad~ then tackled his 
greatest challenge-Detroit. 
"I described the script to 
the major auto companies 
and none woulduallow us to 
film inside their plants. We 
also had some trouUles with 
the city, which is run by the 
major companiee." 
Two weeks be/ore he was 
scheduled to start filming, 
Schrader lacked a factory 
location as well as the money 
to finish the film. Help came 
from Universal Pictures 
which supplied financing, 
and the Checker Motor Co., 
which offered its plant. 
BgSlli,.E.SS 
~12111 excellent 
(1918) Ltd. .... 
: . =..Phone 635.283~-~"  
s O K" 
92 B Old Lakelse Lake Road 
4623" Lakelse 
tone 635-3081 
Hales Cabinet 
and Miilwork 
Custom Kitchens 
Residential and Commercial 
DIREOTORY 
. Satellite Vinyl. 
Antique Auto Restoration 
R.R. 2 Johns Road 
Phone 635.434.8 
I 
Spee-Oee 
lufflers Ltd. 
3010 G Kalum St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
PHONE 638-1991 
Exhaust Systems. 
Shocks 
,stom Pipe Bending 5110 Keith Phone 63S.5455 
I 
~ <,'~7"~ ' FO;  A'PHOTO ;HAT It' . ,  9ave ........ 
SPARKS A MEMORY I I ~  ~ d ~. I [ Uro..a.u, 
• ~ / Phone 630-1464 I I ~~ -~"  
' r c.OSEO .ONOA~ J 1 • Call evenings ,..MOO 
Oall us at 635-6357 9 to § 
I 
Imllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllll 
Saturday, Ihroh 18 5 psm. to midnigM 
~ KING .~  CFTK ~1. BCTV 
D (NeC, ~ q (CTV, 
Jim i;~ I s~ co t~ I of swt I World 
-- • :30 I $_pace_1~ I WIdA Wnrld I of 
R IN- I Can't Family Cen't 
• 7 l--Hour " • • Swiss Family 
Robinson 
The Bionic 
Woman 
Cen't 
Cen't 
Ro~f Harris 
Show 
Acad.  Per-  
formance 
Canadian Ex- Cant "The Odessa 
press Cent ' File" 
Cane Cent Jan Voight 
press • Cent 
: C1~ News 
CTV News 
Nwes Hour 
Final 
adian Exa, 
:The National .~ 
-The National • :" 
: ~rovlnc~! Affa!rs 
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"King Creole" 
Cent . 
Cnnt 
"Our Time" 
• Cent , 
Cent 
Mary Tamm 
CTV News 
News 
Hour 
Final 
The Late 
Show I 
"Our Time" 
Cen't 
Sunday, March 19 1 p.m. to midnight 9 ~'"°  
(CBS) 
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I I ~ o p  .: / -~:  I Terry Winters I th~ M~I 
I 1 ~ I N~,AA. ~.nam. I Country I Star Trek I Live tram 
KCTS 
( PBS} 
Coustsau 
Odssey 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
Cant 
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Austin CIty 
Limits 
Austin City 
Limits 
Big band 
Bash 
Big Band 
Bash 
Cent 
cent 
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Cent 
Im ~al  
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Cent 
Cent 
Cent 
End ~f 
Civilization 
End of 
Civilization 
m m l ~ n m l  
Great  Per-  
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Great  Per-  
fore mces 
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[Report 
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Night Final 
.Night F i l l  
The Late Show 
"The, /~n Out. 
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J Cent 
Prime Time 
Prime Time 
Prime Time 
Prime Time 
CTV News 
CTV News 
News Hour 
Final 
The Late Show 
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EASTER EGG SPECIAL 
' " 29~ doz. f ia t - IAT  6rad. A ( rod . )  /: " ' , 
: 2SUAROH197n (SATUl IDAVONLV)  ' 
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• ! J lA~F~qP '  I Store Hours: Tues, to Sat. 9 a,m, to S:30 p;in~. 
~ Friday 9 a,m. to 9 P.m. 
• ' 9 '~ i"lg''~IIco~v°nt 
".I~ I ~t  
. ~t  
: 00 News 
: 15 Five Star ~Movle 
"Mr .  /Ske f .  ~ 
19 
The Newcomers I Kolak 
Story" The Newcomers Kolak 
, Qua~..ly "-- Kolak 
